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I~CE. - -ATe ' i~a i : '3~u" . ,  .sit>the;e.-and 'look! at, ~he;~;:h: ~dyu~ina~ed p~:m:r7  
"~e didn't' know what tO do . " Aithoughti~ey k~ 
i i~it b his i0y s at f irst;he'd just '~ be difficult, they.: 
iil. ~:  ,, .... : . . . . . .  !i. i . .:. .i.....i,i :. ...:> ...... i. ' . . . . . . . .  , : ' / /~ : : '  ::.: : ' . . :  
'for bread was a game of "hurryl  
Up and wait.". : 
And they had to resell lie I 
bribes to even get close to cut -  
ting the red tape."Commti~s'm 
has corrupted everyone , "  
Dwainsays. " : .... i : .  
Because they .lived:':':iWithi.:ra - '  
Romanian  family:i l  the  
Hornlandssaw first hand the ef. 
l and  fects of '  communis~n; ~ 
Dwain says despite the revolu- , " 
tion "Romania is stillia.c0m- 
munist Country. The  new . .~-~ 
' i  
/. 
government is the same body- -  ~: 
different head.', . : •. ~ . " '~.~....:~:, , • ./" / ,, ~ -. .' 
Although theymade many ~'~" -" := ::~~" ~ ~.,~,,<i~,.." . i 
~-~'~',~, . . . .  "" - r .  ~' / ,~l l~l~. - - ,~ ~ friends, in Romania  the '.'~").,<  ,! " 7 ;~ ~. . . '  . "'. 
Ho.ra!ands. aytheyhav'"!tOO.~::,../~.'~?"," ~ ~  --~'r 
many earl memories to go back. [ " '~ l~~"~. . '  _ ~ ~  : " : .  
" I f  he wants to o . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ : " ~  " " ., g backto see ..... , . . . .  > . . . .  . r . : ' : ' 
where.he comes from, We:~ill, -ROMANIAN BABY Alex Hornland is back in Terracewithhis new . ' :  :" 
butno, 'n(;t for a visit.Romania parehtsl Juli; and Dwaln who spent more than tllree months in ' , ~ 
, is not.a place to go fora holiday. Romania. He's been busy playing with toys and hamming it up foi: 'i ' 
. .nOt now anyway." ~ ii _":''~ :: :' ' the~meras Of his new family and friends, . ' ' : " 
W LE°x°t'"pARL~AHEHT BLDG ::l'::~' " ~ ( l " ' " : : :  ' ' :  
, . . . _ _  STANDAR,  ' 
F 
a little lamb she hopes is goingto come up bi~ at this weekend's Skeena Valley Fall 
member Iias enjoyed success in past competitions but,so far the big prize -- Grand 
~)as e!uded her, Perhaps Odie, her entry this year, .Willchange all. thaL 
, D r ' '~ ' : / , '  -- l l  
'.,.the'inimy.~ ,..immediately,-after his birth~in',!  "~i|~(both at' . . . . . . . .  theSkccna and 
; egret!-the<:' .; Mar( :h, /s ince then '.'sh .,i , / .  ~Bulki~.Valley..~aj~s,..she ~ has' 
the :~: ,' averaged about five"hourl i.i!i.i~yet , ~ . . . .  ~ :her-TilrStlamb 
) ,a~r )~e,  :~ Week.~Th~tt {figure, ~haS, n <!@<G~i aml~iOn rosette 
~ad~)~/)! '•~ ' :  :,of~,,. ' ' "  . ' c reased  . . . .  ~in the,'run-up~"~ to ....."! Ii( ~i ':~ ' ' . . . . .  ~I~SI.!; ~' " ' " :,:/,~.~.~, . .~, ,,, . .  . . . . . . . . .  , ~,.~.,, : ,.~,~i~e~h, o thls~yeaJr will be. 
Kindergarten policy 
comes under fire : 
TERRACE -- An education "I  personally believe that it's 
ministry decision t0  offer full- discriminatory to make a 
day kindergarten to native In- blanket judgment on  ethnic 
dian children is discriminatory, grounds,, district elementary 
a local native leader charged last principal Paul Axelson said, ad- 
week. -dine he did not believe the 
Kitselas i band chief Mel 'mi~!~r~{direct ive was the 
Bevan said the ° blanket ~ state- anS~)~!~!prob lem.  
ment implying:that all native :~S~i~/spokesman said 
children need ~Xtr~: he lF : in  nati#es were made eligible ~not 
school is both  ,unfhlr ' and  to isolate them, but to combat 
" Hand icapped s tudents ;  development ~d~el~_~.s-kii ls 
: stu~iefi~s~ With• Engli~h,,as,a se- .believed .prevalent ,,,~in , some 
.. o0d . language; and  native native villages. . .-/.- 
' stiideh~'i~iil:'be 'eligible to at -  . . . .  Bevan~a~reed that natives in 
tend kindergarten for  the~full some a~eas need help, but said 
day, rather'thmltheregulm.h~f specificpr6grams should be set 
day, starting this fall. up to help them - -  not across- 
"That's ridiculous," Bevan the-board  fu l l - t ime 
said. "You shouldn't just lump kindergarten. 
natives inwith the handicapped. "Some do need extra help -- 
That's not the solution." depending on where they lived 
Several ocal teachers, and at previously," he said. "Some 
perfectly proper English ~ to 
them, but it's not English Pro- 
per." • • ,. 
"But I don't see the logic in 
this," he added. "They need to 
be given more assistance during 
their regular school t ime."  
The ministry set out no clear 
guidelines for the new program, 
Axelson said. "We have to start 
doing some interpreting with 
th' " " • 
Fuli-time e.nrollment ~'Jsn;t 
mandatory ,  fo r  the : eligible 
groups, ~xelsbn said, ~ut  the  
change>is expected to mean 
some staff juggling for the  
School district. In schools with 
• high native populations - -  such 
as E.T. Kenney primary - -  the 
number  of k indergar ten  
teachers required is expected to 
rise by as much as 40 per cent. 
least one school •district official villages have developed their 
agreed with Bevan's criticisms, own Engl ish dialects. I t ' s  
Drug dealer pays 
a heavy price 
TERRACE --  One of the nor- 
thwest's leading marijuana sup- 
pliers was handed a stiff fine 
Friday for his part in conspiring 
to import 50 pounds of high- 
grade Thai marijuana. 
Robert Nell Erb was sentenc- 
ed to one day in jail, fined 
$12,000 and ordered to forfeit a 
1988 truck worth $28,000. 
Judge E. Lloyd Iverson said the 
3G-year-old Terrace man bought 
the GMC Jimmy with profits he 
acquired through the drug 
trade. 
Erb had pleaded guilty to a 
charge.of conspiracy to traffick 
in marijuana laid after police 
observed him and a partner 
complete a drug transaction 
near Williams Lake on Oct. 3, 
1988. ' " 
RCMP seized a sealed air- 
tight met .al cannister, containing 
50 pounds  of'~e~xtremely high 
quality .ma~a-  worth 
nearly a quarter million dollars 
on the street - -  and the $60,000 
cash the pair had just handed 
over to a North Vancouver 
dealer. Simultaneous raids in 
Vancouver netted another 
$190,000 cash. 
The bust followed a six- 
month RCMP investigation in 
which Erb's Terrace home was 
wiretapped. Thousands of 
phone calls were intercepted, 
and prosecutors entered 248 
tapes as  evidence in the case. 
RCMP: had been investigating 
Erb'sdealings since early 1986. 
Prosecutor Jeffrey Arndt said 
police reg~ded Erb and his 
partner ~ ihe leading regional 
marijuana SuPpli(~rs at the time. 
"Mr. Erb did not wake up 
one morning and find himself a 
dope dealer,", &fence lawyer 
Don Campbell told the court. 
"He"i'started /his l  involvement 
with drugsias asimple User." 
But the User turned into a 
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Ca bin fever hi, its 
• 
tion[ Shames corpora . andrnyeatingwasgettingout,f Cinnamon Cupcakesand ": control. Then lwentto NutriTSystem. Chocolate Pudding. i i • , Theyhelpedme Ioseallthe weight Now, my life s taken on a neF.~. 
• . . . I wanted and I still got aft the flavor, too. It's Upbeat and fU~:i 
TERRACE-  Tfheor~S ~:¢r~nc: d~duct,ble corporat,on fl, vorful food , craved. Mouth- And l'm loving.every minute ;of 
good response Pasta: andWatering dishesChickenlike Mexican ...~,.~. , ~ 2 j ~  
Rupert residents interested in Wayne Braid of the Shames Polynesian. ~ -  
investing in the Shames Moun- ]V~ountain (VCC)I S~ Corpora. ~ ~ eur~nlpnlhlnliv,( ) 
'tain ski development,, says a ties said another eight have weightk~s| 
spokesman for a company in- committed themselves to buying program W~J.holp 
volved in the development, shares and and tWO more people over ONE MILLION 
George Clark of the Shames have said they are interested, el=sis tl~ year. • ~ It Indudes: 
Mountain (VCC) Ski Corpora- VCC* stands for venture "SAFE and effective 
tion, which Sells shares that are capitalCorporatlon. These were r "~ weight loss. 
tax deductible, said 25 people created ..by ' the provincial . :- ~'' ,:: .... *NuldtJo~llyba 
Tammy Simonds turned out for a meeting in that government to provide for tax ('i' ,ili iil;,ili ~'Nutde0nalmeal plans 
city earlier this month, deductions in return for in- n supervison 
O n  t h e  "There was quite a lot of in- vesting in a company. ,ocal0d, 
terest. We're now following Each Shames (VCC) share counting 
that tip," l~e said. , costs $5,000 and carries with it a i: I . j 
The interest came from those 30 per cent~taX deduction. That George Clark ; 
I ! who might invest in the tax corporationisselling 50 shares, hill continues to progress, the move deductible corporation or meaning.it will raise $250,000 corporation is about to pur- ls the regular Shames Mountain toward the $1.2 million cost of Chase two additional snow cats 
TERRACE -- Phone Skeena Ski Corporation, added Clark. the Shamesdevelopment. to be used for slope and trail 
MP Jim Fulton's office this Investors are being given the ** ,  * * ,  grooming. 
week and you may find the opportunity ohe first in lineto The road ~off Hwyl6 to ~ Representatives of 
call answered by Fulton buy ski cabin lots on the moun- Shames M6ui~t~dn should be Kassbohrer and Bombardier -- 
himself. That's because his tain when they are developed at completed by mid-October, says the two bidderson the contract 1 
executive assistant Tammy a later date. the highways ministry official in - -  are expected to:visit Terrace | Ourclient. 
Simonds has moved on to the Clark said that prospect is at- charge of the project. ; within the nex~eck t~rO~de ,~ |~ Lucia Figueroa. 
local C.U.P.E. office where tractive to Prince Rupert The ministry is building a:: more infornz~n:~:~n+'i~eir'~i] , :  /ost tOO/bs 
she takes over the duties of residents because they can then 4.5km spur road off 9km of log-~ respective ma¢|~.  N~:~l~is i:|i ~ '100 Centres Worldwide 
the retiring Wilma Costain. spend a weekend of skiing on ging road leading to the site. on the likel~  p~ch~ ~ ~ce  :!~ ~ / 
Fulton was in town last the mountain without having to Construction o f  the spur and • :have been released~];~ :~" ";~=;"~-:~'~ 
week interviewing candidates travel back and forth, improvements:: to the logging ..... :The new machines Will :~' '. I '~  ~ lOSS cent res  
******  r°ad are t° c°st $2"6 mi l l i °n '  :relegate' the c°rp°rati°n's pre" I ~ i  
to replace Simonds. In other Shames news, the Dave St.Thomas said 3km of sent Kassbohrer to a back-up 
number of investors in the.tax the 4.hkm has yet to be built ~role whale the older Thiokel 
after which gravel will be placed machine 'will be fised as a Dealer fined on the entire length. "mounta in  tax i "  by 
, Gravel will aiso be placed on maintenaace crews. [ . .  neap  ~ELLc~oEoAV~:TERRAwCE. _____  ~ [. the logging road togive it a :Consulting firms working 6 3 8 " 1  800 
dealer as Erb tried to obtain cautious and stuff. :We've had good running surface and guar- with: the Shames corpo/'ation 
drugs for himself and his other people doing the running, drails installed, he said. have stressed the importance of 
friends, Campbell explained. But we don't need the money. , ,  * * ,  top quality grooming in attrac. ~v~e~ ~ 0,w o~v=u,, 
"He wasattracted to the lure of And the horsemen (R.C.M.P.) While work on the new ski tin8 skiers to the facility. 
easy money which he made by aren't stupid, you know." , :, 
{ bringing in drugs and selling to Arndt said the seizure of 
~: :  his friends," he said. "Fie was Erb's truck should send a 
Wi  able, because of this, to live a message to drug dealers (o ex- 
l lifestyle far beyond what he pect similar seizures if they use 
k would ordinarily be capable of vehicles in the drug trade. "We 
as an unemployed labourer." will not hesitate to seize vehicles 
At one point in the wiretap and equipment used to 
tapes, Erb boasts about having transport narcotics," he said. 
made $100,0(30 indrug traffick- Arndt said forfeiting the 
ing profits, truck- means Erb is effectively 
Other conversations take fined $40,000. And, .,he added, 
place in the tapes, which were Revenue Canada taxation of. 
played prior to the sentencing, ficials are continuing to in- ?, in which Erb talked about stop- vestigate Erb's finances. 
~- ping "because of the cop situa- Another eight defendants 
tion." await trial in connection with 
"Sooner or later, you the conspiracy. A preliminary 
know," he said in one wiretap- hearing which began last year'is 
ped conversation. "We were to continue next month. 
SJLUMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 I.al~else Ave=me 
Phone 6356302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
6 :30  a .m. -  8 :30  p.m. 
Saturday 
7 :00  a.m. - 8 :30  p.m. 
Sunday 
8 :00  a.rn. - 8 :00  p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
TERRACE STOCK 
CAR ASSOCIATION 
presents 
"THE ANNUAL 
DEMOLITION DERBY" 
 $25.00 ENTRANCE FEE 
. . . .  m J . . . . .  r ' "- Rules available at: ..... 
SKB AUTO SALVAGE 
,~ . ~ : RIVERSIDE TOWING~= 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
Welcome to Central Mountain Air 
We are pleased to serve you! 
Based in the North --  Serving the North 
Our head offices are located within the northern region of our Province andwe are proud Of 
that. It gives us the edge on what is happening here, where we may be needed -- and enables 
us to get in there and look after that need. We dispatch up to thirty charter flights a day, as 
needed. Our scheduled flights offer quick access into the east. wesUand the:northern areas. 
Our purpose Is to respond to the air service needs of the region. 
New 1900 Beechcra f t  A i r l iner  
We've added a new aircraft to the fleet -- a 1900 Beechcraft Airliner. We researched the aircraft 
available that would best serve a Terrace - Smithers - Vancouver service and this was our first 
choice. On September 10, a new schedule will start, linking our region with the south..The 1900 
will serve this route. 
New Service to Vancouver 
,.-i Report 
' byilJomes  oop 
I 
This iS it. The last big weekend before the kids go bac~ to school. 
Suddenly the house will be'empty and life will take on a more routine (if 
"not sane) existence. Before you know it, you will be tidying the kids to 
hockey practice. What fun. Snow will be piling upon the gicage where 
the wind surfer and fishing rods silently await the next tha~ 
It's amazing how short our summers re . . . .  ' • , , ~ ~.,nonlytwo 0nths e 
3queozeln ~hdt people fri~'war~Jt (~(I~ tJ~R~ a whot~ j)ear t~ ~t~ 
Canada we have no time to doddle. Our summers are intense. Fixing 
!he house, golng:on.:thpLpl~ pre~l~ted,~mer ~a(~a~J0n, cab 
i~hiilg ~some fish (~in[i :ra~,s)ma~ Vdry'~/el{ ~ke ~l~ce - ~ithlh':the;~e~ 
weekend. ~i: ~.~,~ ..... 
. it ha.s been a record breaking year for eur summer visitor programs.' 
uver ;~,uuu people nave come out to learn about~e~ep]thlng from: 
• astronomy.to salamanders to volcanos~ Thanks to all those who have 
supported the programs. ~ ~ ~ i~ 
This Weekend is your last chance to take in a visi[o i program at 
Lakelse Lake and i(leanza Creek provincial parks bi~ore ihe snow 
comes. At Kleanzawe are having agulded walk on the t:anyon trail onl 
Saturday from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. Meet at the Information Sign~: ~ 
There are eight programs at Lakelse this weekend, !ncluding the 
ever popular "Star Gazing" on Saturday evening from 8:30 tO 10:O0 
p.m. Take a look at the stars through a high powered telescope. Let us; 
unravel some mysteries of the sky above. Fred hot chocolate will be 
served, so don't forget your mug. 
~Of course Lakelse Lake provincial park and other/ocal B.C. Parks 
are open year round for winter activities like cross cou0try skiing, Ice 
fishing and snow.shoeing. Contactthe B.C. Parks office at ~'98.2277; 
for more Information 
Have a great year, and stay tuned for next June wiles tile schooi: 
programs tart again at Lakelse Lake provincial park. ; 
Seats are available now to Vancouver and the new schedule will introduce the shuttle connec . . . . . .  " 
tor, putyou.downthereearllerlntheday, andwe,llalsobeabetoofferyouanearllerreturn ~ 
north. Time flexibility is Important. Our goal Is to offer you the service you need, and we'think . Lakelse Lake Prowls al 
the schedules will work for Northerners.Call ahead when you plan to travel to Vancouver. We'll Cl 
reserve a seat for you. , r  ; Park Visitor Programs 
Airfares are important oo, so we are offering rates we're sure you'll appreciate. Fly anytime, 
but if you have the opportunity to let us know ahead, the round trip fare will deflnitelyplease August 30 - Septemb 3, 990 youl. . ; 
Central Mountain Air Is at your service. Please, give us a call at 635.3820 for any in. Thursday; August SO :i ~ 
formation you may need, or call your travel agent. /:30-e:s0 p.m. -- Till]( Lava Bids. Meet at Fudong Bay Picnic Shelter ~- 
.'!i" , .  : '  Fddly,'AUgult 31 : , ~, ,,~ 
• I:ON:00 p.m, -- End of the Line - Meet at the west Entrance to the Twin ~Nce Trill We look forward to havin g you FIy With Us! 1:aN:as p.m,- ~ and stnde| - Meet at the Fodong Bay Plcn ¢ Shelter !' 
Central Mountain Air Ltd, ,:g0-,:ggp...--Iganmfmskl=~mlndalP,-MeetatKle'a|tzaCreekPrognca a m ' 'i r ' ':;; :: ~ : ~' ~' ' Park Inf0~atl0n Sign , , : : , ', ~:. 
3:004:0a'p.ln, --'Jlll~l Rlngm Meeting - Meet at Fudong Bay Picnic S~ltei'. !; 
8:30-10:00 p.m. - 8tar 8ad.g - Meet at the Fudeeg Bay Plcnio Shelter. ,' ! ~: 
Sunday, September 2 ~ ;-: 
,,,:~.' ~t.~.:~ ~,AI 
~ ~ - - ~  l _ ~ ~  {) J "{ ) |  Reservatlonsand information: ~ ~  S:O0.4:OO p.m. - Rltum M 11111 So¢l~p -Meet aFthe West Entrance to the Twin 
Spnce Trail. , 
Terrace - -  §35-3820 1:3o4:30 p.m. - ~lmldql Cenllmtlon :, Meet at tl~e Furio~ gay Picnic S~I~' 
" , ' ' Monday, September3 : , . . ' .  .: .:,'~, 
Smlthers - -  847-4780 7:=o.e:ao p.m. - A~I~ of L4=k,~ - ~et at thoFudong Bait Picnic Shelter, ~*: 
' Toll free - -  1-800-663-3905 ~i ~m'" ~;: ' ' "~ * : ~ " ; m' ~ L', ~ : " " ; ' " : " i q ", ~' ~ ' ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~  "J " -  - . . . .  Head Office:Fax--847-3744 • Al l  Programs Are Freell[ I ;] 
I l i - ~ ~ ~  ~ --: - - ~  -- Box 998, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 B.C. Parks 798-2277 
. . . . .  r . . . . .  
~'~1 . . . . . . . .  #~ #1 * fe .~  ~ I * q ~ t ~ * #  . . . . .  ~ ~14 . . . . .  4 .  I . . . . . . . . . . .  . t Q ~ , ~ e . ~ 1 ~  ~ . . . . .  
n  ded 
- -  It will take ed 20 years ago, its recommen, consider other questions such as 
/e months for the dations would have included lit. "are there ways we can be 
~rdssion on  health tie provision for open heart healthier and, when sick, are 
' •  :i npleteits'province- surgerynoranticipatedthead, therewayswecanbemadebet. 
• wide round of public hearings, vent of AIDS. ter more quickly and less expen. 
: i but' ~ts" chairman says one domi- Given the commission's man- sively." 
:nant theme has already emerg- date is to look 10 to 15 years With many other issues also 
• ,L ed, • down the road rather than rind being raised --: ethical questions 
-. .:~ Justice Peter Seaton said the instant solutions, he said one of .  St~ch ~ = genetic engineering, for 
-~nsistent ~message from: the its major challenges was trying example. - ,  Seaton conceded 
smailer centres the commission to accurately forecast what the ,,We ~ may have to leave some 
ha/d//visited to date is " the problems and needs would be at 
:=:s~t~'m i s  too inflexible (and) that time. "Evervthin= ehnn=e~ 
i .d~n ' t  respond to the needs of so rapidly," he ad"ded" -- - '°-"  
::~/:!th~ local community.': . : One area it will certainly have, 
• i.~-~ointing out the direction of to address is the aging o f  the 
i'::he;ilth care poli~ was decided : population. With the number of 
!: in ;Victoria, petitioners had people over the age of 85 pro- 
::.i,maintained it Should be "onr jected to increase rapidly in 
\ !system, not their system." coming years, he pointed ont 
/ :  Itihad also been suggested the "that's an expensive area and 
• :isystem'~should be better able,to (they) occupy many beds." 
"~iadapt,i' to ,',-changing cir-  Although the commission will 
cumsl~nces ~tnd .needs, For ex- . focus much of its attention on 
" :.ample~ seaton said,, if a 3indlar the way the health care system 
.commission had.been establish- works, Seaton said it will also 
|ssues for someone else to 
tackle.,' 
• The'commission will hold a 
public:hearing here next 
Wedqesday, Sept~ 5 at the Inn 
of the West, The first session 
begins at I p.m. and the second 
at 7.30 p.m. 
Local groups scheduled to 
make presentations include the 
Child Development Centre, 
Terrace and District Communi- 
ty Services and the Health 
Science association. 
~d provincial povernments is 
ipreventing a solution, says 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton. 
.~ ~In the wake of the native 
,blockades of various nor- 
!-thwestern highways, Fulton 
says he 'has fielded hundreds of 
phone ealis from constituents 
~::frnstrated they are being 
prevented from working or be- 
: in8 delayed in their travels. 
:While he did not like to see 
the blockades or the increased 
: ~ friction they brought o com- 
muaities in his riding, he charg- 
:/'ed "there are those it seems to 
me who like to see that kind of 
political divisiveness continue." 
I n  .particular, he accused 
premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
. .. ~prime minister Brian Mulroney 
% . 
l :: rk of will holding up 
claims settlement 
: i i :~ ; :~CE - -  The issues sur- 
~::!:ir~ding land claims are com- sharing formula and then put- 
ting in place a system which : if'-: l~lex;ibut only a lackof political 
!..Will on .the:pan of the federal would allow all native groups in 
B.C. wishing to begin negotia- 
tions to do so. 
" I f  those two things are 
done...the blockades will come 
down and stay down.,' 
Despite the impression the 
premier was trying to create, 
Fulton said "There is an answer 
and the answer is to negotiate 
on title," he said. However, it 
was clear Vander Zalm was not 
prepared to do that. 
As for speeulation Vander 
Zaim was planning to turn land 
claims into an election issue, 
Fulton suggested that was 
unlikely. Maintaining voters 
just wanted a quick settlement, 
he added, " ]  think British Col- 
umbians know too much for 
him to get away with the waffl. 
ing. 
J im Fulton 
of not telling the public what 
needed to be done to end the 
confrontations. 
Fulton said the solution lay in 
Victoria and Ottawa first agree- 
ing to a compensation cost- 
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Guess wl o came 
to breakfast 
NO EARLY BIRDS, PLEASE. When those holding a garage Sale insert that plea in their ad, they 
are not referring to the feathered variety. But that's just what South Eby resident Cary Rodin 
found on his doorstep one recent morning when the three turkeys above paid an unexpected 
visit. Although they were a little early for Thanksgiving, Rodin says he was still tempted to "invite 
them to stay for dinner." Instead, he decided to give the fattened fowl a reprieve and returned 
them to their owner. 
• • . , I 
NOI{THWEST CO)IMUNI'I]' COLLL(,I  Terrace Campus 
"Last chance to Register for September Courses" 
FALL 1990.PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
PROORN~ I START 
LENGTH I DATE 
I 
r .  EVENING COURSE,' 
15 weeks 10-Sep 
15 weelm 12-Sap 
lSweek~ .-Sap 
lSweeks 12-Sep 
• lSweeks 11-Sap 
15 weeks 11-Sap 
15 weelel 12-Sap 
15wmk~ m-S~ 
16 winks 18-Sep 
15 weeks 11-sap 
16 weeks 10-S~p 
"- FULL TIME PROGRAMS 
m • O mmttu 
8 monthe 
8 month~ 
8 months 
8 months 
8 months 
8 months 
8 months 
END 
DATE 
21-De¢ 
21 -Dec 
21 -Den 
21 -Dec 
21-De¢ 
21 -Dec 
21-De¢ 
21-De¢ 
21 -Dec 
21 -De<: 
21-De¢, 
l~ .m ~.~ntinues 
1u.~eo 1111991 
10-,'S00 ~,,Ofl~ UO~ 
1Q-~O0 in 1991 
10-,'~eO ~,ontinu~ 
1U-~ h'l 1991 
10.,..~4a2 ~ontintme 
lO-,~p in 1991 
Ill 
DAY OF 
WEEK 
Men 
Wed 
Tue & Thu 
Wed 
Tns 
Tue & Thu 
Wed &Thu 
Mm 
Thur 
Tue 
-F  •" 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F.  
M-F 
M-F  
M-F  
START 
TIME 
7:00 PK 
7.'OO Pk 
7.'OO Pk 
7:00 P5 
7.'OO P5 
7.'OO Pk 
7.'00 Pk 
7:00 Pk 
7.'OO Pk 
7.'O0 Pk 
7.'OO Pl~ 
• • I 
Vados 
8:30 AM 
to 10:80 
and may 
END 
TIME 
10:00 PIV 
10:00 PlY 
10:00 PIV 
10:00 PIV 
10:00 PN 
9:90 PI~ 
10:00 Pt/ 
10:00 PI~ 
10:00 PI~ 
10:00 PI~ 
10:00 PM 
Vades 
' :  f ron)  
2:30 PM 
to 4:80 
~m 
45 $9O 
45 $9O 
9o $0o 
45 $90 
45 $9O 
67 $90 
90 $9O 
45 $9O 
45 $9O 
4S $9O 
45 $9O 
225 + $450 
225 + $450 
225 + $450 
225 + $450 
226 + $450 
225 + $450 
225+ $450 
225 + $450 
AcoountlogClmk ,,10n~ I ~u~o 0onI'91 M-F 
Advanced Stenographer . -5 mo ~-um Conl "91 M - F 
Amlnistrsflve S4~mta~y -1Dine ~-um Con1 'Or M *F 
~' Bu=lne= Adm~ 2 yeats ~um 0881'91 M - F. 
~: Camp Cootlng ...... ... -e me umm Open . ;M- F 
'!: OmnWPm-q~)mntimmhlp 7-amo I ~ COO1"91 M - F  
, :;II IC I~-T ,~ • ' i J  -StaG, : , ~  0"1"91 r 'a ; ,F*  ; 
H.D. Mechanlc~ Pm-~Mk~ 7 - 8 rno ~ 0~I  "91 M - F 
: i , IM~d~ Stonogrsph~r .e  ~o ugh) ~ M - F 
] ll"iMilwn~ht P~nt lmih lp  7 - 8 me. . ~-  nonl '91 ~ M - F 
I I  
,!:|,I . L ,~o  . :/ ~m ' M-I= 
MCE$ -P /  E : lEER DE~ 
.=- - .  
~:,i lh=lo Rrst/Ud: (isd ePR) • 12.Nov ~.Nov 0 oven. on lee w,,, 
~lllSlgnLanual~l:Adv~1o~d 11-I~ip 1 4-0~ 8~V~; T .&Thu 
;CIEI ICE ,  FULL TIME CAREER ENTRY PROGRAMS 
! :ontln.l~ Cm A . IS~ lew~i~ 4.sep 21.1:)en • M - F 8:30 A 
Eady Childhood ~lueation 10 mon~ I 4-Sap In 1991 M-F 8:30 AM 
~umenSe~viceWod~er 10monthe I 4-Sap :on.tins M -F' 8:30AM 
Nundr~ (R.N. Progrem) 21/2yore I 2e-Nov 3on~um M -F 8:S0AM 
BUSINESS & INDUSTRY;  FULLTIME CAREER ENTR' PROGRAMS'  
3:80 Pt/ 
,3:30 PIV 
. 3:3o PI~ 
• S:3o PlY 
3:30 P~ 
3:80 PI~ 
3:80 PI~ 
3:80 PM 
1:30 PM 
3"30 PM 
3:30 PM $450 
':3:30 PM 480 $450 
3:30 PM 480 r,2~,~t 
3:30PM 480 $460 
3:3OPM 480 $450 
3:30 PM 
~I:80PM 480 $450 
I:30PM 480 $450 
i S=OPM 48o ~2~ 
IT PRO( RAMS 
0:00 PM 1 46 $90 
9~PM/  43 $0o 
e.~o PMp8 houri $9O 
O.~0 PMp8 h~n $40 
t,~0 PMpe hoon $40 
480 $368 
480 $450 
480 $450 
120 $390 
480 $45o 
480 $450 
480 1450 
480 $450 
480 $450 
480 k23A~k 
480 
480 t2S/wk 
COURSE PROGRA DATE LENGTI- I START 
BUSINESS & INDUSTRY - PART TIME AND 
Accounting 1011102 
Accounting 150/151 
Air Brakes 
Air Brakes 
Basio Keybo~uding 
Business Computing 102 
Business Computing 102 
Class 1 Ddver Training 
Commercial Vehicle Inspection 
Commercial Vehicle Inspection 
Cooking TQ Upgrading 
Food Safe Level I
Food Safe Level II 
Industrial Fimt Aid 
IndusMel F~t Aid 
Indusbial First Aid 
[nstrucUonal Diploma 101 
Interior Log Scaling 
~gmt Skills for Supendsors I
~ mt Skgis for Su~sors II mt Skills for Su~sors III 
Survival First Aid 
Sun~vel First Aid 
Welding B Level 
Welding A Level 
Word Prooessing 
Word Pro~ng 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATI( 
15 weeks 10-,~ 
15 weeks 11-sap 
5 days 25-Sap 
5 days 27-Nov 
O~en l~.sa~ 
7 weeks 1D-Sap 
7 weeks 30-Oct 
5 weeks 1-Oct 
5 days lO-Sep 
3-Dec 
4 even, 24-Sep 
4 even. 9-Oct 
10 days 4-Sep 
10days 
20 evens. 
6 days ' 2.Nov 
4 weelts 1D-Sap 
4days 29-Oct 
4 oars 13-Nov 
4oars 17-1:~o 
am/ 17-sap 
~day H-Oct 
-8 weeks 7 w ~,s n , ~ J 
~1 AND A' ,ADEMIc 
'END I DAY OF 
DATE I WEEK 
CAREER 
19-Dee 
2D-Dee 
29-sap 
1-Dec 
I START END 
I TIME TIME } 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
~3~ Men & Wed 
13-Dee Tue & Thur 
2-Nov M- F 
14-Sep M - F 
7-Dec M- F 
Open Open 
2-Oct Men & Tue 
16-Oct Men & Tue 
15-Sap M-F (1 Sat) 
5-Oct M - F 
17-Dec Mort & Tue 
18-Nov Fd Sat Sun 
5-Oct M - F 
l-Nov M - Thur 
16-Nov "rue- F 
2D-Dee M - Thur 
Monday 
Open 
Open 
25-0¢t "I ue & Thin 
12-De¢ Men & Wed 
UPGR =DING - F 
Spatial Edu~ Pmemployment Open 4-,S~ Open Open 
A.B.E. Foundations 
~,B.E. Pm-CamerLevel ~ ~ O~e ~n OpenOpen 
~,.B.E. Unk'er~y Entrance Open Open Open 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION AND ACADEMIC UPGRADING - EVENING AND PART TIME 
B~ Mu~ ut,,a~ 
A,B.E, Foundations 
A,B.E. Pro-Cider Level 
A,B.E, Unlvemlty Enlmnce 
Diem: 
c~ 
Q.E.D. Prqo~tatlon 13 weel~ 
E,glish Language Training 24 even, 
GENERAL INTEREST AND CONTIN 
I o=~; :  I 
l:lrst Nd kw the ~ Seven. 1 
Intmmdlate Oeman 10 even. I 
~en~ ~ (Emily Can) 2 day= I 
, . . 
I %' ,  . . 
, , . " ' _ : : "  , 
,NOEO 
3o.~ ~ 
1s-get I 
Men & Wed 7:30 P~ 
Tue & Thu 7:30 PP 
M - F 8:30 A~ 
M - F 8:30 AP 
Tve & Thur 7:00 PP 
7:00 PP 
7:00 PI 
Vade 
8:30 A~ 
8:30 AP 
6:30 A~ 
7:00 PP 
7:00 PP 
9:00 AI~ 
9:00 A~ 
7:00 P~ 
9:00 Al~ 
8:30 A~ 
8:30 A~ 
8:30 A5 
8:30 Ah 
9:00 A5 
rhureday 9:90 Ah 
Open 8:30 A5 
Open 8:30 A5 
7:00 P5 
7:00 PE 
ILL TII~ 
M - F 8:30 AM 
M - F 8:30 AM 
M - F 8:30 AM 
M - F 8:30 AM 
M-W-F 
ol~n 
Ol~n 
Tuesday 
TuB & Thl 
JCJ, Yio , 
I Tue &Thu 
Men & Wed 
Tuenday ~ 
Mon& Wed 
Sat & Sun 
9:30 PI~ 45 $125 
9:30 PlY 60 $150 
3:30 PI~ 30 $100 
3:30 PN 30 $100 
9:00 PIV 
10:00 PIV 42 n 
Ope $15~/k 
$125 
10:00 PN 42 $125 
Varies 84 $1,300 
3:30 PIV 30 $150 
3:30 PIV 30 $150 
I:30PIV Open $23Ask 
10:0OPM 12 $35 
10:OOPM 12 $35 
4:00 PIV 60 $350 
4:00 PIV 60 $350 
10:00 PIV 60 $350 
4:00 PN 36 $205 
3:30 PN 120 $450 
3:30 PIV 24 $300 
3:30 PIV 24 $300 
3:30 PIV 24 $350 
4:00 PI~ 6 $55 
4:00 PI~ 6 $55 
3:30 PM Open $23/wk 
3:30 PM Open $23Avk 
10:00 PM 42 $150 
10:00 PM 42 $150 
[ PROGF ~.MS 
3:30 Pb $23Avk 
3:30 Ply 
3:30 PlY 
3:30 PIV 
" ' i : ' l  [' . . . .  
12:45: P 3:30 PM Open 
Any time Any time Open 
8:30 AM 8:30 AM Open 
to .I to 
9:30 PM I 9:30 PM 
7:30 PM 10:90 PM 33 
7:30 PM 9:30 PM 48 
7:30 PM 9:30 PM 
7:30 PM 9:30 PM 
7:00 PM 10.'00 PM 
7:30 PM 9:30 PM 
8:00 AM 8:90 PM 
18 houm 
20 hours 
9 hours 
20 hours 
m houm 
$25/wk 
$25/wk 
$23~Wk 
$23Avk 
full time 
1,50/wk 
pan .me 
r ~S lS  
$20 
$75 
840 
$40 
' 1 t .  4 
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The education 
New system 
n. .eds  a n 
PubliSher. • . 
dim ~Ult~r '( •, •~;~•; i;• 
Edltor:. 
ProdUolion Manager 
Edouard credgeur/: '  
• : <- 
! 
t chant  
outside it and a budget-c0nscious pro- 
vincial government ready to cut its losses 
and run. 
But one thing is clear. If the Year 2000 
program is to have any chance of work- 
ing, it will require the support of 
everyone involved. 
That means governments, teachers 
and parents. 
Many parents will likely be stunned 
when they realize the educators of the 
nineties are changing the three R's. They 
will doubt, at first glance, whether kids 
will work as hard without the stick of 
tests and letter grades.to prod academic 
progress. 
Such concerns may, of course, be un- 
founded. But underestimating the poten- 
tial public backlash would be a fatal er- 
ror. 
School district administrators are now 
planning a second public forum on the 
Year 2000 changes, to be held sometime 
this fall. That, and more, will be needed 
if the new system is to get an honest 
chance. 
ministry's much- 
vaunted Year 2000 program remains lit- 
fie more than a light in the fog. The new 
and rapidly evolving plans for a new 
education system stress less competition, 
more co-operative work, and a more. in- 
dividually tailored education. 
The philosophy of the new classroom 
and the new society is all there. What's 
missing is the nuts-and-bolts of  how a 
classroom will work minus the tests, let- 
ter grades and pass-fail pressure of  the 
old school. 
School district officials, and many 
:i teachers fervently believe that ~ with 
sufficient cash from Victoria ~ it will 
work better. Whether the non- 
competitive approach goes over well 
with parents, who are products of  the 
traditional system, remains to be seen. 
The potential exists for B.C. to end up 
with the most advanced public school 
systems in the world OR the academic 
equivalent of  Beirut with warring fac- 
tions inside the system, alienated parents 
Thank you 
Onthe whole it's been a glorious sum- 
mer. Although the seemingly endless 
sunshine maynot have been entirely ap- 
preciated byforestry workers who ended 
up being pulled out of the bush, at least 
the region escaped relatively unscathed 
in terms of forest fires. 
However, early risers have in recent 
days detected a nip in the air which 
warns the season is drawing to a close. 
That's not all bad, of course. Brightly 
painted trees and crisp fall days make for 
a welcome change. 
The only problem is thoughts in- 
evitably turn to what follows - darkness 
on leaving for work and returning home, 
chill winds knifing down the Skeena 
valley, shovelling driveways and roofs: 
all those special pleasures winter brings 
Watch 
with it. 
Add the doom and gloom on both na- 
tional and international news scenes and 
the financial punishment o f  Ba¢l~-to- 
School and the average person could be 
forgiven for getting a little down in the 
mouth. 
So a special vote of thanks goes out to 
the hard working individuals who have 
put together this year's Skeena Valley 
Fall Fair, thereby providing everybody 
with an entertaining weekend that 
should take their minds off all of the 
above. 
Like the volunteer organizers of other 
community events such as Riverboat 
Days, they also give us bright memories 
to light the dull days of winter. 
the royal purse 
by Claudette Sandeokl 
both hands transmits that 
universal plea, " I  must visit the 
washroom. Now." Unclasping 
her purse and dumping its con- 
tents on the ground says "I've 
had it with these colonials." 
Since I've found out about 
the power of the Queen's purse, 
I'm wondering what Prince 
Philip and Prince Charles are 
saying when they hook their 
thumbs over their jacket 
pockets? or clasp their hands 
behind their backs. And does 
up on it. Certainly, not much 
seems to go into it. I've never 
seen the Queen remove a 
Kleenex or a lozenge from her 
handbag. I have seen her extract 
her glases, prior to reading a 
speech, and before signing the 
repatriated constitution with 
Pierre Trudeau in 1982. 
I shouldn't be surprised by 
the Queen's handbag halloos. 
Baseball catchers call the shots 
using only the fingers of one 
hand shielded by a mitt; bridge 
partners disclose their cards to 
Even though Queen Elizabeth 
is one of the world's richest 
women, lives in several castles, 
has a different limousine for 
every day of the week, and 
keeps aluxury yacht with a full 
naval crew on standby, she has 
resisted investing a penny up- 
dating intercommunications 
with her entourage. Instead, she 
prefers to signal her staff with 
her purse. 
You'd think - -  in an age of 
electronic w izardry -  the 
Queen would modernize to a 
tiny wireless microphone hidden 
in the cuff of her glove or pinn- 
ed like a brooch to her lapel, in- 
to which she could murmur a 
brief instruction under the 
pretense of sniffing a bouquet 
or stifling a cough. (If indeed 
she coughs. I've never known 
her to so much as clear her 
throat before or during reading 
of a twenty-one page Throne 
Speech. 
But no. The Queen holds to 
the straps of a small, rec- 
tangular purse. Her semaphore. 
By changing her grip on it, she 
can convey up to twenty-three 
separate commands - - provided 
her purse is visible to her atten- 
dents. 
To make sure her support 
the. message change depending each other by scratching; crane 
operators deliver their loads to" upon which hand is outermost? 
great heights guided by thumb Future .TV news reports of 
jerks and arm chops, the Queen's doings will give me 
lots ,more to  watch for. Like 
But these are motions the tli0se twenty other purse 
Queen dare not mimic without 
the public concluding she's sig rials" 
coming down with the same 
psychiatric infirmities that af. 
flitted some of her ancestors. 
So it figures he would adopt 
a silent language, one that 
works well over distance, just as 
staff can see her purse, security ships at sea spell out messages in
personnel maintain an Oka-. blinking Morse code. The 
sized buffer zone around Her,  Queen' has devised her own 
Majesty, especially during royal purse:~de. 
waikabouts. : i M6vJ~ig the purse from her 
Now that I know her purse is rzght ~ anii to her left means"I'm 
z ' , ,  
a signalling device, I . can  bored. Rfscue me. Clutchi,ng • 
Understand why she is so hung,, the@dtseqn front ;of.her with ~;) 
tq  
Sam golller - Advertsln9 Consultant, Terry 
mlZmlm 
i 0t; i . . . . . .  
OB. ENE!.I 
"; "~" ,Iallks.lO all, 
~owi,~,..,,, , ;~,.. ibiJiO~ and 
~.0~ 10e ina0~r'~;.~.•~ for ; 
rculatlon Supervisor ;
' / ,  ';C i • ' : 
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New mega project 
real triumph * a . ."., : I  . , i  
VICTORIA - -  British Colum- 
• bia has a new mega project, but 
unlike the B.C. Place Stadium, 
Northeast Coal and the Co- 
quihalla Highway, TRIUMF- 
KAON isn't plagued by political 
controversy. 
TRIUMF-KAON is,;~.!n~ fact, 
one 0fti~e better-kept secrets in 
this province,, which is a pity 
because the project •i~s attracting 
world attention. 
At an estimated cost of $700 
million, TRIUMF-KAON is no 
small-scale project, and the fact 
that, so far, eight countries, 
aside from Canada, are in- 
terested in sharing the cost and 
the benefits gives it a dimension 
the averagemega project just 
doesn't have. 
What is TRIUMF-KAON? 
Actually it is two projects, 
TRIUMF, which is the existing 
particle physics laboratory at 
the University of British Colum- 
bia in Vancouver, and KAON, a 
planned expansion that will 
push back the frontiers of parti- 
cle physics even further. 
The major component of 
TRIUMF is the world's largest 
cyclotron, a scientific marvel, 
composed of huge magnets and 
radio wave structures surround- 
ed by concrete blocks. This is 
where proton particles, invisible 
to the human eye, are ac- 
celerated to three-quarters the 
speed of light. 
When TRIUMF's proton 
beam interacts with a target, 
super-fast and super-small par- 
ticles are created• Their fife span 
is very short, as brief as 26 
billionth of a second, just long 
enough to focus them into an 
intense particle beam which, in 
turn, is directed into research 
facilities for sophisticated ex- 
periments. 
A new proposed accelerator 
will boost TRIUMF's already 
intense beams by 60 times, 
allowing it to almost reach the 
speed of fight. This process will 
create new short-lived particles 
called Kaons. Thus the name 
TRIUMF-KAON project. 
So what's the big deal, you 
ask. Why spend $700 million to 
From the 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyei" 
cieate Kaons? Well, first 9f all, 
there is the quest of science 
itself. As long as there is 
knowledge to be gained, 
mankind will spend time and 
money gaining it. 
But equally important, 
TRIUMF has produced 
valuable spinoff benefits, in- 
cluding medical innovations 
such as an iodine glucose which 
can identify •dead parts of the 
heart muscle, a technique that 
holds tremendous promise for 
more advanced heart surgery. 
" ~other  development directly 
attributable to TRIUMF is a 
scanner that can give doctors 
precise pictures of the human 
brain at work. 
This scanner plays an impor- 
tant role in combatting 
Alzheimer's,  Parkinson's,  
Dyst.onia and 'Huntington's 
diseases. 
Private sector sales based on 
TRIUMF technology is 
estimated a t  more than $243 
million to date. That includes 
computer software, electro- 
magnetic systems, microelec- 
tronics and particle physics and 
chemi.~try. 
The ~ proposed $700 million 
expansion of the TRIUMF 
facilities is unfortunately not 
yet certaln~ True, the federal 
government has indicated itwill 
back the project, but federal 
governments have a habit of 
pulling financial rugs out from 
under proVinces. 
International participation i
the project is expected tO raise 
an estimated~ $200 million, in-'; 
eluding $100 mill!on from the 
U.S., between $17 million and 
$31 million •from Europe and 
about $50 million from Japan. 
The B.C. government has 
pledged to fund $118 million Of 
the pi:ojecf's cons ffuction cost. 
• , ! '  
:L is t :  fa:i'l,• M'ichae[•;Gor- 
bachev's science advisor (6ured 
the TRIUMF facility and, pro- 
bably on his, advice, the Soviet 
Union recently announced its 
willingness to ~participate in the 
international venture. 
The project would have q'uite 
an impact~ ~ on BritiSh 
Columbia's economy.• During 
construction, the'project would 
generate up to~$550, million 
worth of Gross Domestic Pro- 
duct, create up to 17,000 man 
years of employment and 
generate up to $1:1 billion: in 
economic activity. 
Once in operation, KAON 
will generate an estimated $77 
million a year in in~fistrial ac. 
tivity, providing up', to 1,900 
man-years of employment. 
Nor would project co- 
ordinators have to g9. on off- 
shore shopping trips Lfor com- 
ponents. Nearly 200 firms 
across Canada are eapableof 
being key contractors ,for high 
tech components of KAON, 
valued at about $316 million: 
The federal government is ex- 
pected to make a deeisiod on the 
funding of.the KAON project 
by this fall. Economic De'vel0p- 
ment Minister Stan Hagen 
hopes that Ottawa unders[dnds 
the importance of the. prbj~'ct, 
not only to British: Colu.~.bia, 
but to the whole of'Canada:: 
The TRIUMF-KAOIq ~ro. 
ject, he says, would be a ~uge 
addition :to Canada,s '.'h~h- 
energy I phys!cs, laborat0~y~ r it
would "puf  Canada on ' i~t re  
Stage in science," ~vhiie bribing 
the best and brightest scienti-~ts 
in the world to Vancouver,/::ii, 
"TRIUMF-KAON isil/~bout 
Canada's'international l/i~f~b. 
It's about the tools camida 
needs to.compete globally~:.'~ he
s a y s . . ~  
}.3 ",. 
, . -- 
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TE 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
• Free ride a myth 
Dear Sir: The special training programs .and oppor. 
Re: Letter titled "An unjustified picture" - -  
in the' Aug. 15, 1990 issue. 
Your  letter encourngesme to begin by saying 
that I 'm proud to be a Nisga'a Indian, but em- 
barrassed to be a Canadian. 
I 'm appalled at your lack of knowledge about 
Indians in general, and your discriminatory at- 
titude. 
First of  eel, taxes are not the concern of the 
Nati.ve Indians, these are levied by the govern. 
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men,, and they spent these on a lot of other 
things besides Indians. I pay taxes on the goods 
that I purchase when I come to town to shop, as 
do many ,of our people who patronize your local 
businesses. If you don't want us here, perhaps we 
can take our business elsewhere where it is ap- 
preciated. 
tunities do not necessarily lead to jobs, as you 
can tell by the numbers of  unemployed Native 
Indian people in Canadian Society. Don't be so 
nalvel Some employers do not' have such 
generous liberal views of Indians as some might 
like to think. 
I 'm fed up with discrimination and I 'm 
fighting it through my job as a teacher, and 
through local volunteer work. I want my children 
to live in a better atmosphere than the one I ex- 
pportcomrnon cause :,: ,:: 
Dear sir: We understand the hard- 
ships* and upset caused by 
As residents o f  the '. ioss of  income by loggers and 
Hazelton area, we are deeply ~ '~ other workers who have been 
concerned over forestry and affected by the blockades. 
meeting on Sunday, SePt; 9. 
For more information, peo- 
ple are invited to phone 
'~ 842-5109. 
Sincei'ely, ' 
,(3enff Watling, Brad Red- 
dekopp, Geneva Hagen, AI 
Brady, Jim Hagen, Don  
Monet, G.G. McKeown, 
Robert Melvin, Robert Ar- 
thur, Carolyn, Himmelright, 
Caril Chasens, Meshell 
Melvin, Maggie Carew. 
As for your comments on the Post Secondary 
sponsorship for" eight years. This is entirely un- 
true. Go to your local Indian Affairs branch and 
find out what their policies are, and you will see 
exactly how the government works. I 'm not sur- 
prised that they haven't countered this claim, I , . 
because they probably can t dec,de which of their 
many:'employees areresponsible for writing let- 
ters of response to claims of this nature. 
I graduated from UBC in 1980 after five years 
of .meager sponsorship, which went to pay for 
tuition and housing. My children were with me, 
and]had to apply for a Canada' Student Loan to 
help.me out, which I am ~still paying for. Mind 
you, lyre grateful for the sponsorship, but I can 
still recall the Struggles I experienced as a Native 
Indian attending University. It was a struggle 
ng~nst a system, and the hurdles after each suc- 
eesffulyear got more and more difficult to over- 
e L attitude of the University population 
t ~md have been:free of  any prejudice. In reall- 
y, aiserimination, was alive and well in the 
enlightened, knowledgeable community which 
trains people to be teachers, lawyers, doctors, 
engineers, etc. Imagine how many people have 
been influenced in these classrooms by some of 
the educators who made negative comments 
about Native Indians. Mind you, we witnessed 
.these in the years 1975-1980. Perhaps things have 
changed since then? 
perienced. How many of your children have been 
ridiculed or attacked on a public street? My two 
innocent girlsages 4 and 9 were walking down 
University Village with me one day on our way to 
the library, when and  old non-Indian lady at- 
tacked them verbally and grabbed my youngest. I 
was appalled and thoroughly disgusted• I told 
her to leave my children alone. She ranted and 
raved about Indians and acted crazy. My. 
children were frightened and they can still 
remember this incident o this day. 
I am employed full time with good pay, but I 
cannot get loans at hanks, so I get them at high 
interest finance companies. Many of our people 
get their loans from tbese ~ places, I have no 
qualms about specdlating the reasons for this. 
There are numerous prejudices that we en- 
counter on a daily basis. The Native Indian 
peoples in  this c0untry shoe the same ex- 
periences even though: we live;i'in" different pro- 
vinces and are from different ribes. I've been to 
residential schools in Alberta and B.C. As a 
result I've been working towards changing socie- 
ty's attitudes o that our children do not have to 
suffer through the painful ord@s that we all ex- 
perienced. The movement for change has been 
quiet but painfully slow. 
Our wealth is our culture, not money. Now we 
have little of both. Our culture was taken away 
from us at residential schools and our lands 
stolen by the non-lndian government. These 
lands we are claiming belong to us and they were 
supposed to be held in trust for us, but they were 
sold and given away without our knowledge or 
consent. I f  we were rich with money we wouldn't 
have the time or the inclination to put up road 
blockades. 
cont'd A8, 
Blockades are no joke 
With reference tb,the letter 
"Th is  game playing must 
dop"  by Bm Homburg of 
Terrace, B;C. in your August 
15, 1990 newspaper. 
What  ' the  Canad ian  
aboriginal people are doing is 
not a laughing matter, and 
Should not a~ is not taken 
-lightly. Someone sitting in 
Terrace can have a complete- 
ly d i f fe rent  v iew on 
blockades atld issues conecr- 
• Ulng Canada's Native In- 
dians. 
His comments on marxist, 
leftist, red propaganda, 
apartheid and naive conser- 
vative governments, ounds 
like the ~ligioas colonialism 
and fatlitidsm which the 
misslona~ies used on the 
aborigiaraal people 100 years 
agO. 
They; came disguised as 
"savers~, ' and were successful 
in stripping the Native In- 
dians d their dignity and self 
esteenc The Native lndinn 
People, were "brainwashed" 
into lJelleving their tradi- 
tions/ culture and what they 
owned, was "heathenism". 
Wkeo the Queen or other 
dignitaries come to Canada, 
the Native indians are  invited 
to e0me out in their dancing 
and chiefs' attire with their 
totem poles and made to put 
on~a show as a Canadian 
CU~Ure, 
, ,The government  of  
C~ada tried to put the 
Native Indian people in its 
closet one year. The Queen, 
when she was not greeted by 
the Native Indians duflng a 
.v~lsit to Canada, made a point 
"6f mentioning the Aboriginai, 
People of Canada as "First 
citizens of our nation". 
A true chief who believes 
In his traditions and culture 
does not al low anyone to  
wear his chiefs attire for any 
reason, or touch it. This gar- 
ment is sacred. 
At certain blockades set up 
to try to save the land from 
dear-cut logging, we find out 
who is with us and against 
us. We lived with discrimina. 
'ion long enough not to care 
who is against 'us. 
The writer says "to go 
back and live off the land." 
Our grandparents and 
parents taught us how to sur. 
vive In the wilderness and live 
off the land. We can do it. 
Come with us to the clear-cut 
logging areas in our moun- 
tains where you are readily 
sending us back and see for 
yourself where the animals, 
birds, fish, berries• and 
medicine and other plant 
foods used to be, and the 
behavior of wildlife today. 
They too, have no place to 
go. 
Our drinidng water and 
rivers are polluted, but we 
are not allowed to mention 
these things. If we do, we are 
made to look confused and 
dumb and probably listed in 
a black book, and classed as 
militant. This is where 
treating them differently 
comes in. Our older genera- 
tion and some of us today, 
were made to be embarrassed 
and timid by Christianity, of 
our race, tradition and 
culture. 
The ahodginal people did 
not invent reserves. The 
Europeans saw the richness 
of this lud  and they had to 
do something with the people 
to keep us out of'sight ~nd 
out of  mind. The Europeans 
forgot about the Native In- 
dian People when they struck 
gold, dropped their survey 
Instruments and rushed to 
the gold fields. 
We were still here when 
you all got back and some of 
you came back broke. The 
land today is stripped, we are 
here, and we will still be here 
when everything is gone and 
you will all go away with 
your money for awhile or 
retire somewhere else. You 
tell me, which one of us is the 
most greedy? 
Do not criticize anyone 
unless you have walked a 
mile in their moccasins, 
Signed, 
M.G. Dalen 
Cedarvale, B.C. 
I 
. ,  , ' .~':  ~ .  ~: :" , • . ,  , . -  • 
However, if the environmen. 
tat deterioration that is tak- 
ing place under present land 
use policies is allowed to con- 
/tinue, a few years down the 
road we will all be faced not 
0nly with loss of income, but 
• ~also with loss.of the natural 
resources and environment 
that make Canada unique. 
We urge the government, 
banks and forest industry to 
start now to devise ways to 
protect individual workers 
land use policies that involve 
overcutting, clearcutting, use 
of hazardous chemicals, 
damage to fish and wildlife 
habitat, and destruction of  
the natural beafity bf*0ur  • 
own human habitat. ~.~ .;i ~: 
Because of the close Con= 
nection between environmen- 
tal issues and the issues of the  
First Nations' land title ac- 
tion, we wish to express our  
support for the Native road 
blockades in this area and 
throughout Canada. 
from hardship while chang- 
ing over to a more  sus -  i 
tainable conomy. 
To address these concerns, :; 
a Three Rivers Enviromnen- 
tat Education Societyis being [ 
formed, and will hold a. :~ 
[ LAND 
LAIMS 
bat  " = mThe de 
continues El: i;" I 
Read and learn 
Dear Sir: both ignorance and contempt 
for the original people of 
B.C. 
The responsibility for 
bridging this cultural ig- 
norance lies partly with the 
Indian people - -  we have 
made efforts to do this. But 
an equal and greater espon- 
sibility lies with the non- 
Indian society, and its 
leaders. 
Indian people have 
learned more about the 
white man than the 
white man has/earned 
from the Indians. 
The Chiefs have strong im- 
peratives for immediate ac- 
tion. Oti each visit to their 
territories they see the ac- 
celerating rate of clear cut 
logging, the widespread use 
of chemical pesticide on 
farms and forests, the water 
pollution from open pit 
mines and are well aware of 
the threat posed by hydro- 
electric dams in their sahnon 
rivers. At the same time, 
their exercise of jurisdiction 
of the territory and the river 
fishing sites faces mounting 
harassment from fisheries of- 
ricers and conservation of- 
ricers. 
Most of all the chiefs are 
anxious to ensure that the 
future of their children and 
grandchildren are not con- 
sumed by alcohol, drugs, 
violence, family breakdown 
and a whole host of social ills 
that affect societies denied 
self determination and self- 
respect. 
The need for immediate 
action has not blinded the 
chiefs to the need for 
thoughtful implementation. 
Long before European col- 
onization the Indian tribes' 
social and economic systems 
were interwoven with those 
of the people around as, 
through family ties and 
shared histories. Although 
each society, was distinct, 
they shared a common view 
of how the world worked. 
Our oral histories record a 
dynamic  cu l ture  with 
numerous  migrat ions  
throughout the territory. 
Each migrant .group ,was.: ex-, 
peered- to understand ' :and- 
obey the laws of those who 
had arrived previously, and 
each added important new 
elements to society and the 
culture. 
With this history in mind 
we have watched with m- 
terest the emergence of  
Canadian Society over the 
past 100 years. Not only does 
it disrespect the society of  the 
people originally here, but it 
forcibly prevents the Chiefs 
from obeying their own laws. 
They realize that a future 
based on our own laws and 
institutions will necessitate 
informed negotiations with 
the non-Indian people. 
Who the Chiefs will 
negotiate with and the 
framework for those discus- 
signs have not been deter- 
mined. It is difficult to know 
what the outcome of this will 
be. We realize all people 
within Canada are bound 
together in a complex, rapid- 
ly changing world. We think 
our traditions and the 
cultures we have inherited 
have much to say that is of  
value to others as we all try 
to deal with the forces of  
change. 
We know from bitter ex- 
perience that others do not 
know what is best for us. We 
are ina  fight we will never 
give up. A fight to implement 
the policies we know will 
help us lift ourselves from 
our present problems. We 
hope for and welcome the 
support of other people in 
Canada in that struggle." 
Thank you, 
Deborah Morrison- 
Hayward, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
In response to letters you 
recently published from 
Mary Holland, Jack Davis 
(MLA), Howard Ennis and 
Bill Homburg: I suggest they 
read more about aboriginal 
fights. With that in mind, I 
6ffer ~ the~*foll6wing excerpt 
TrOm(Drumbeat) "by Boyce 
Richardson. 
"The ghost of the former 
governor of the colony of  
B.C., Joseph Trutch, con- 
tinues to materialize through 
statements of B.C.'s politi- 
cians. Thus it was .possible 
for Allan Williams, the At- 
torney General of the newly 
elected Socred government, 
to say in 1975, "Just because 
a bunch of Indians wandered 
up and down the Rocky 
mountain trench for a few 
hundred years does not mean 
they own it," 
In nearly 200 years of con- 
tact, Indian people have 
learned more about he white 
man, than the white man has 
learned from the Indians. 
The above statement conveys 
NATIVE BLOCKADES have prompted mixed reactions from those 
using northwestern highways. But, judging from the number of let- 
ters from readers, they have also focused public attention on the 
entire question of land claims and aboriginal title. 
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Friday, August 31, 1990 
S l]l]OO • . ~i • That's Right! In less than 3 hours we will draw six lucky w~nneis for $100. each in gift certificates! Ent~ isfree! Instore drawing to start at 8 :30 p.m. Draws continue until ! 1 :00 p.m. Must be pre. 
sent to win. Pickup your back to school needs .... Pick up so~ 
great time spec=als...,, And fill out your  free entry at a chance t~ 
~na,tCe,,f~cstesto~o .:: win part of $600. in Customer Appreciation Draw" gift ceri! " , • WON in less than three hours! 
~: ~ 8 :30-  11:00 P.M. DON'T  MISS  IT! tificates. " 
/ : : :  ' I 
L : , . !1 
IX AA .4  
T IME - " II SPECIALS  
8:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
McGavins White 
or Brown Bread ................................. 791oaf  
PAr. Noodle 
I .= . t  need les .  O ........ i .............. ' . . . .61 s l  
8:30 p.m..  9:00 p.m. 
Sun Rype Blue Label 
A~le ~u~c, ~L ...................................... 77 
Nabob I"radiHon 
c~e~oog ..................................... 1 77 
9:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Pacific Evaporated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MHk385ml ........ ..., 21.9t 
. . . . .  Specials r iU I IU  
~o~sso~mon~ ............................ 2m1!3 
I 
<i 
We reserve  the  r ight  to  
Limit Quantities 
[ )o~ 1 . . . . . . . .  ". ,% U~T Mli  AWAY ~""  4647 Lakelse Ave. , Terrace 
I 
g I iU l l  V~I IU i  
, , .no~.o  ................................ 1.661Mnler 
10:00  p.m. - 10:30 p.m. 
Iqantatlon Long 
6.~.  nleo lO kg bai .......................... 5 .99 
AN 10 K Gold 1/ ,  " - 
:Jown~,;. .......................... '/2 price 
10:30 p.m,-11:00 p.m. , 
..-..- Coke - cans 
r~,onV....,..., .......... : . .1 .99+depos l t  
, .......... . ........... . ,  ...... , . .  ...... 2.39 
j ~ 
635-7281 
I t  
J Men.Wed i 0:30.a,m. ~e p:m:~:~ 
J ThumaFd 9:30a.m,,Op.m. i 
! ' '  I sat oalm..ep.m, 
I 8unl  : 11am ~spm,  
~ 4 ¸  
. . . . .  + , . . .  + . ,  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . , .  
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: " % ~ ' r :MADNESS: i '[ 
• % % % % , .  ' . '  . . . . . .  
. . . .  " ; o "o~o,~oo ,, 
:~ %_ . o .~ .o  
• L~m. ~ . 
~ m - +  + August 31 6p 1 Ip <~- - -~ + ~ - -  .m. -  .m. - 
++ Frozen '~ " 1 " ' L~ : ' " ' " ~ ~ ' Kraft : '  ;~ • + Local 
:: CHICKEN J ~ + B " 8 • • . j I " '" m A-  .WHITE m A A  
LEGS " l  ~11 ~ SAUCE "1 ~ ~  POTATOS "iF ]q[~11,1 
Ouarters, 2.62 kg. ~ I ~ l b  455 ml i • ~ : ~  10 lb. bag / • V 
Party i ,~ !~.  +.89 20""  OFFRegPrlCe CRUSH 1 39  • "::"+ ~/~ Lucerne MILD s~ drinks " CHIPS +' ,ii+ 
• 200gbag 4 F VCheddar  Cheeze plusdepOSlt Q 
,J 
• , i~  ,~  
i/~ i 
• i 
L 
:,!,J 
¢ 
t 
FRENCH 
BREAD 
400 g. • 79  ", 7 .77  
Dell 
99 HAM ,.,, 100g.  + ' l  20°  °z } 
,r  
sun Rype 
Blue Label 
APPLE 
JUICE 
Limit 6, 1 L 
May Fair 
COOKED 
HAM 
 .88 
~i  ~ • • 
~ri 
l 
L ,  
PLUS 
. i 
• THESE ALL-DAY 
Specials 
, 9 a .m.  - -  11 p.m.  
T-BONE ! 
cu 'r°m°n+ 3 9 8 Grade A Beef 
Limit In effect 
8 .78 /kg  • 
WE HONOR ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS 
~\~/  HOT B,B.Q. / ~~~ KAISER i B.C. COD 
Y,,/,to,,~,m rCHiCKEN 'I r~; i  i:~: ROLLS ~-  (~O ' !' '+ FILLETS 
abVe roar:ecw:/pnll; n l~ I I~I I~rEA-~) ...... : :+, ,  L.,,,,.° !3'29L.; 
' WE HONOR ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS ~ 
ARGARINE 
Premium. 
1.S6 kg/S Ib pkg 
~SANDWICH 
BREAD 
or round top 
White or 60. whole 
wheat stonehedge farms 
570 g .  s l i ced  loa f  
.99-  
prn  I I  "q  
ULTRA.• 
CHEER 
DETERGENT 
Powdered for 
Laundry 6 L box. 
p.- 
MIRACLE 
WHIP 
Kraft regular or 
light 
1 Liar 
limit 2 with family 
~)urchase. Over Limit Price 
3.48 each 9.99. 
SNOW STAR 
ICE  CREAM 
Assorted flavours 
, ~, 4Lpall. 
3 68 • ~1~. 
; m w v  -~mm- m-  .o  
i~iiii/ 
±__  I 
• COKE or • 
SPRITE 
Reg.. or diet. Classic, 
¢affelm free or Canada 
~ Dry Ginger Ale. Reg 
: o r  sugar free 
S55 ml tin plus deposit. 
6i,2.88 1.98. 
3RS COUPONS ~ 
"[WAY CA,~I' MJ! ~:::~'~ W~m yo~ flolshed y~ shopping, =ome~m 
I i ' So, ~em. ~ ' !  
¢~t me away. 
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,Myth 
It's a shame that the issue 
of land claims has been con- 
Vetted to only money. The 
resources in our area~ are not 
harvested by us but by others 
~who come in with their big 
companies, clear cut the 
mountains and hunting 
grounds. Then after a few 
years they're gone. We see 
the devastation left behind 
and wonder when it is going 
to stop. 
: ,Our nation did not ever 
live in teepees, but in long 
houses. To  this day we are 
surrounded by timber but we 
:cannot get proper housing. 
Many times families have to 
share one house. The Cana- 
dian government should be 
made..to answer to these 
allegations and investigate 
their own Indian Affairs 
branches. They claim to 
spend millions on various 
programs but by the time it 
filters down through the ad- 
ministrative departments 
there is ' barely enough for 
'~y  quality programs to be 
successful. The government 
is busy helping other people 
in other countries. What 
about your own back yard - -  
Canada? We can question 
the government priorities 
when they can donate $1 
million to a marina to house 
otters but there isn't enough 
to get proper housing for 
human beings. 
I ask you, where is the 
justice? 
If the blockades can 
awaken some feelings in you 
perhaps they are justified. 
Certainly, the past Canadian 
history speaks for itself. 
Vander Zalm is guilty of be- 
" ing ignorant of the Native In- 
dian's plight. Let him, with 
his Christian ,attitude come 
.and llv~'~•i,Wiiil ' :us:~Oh~.:any 
reserve. He '~vould ;i3robably 
become frustrated enough to 
return to his Fantasyland. 
My message to the Cana- 
dian people everywhere is to 
smarten up. Find out what 
the local Native Indians in 
your area consider problems 
and major issues. Don't let 
• your vision be clouded by the 
local bigots. 
If we all became concerned 
and worked together towards 
a better society we'd all win. 
It isn't up to Jack Davis or 
Vander Zalm. It is up to us to 
provide a better world for 
our children. 
I take this task seriously. 
Do you? If you did you 
would be happy to see the 
government do the right and 
moral thing. Our people need 
a futbre; and we can have 
one through a just settlement 
on land claims. 
Sincerely, 
Margaret Smith. 
People 
Day 
Dear sir: 
People are what the labour 
movement is all about. 
Unions are Just people help- 
ing people, ordinary people 
acting together because they 
realize the only way they can 
win the kind of life they want 
for themselves is by con- 
certed democratic action. 
Just the fact that unions 
enable people to exert some 
control over their own 
• destiny is a great thing in our 
Impersonal society. 
Unions were formed in our 
country over one hundred 
years ago by Canadians for 
Canadians to help working 
people toward a better life. 
And they are still doing that 
Job. 
The first Monday of  
September is Labour Day In 
our country. 
We41ke to think of it as a 
people~diy for all Canadians. 
Wilmal Costain 
Presldent~ - 
Kitimat,Terra~e and 
Disfirlet Labour • 
29, 1990 
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'keeps 1 crew busy " UUU .+_-, . . . .  
FLOOR + 
, ,~;  ,~ 
TEILq~CE - -  CN crews are "r ~]~ 
replacing more than .40,000 i :~ 
decayizig wooden rail ties bet- 
ween Terrace and .  Prince ~"~' 
Rupert. , . i;;,i}' 
",t'sahngejob,"says'ON CASH SAVERS ++ tie-gang Worker Hal Stoba Of ~,~:+~, the ~ project, which involves ~,~:J 
~!~" 1 • changing between 800 and 1,000 
ties a day: . 
More than 40 workers from 
as  at away as Quebec are in 
Terrace ~to operate the convoy 
of machinesworking its way to 
the coast. 
The out-of-town workers on 
thejobs, it's expected to take up 
to ~two months, live in the 
"white fleet" of sleeper ail cars 
now anchored across from 
Skeena Sawmills. They work 15 
days on and Six off. 
There are four basic machines 
working in a group of about 10 
which are used to replace the 
ties, Stoba says. 
First a tie crane makes its way 
along the track dropping ties off 
at intervals. It's followed by a 
machine that pulls up the spikes 
that anchor the rail to the ex- 
isting ties. 
Stoba says the next machine 
"lifts the track up and pulls the 
tie from underneath replacing it 
with a new one." 
Ties made out of softwoods 
are used on level sections while 
ones made out of hardwoods 
are t/sed on corners and grades 
as ties there experience more 
stress. 
After the rail has been respik- 
ed a tamping machine comes 
along and levels the crush or 
ballast around the track because 
the machine that changes the 
ties disturbs it. 
The ballast forms the bed on 
which everything isheld in place 
so it has to be levelled off and 
new material added where need- 
CN TIE-GANG workers Hal Stoba and Guiseppe Tulliani are part of 
a crew that are replacing the railway ties between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert. The two-month job involves over ten machine and 
many workers from around the province. 
• t" *. -A. ,A, ,t, ,A. 
Replacing ties is but one facet 
of keeping train traffic rolling 
on the tracks, says the CN of. 
ficiai in charge of the rail from 
Terrace to Prince Rupert. 
Ron Payne says the tracks 
come under the careful atten- 
tion of maintenance crews sta- 
tioned in cities and places up 
and down the line. 
"People think that once the 
rail is put down, that's it. But 
it's not," said Payne. "Railway 
technology has changed a great 
deal in the past short while." 
Payne's crews, for instance, 
regularly destress the rail by 
• first taking measurements to en- 
sure it won't  expand in hot 
weather and contract in cold 
weather and so cause problems. 
Where there is potential for a 
problem, crews cut out a piece 
and weld the tie back together. 
, ~9uris~ts 
TERRACE - -  Tragedy struck 
fit the Terrace-Kitimat airport 
last Wednesday evening when a 
two-year-old child walked into 
the path of a car backing out of 
a parking spot outside the ter- 
minal. 
The child was rushed to Hills 
memorial Hospital but was pro- 
nounced dead on arrival. The 
name of thevictim has not been 
released. / 
Terrace Curling Association . . . . . .  , /_. ..: ~ ~:: ,'~ ' ~:"' ~"~.::" ' ' i:;, 
NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETIN' 
TO BE HELD 
October 12, 1990 
7:30 p.m. 
at the TERRACE CURLING CLUE 
3210 School Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Also, pre-registration for the 1990/91 
curling season. 
"Get Swept Up In The Fun" 
! N " m  m BE-  m a m  m m m I 
• ~~j~ MOUNT LAYTON 
ESORT.LTD. 
I ~,,oo,,~oo,, I 
every Wednesday, 
2 for 1, 
I bring a f r lend '~ i~~7~~r~.  ~ ~ ' ,  i'~ ) ~ I  
I "2:::;7/;::",::;'" WEDNESDAY! : 
m m n m m m n m m ~ m m 
Aug. 28 to Sept. 1, 1990 
Monday to Wednesday 8 am-6 pm Saturday 8 am-6 pm 
Thursday & Friday 8 am-9 pm CLOSED SUNDAYS 
GRAVESPURE 
APPLE 
JUICE 
1L 
78 ¢ 
MOI IS 
CLAMATO 
JUICE 
Regular or Spicy, 1.36 L 
1.G:il 
PUREX 
BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
White, 24 roll pk 
PARKAY 
MARq;- 
AR INE 
1.36 kg 
[] =mQq= ) 
WATER- 
MELON 
Jl,.s/Sl 
OCEAN SPRAY 
COCKTAIL  
DRINKS 
250 mL 
w 
3151 
KRAFT 
MACARONI 
& CHEESE 
DINNER 
225 g 
67q: 
ULTRA 
CHEFER 
4L  
.9!) 
HARMONIE 
ICE 
CIREAM 
Asst., 4 L pail 
l=~q, )  
500 g 
1.99.. 
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store 
461'7~Greig Avenue, ~ Monday to Wednesday -- 8 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1 N2 , , j i  : Thursday & Friday - 8 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
~ '~ i~ ~/1  ~ : Saturday - 8 a.m.- 6 p.m 
l;~ lj,,~ ;~"  ID ~,~ H' I. ~ CLOSED SUNDAYS : 
r 
t -  i , 
? 
L~,. 
• 'L 
p 
i ¸  ~ : :  ' i < 
m " " ~ " " " ' ~ " ' ~"  " ' - • ~  " ' "  " :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  7~ ~' ;  ' R ,~ ,•  .•  • , .,:! 
. . . .  EVIEW I : Beatithe Heat! 
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i'~J.,,,~ ~" ,-~, .complete : '  [ 
Gold road study I Pr°fits plummetl-, 
gets underway ~!E~:rD!~° i !  !ii~!°to~tnmd~lr;°Popli! ~ti(~ a;d 
mining industry fell sharply last However, while all these 
TERRACE - -  Government and 
industry have now reached 
agreement on sharing the costs 
of detailed engineering and en- 
vironmental studies for the pro- 
posed access road into the Iskut 
River Valley. 
Mines minister: Jack Davis 
announced last week the provin- 
c ia l  government,  Prime 
Resources and Cominco will 
each pay one  third of the 
$850,000 cost of the studies, to 
be carried out by Richmond 
based consu l tants  Klohn 
Plans call for the new road to 
run from Bob Quinn on Hwy. 
37 North tO Bronson Creek. 
Survey Crews will begin work 
immediately testing soil and 
water quality as well as assess- 
ling fish, wildlife and 
heritage/archeology values - -  
that should be completed by 
mid-October. 
Davis said Klohn Leonoff 
would then prepare detailed 
plans and construct ion 
specificationS, expected by the 
Leonoff. .... end of the year, which would 
A t present access t0 mining al low construction to begin in 
properties in the area is by air the spring of 1991, Based on 
only, an expensive proposition that schedule, the new road 
for the companies involved, would be open by the fall. 
p UT AND ABOUT , 
TERRACE - -  Central Moun- 
taln Air last week launched a 
new Terrace-Vancouver direct 
service. Tuesday through Friday 
the flights leave Vancouver at 
6.20 a.m. arriving at the 
Terrace-Kitimat irport at 8.10 
a.m. The return flight leaves 
here at 6.20 p.m. The airline 
already operates a six days a 
week service between Terrace 
and Prince George. 
Central Mountain Air has 
also added a new aircraft o its 
fleet. Company president Nell 
Blackwell said the Beech 1900 C 
had been selected because itwas 
the only 19-passenger plane 
"offering the ability to carry a 
full passenger load with luggage 
and cargo on the routes we fly. 
He said the deal with 
manufacturers Field Aviation 
of Missassauga, Ont. includes 
an option to purchase a Beech 
1900 D at a later date. 
Skylink Airlines last week 
gave up its fight to regain the 
operating certificate it lost in 
the wake of last year's fatal 
crash here. 
The airline has been put out 
of business due to the amount 
of time that has gone by, a 
Skylink lawyer told a civil avia- 
tion tribunal hearing. He said 
the restoration of the certificate 
is now "irrelevant." 
The lawyer said Skylink will 
continue to seek compensation 
from the government, which 
pulled the airline's certificate 
after an investigation found 
questionable maintenance pro- 
cedures and flight record- 
keeping. 
Seven people died when the 
19-seat Fairchild Metroliner III 
aircraft went down in fog near 
the Terrace-Kitimat irport on 
Sept. 26, 1989.. 
Tourists will now be able to 
purchase B.C. wines at a limited 
number of retail outlets. In 
making the announcement, 
Labour and Consumer Services 
minister Norm Jacobsensaid 
eligible stores must have been in 
business for two years, sell 
predominately Canadian made 
goods and target the tourist 
market. 
Only 20 per cent of the total 
retail area can be devoted to 
wine sales, wines must be ex, 
elusively from B.C. grapes and 
the store must carry at least one 
wine from each eligible winery, 
he'added. 
*- * * t i t ,  
B.C. is becoming an increas- 
ingly popular destination for 
immigrants. Recently released 
figures show nearly 6,500 non- 
Canadians took up residence in 
the province in the second 
quarter of this year --  a 30 per 
cent increase over the same 
period in 1989. 
The province's annual 
population growth was un- 
changed at 2.8 per cent. 
Latest employment figures in- 
dicate almost 1.48 million peo- 
ple are employed in the pro- 
vince, an increase of 4.4 per 
cent. Meanwhile, B.C.'s Help ~ 
Wanted index rose 10.3 per cent 
in 
Taxman in co= "t 
TERRACE --/" / "  ' LakelSe 
Lake residents angry  about 
Revenue Canada's handling 'of 
their northern benefits claim are 
taking their complaint o  the 
Tax Court of Canada, 
Lake resident sandy Sandhals 
said he and several  other 
residents have sent their claims 
to the tax court after federal of- 
ficials rejected their complaints. 
They're being:told to repay as 
much :as ~ $2,000 plus interest 
after Revenue Canada officials 
decided',they ,didn't qualify for Sandy Sandhals 
the nOrthern benefit. " 
Taxation officials initially "My main objection nowis 
told residents they were eligible that they're charging us interest 
for the benefit prior to filing in since April 30, 1989," he added. 
'the spring of 1989. But after Interest shouldn't be charged 
UNIONIZED construction workers picketed the United Buy and Sell allowing some of the claims, the until the aggrieved taxpayers 
furniture store construction site on Keith Avenue last week to pro- government later said the have exhausted all their avenues 
test the use of non-union labour. "Lakelse" referred to in the of appeal, he said. Picketers protest an abandoned CN Sandhals said he filed his whistlestop be[ween Terrace claim to the  court himself, 
and K i t imat  - -  not the without hiringalawyer. 
lakeshore community. "How far we'll get remains to 
i o n  project Since then Revenue Canada be seen." he goingSaid" "ItodOn'tget nnn. l ln  ,~s been demanding lake think We're 
I EVE  l qlCBI i residents repay the benefits " anywhere. But I'm not going tO 
p]us interest backdated to April quit until l've run the full 
TERRACE - -  Local building Jensen said local labour 1989. gamut." 
trades union members picketed organizers are pro-Terrace and . . . . . .  
a non-unio, construction site don't want to see construction 
near the Sande overpass last do l la rs  leaving the local CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MEMBERS... 
week. economy. ','They (out-of-town 
Carpenters union president workers) don't contribute a 
John Jensen said union damn thingtothecommunity,!' BUSINESS AFTER HOURS 
members are protesting the use he charged, "They come in, do 
o f  low-paid out -of - town the job, and all the money goes hosted by  
Workers in construction of the out of the community." 
United Buy and Sell furniture Jensen claimed some affiliate the Newest Member of the Chamber 
store on Keith Avenue. union members and local sup- 
"Non-union is one thing - -  pliers have refused to work on or 
that's perfectly.legal," Jensen supply the construction site in ~ " ~  
said.' "But they're paying not solidarity with the protesting 
much more than half the local unionized workers. 
union rate." He said the union might also 
He said Tri-City Contracting encourage a boycott of the fur- 
- the firm building the fur- niture store in protest of the 
niture s tore -  is paying its non-union construction. "If YOUR DECOR 
carpenters around $14 an hour, they don't want us to build i t ,  
and is paying some of its why should they want us for 
labourers aslittle as $6 an hour, customers," he said. "Maybe 3202 MUNROE STREET AT HWY. -16  W 
Union wage rates are around we should look somewhere else : . ,- 
$22 an hour. to buy furniture." 
"A  .good tradesman spends RCMP were called to the site 
years acquiring his skills and Thursday whe n picketers block- " Come in and meet Bob and the staff on their 
too ls -  and that's worth more ed a company backhoe from F IRST  ANNIVERSARY 
than $14 an hour," said entering the construction site. 
picketing carpenter AI Greer. Const. Gene Olsen said the 
, "We're union people in this confrontation has so far been | 6 
~town. That's,. what built the verbal,.with police receiving no 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
lifestyle Canada enjoys today, complaints of violence. Hesaid 
,.;i But this is' the type of  employer the company.is seeking a court ~' :'" ~: . . . .  
!~i Who'll have our kids working in injunction t'o end the picketifi'g. ~ .: ~ . ,; . . . . . . .  
"the coal mines agaifi'---and we Company officials were 
:, won't stand for it."- unavailable for comment 
• 1 I~ I I l I I I /U  t i l t tA I l~ l td  I I I~ /1 '~ l l t / t l t l~ l~ l  ~ IU~I  I -V l  I ~ / I / t / '  , ,  l l j l l~  ; ,pi~l- i  ~- ,  ' , .  ~,. i . .~ 
OF THE TERRACE STANDARD I 
All advertisers and contributors ate advised that all deadline 
one day earlier the week of the September 5 Issue of the Te  
Standard, due to the September 3 holiday. 
Deadlines are for this week only: 
EDITORIAL DEADLINES 
Contributed Copy Thursday, Aug. 30 at hOUri ~ 
Letters to the Editor. Thursday, Aug. 30 at Noon • 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
Display and Classified Advertising, Thursday, Auguet 31 at 5 p.m;, I: .~ "~:~ .';: i 
00. o~.c~..,~ o cm~9 OA~.Y, m~m I" i i:~i :~"~-' 
• AND M0NDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1990 'l "'!':~'I;~'; . 
we would like to take this opportunity owish everyone a =~tfe end I;i/~'~ ! '. 
i enjoy,able Labour Dayl . I= -. --. 
I~TERRACE STANDARE) j l: 
. [  . . . . . .  l 
NOTICE  , , :  i~i ~! 
HOLIDAY DEADLINES ~ i i > i: i 
FOR THE SEPTEMBER 5 ISSUE , : .~i. 
Vendor will carry financing with suitable downpa~/ment:New 
price of $634,000. Adjacent vacant commercial ot available 
at $145,000. 
For details call STAN AKSENCHUK 563-2790 reg. or 
- -  properties 
~)~'~f~~® 561-2280 
[] '~¢ '~ '  B' BB A~,  FAX: 562-7162 
RE/MAX Properties - -  561-2280 
1409 - 9th Ave., Prince George, B.C. 
FAX: 562-71B2 
Did 
thai  
]. 
:} , -  
.4 
<" OF 
i 
Da~/;l" Name- Kdsiina Mlchelle " 
& 'rime of IMII: August 11, 1990 at 5:08 am 
. " . ~ W~lC71bs, 8oz, ~l=:Female 
- Pmmbr Ray & Susan Masse 
• , A sister for Steven and Craig 
, hll~s Nml: Kevln William David McKay 
, Dale & Time If Brth: August •16. 1990 at 5:00 pm 
'., .i :~ WriSt: 7.04 ~ex: Male 
Pznlifz: Keven & Andrea McKay 
• : - ;  :. .-~ ~d@'l Nlml: Shawn Ronald Patdck 
i, i- L ~' .Dale & '1~ If Birth: August 16, 1990 at 3 24 pm 
":i.!!':!i ' :~i.,,:' " ,WSigI¢ 9 Ibs, 1V= oz. ~lx: Male 
: .-. " .Plnlntl: Run & Candice Carry 
a little brother for Adria :- . ' :  
., • 
 :ITEMS ON 
SALE FOR 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
Aug. 29 - Sept. 4 
GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
!D 
Skeena Mall 
TERRAC 
;:;? 
e:x~ 
WHEN IT COMES TO A "NATURAL EXPERIENCE", TERRACE AND 
AREA IS HARD TO BEATI'VI$1TORS COME FROM ALL OVER THE 
WORLD TO ENJOY THE, BREATHTAKING SCENERY~ AND THE .... ~- 
CHANCE TO SEE WILDLIFE IN IT'S NATURAL SE'r'rlNG~ ROY 
SCHERRER CAME TO TERRACE THREE YEARS AGO AS THE 
MANAGER/PHARMACIST AT NORTHERN DRUGS. COMING FROM 
THE LOWER MAINLAND, ROY APPRECIATES THE EASY PACE OF 
LIFE IN TERP.ACE, WITH HIKING, FISHING, SOFTBALL OR BOATING 
SO CLOSE AT HAND..A FEW OF THE REASONS ROY CALLS TERRACE 
"A GREAT PLACE TO BE"ll COME ON TERRACE.SHOW YOUR 
PRIDEII '~, 
d 
~ t; rTATql '!  10 k'fl Fl[q I[a= r-q ~1 "! :1 eJ[°ll~o]L~lml~ 5~ m- -  ~ 
WITH ASSISTANCE :ROM IHE CITY OF TERRACE 
,.;chanb=o =v ~u=v~,,,=,, u, 
:,11990 include major ad' 
/ justments  to rating ter- 
:ritories? Remember, your 
vehicle has to be rated for 
the territory in which it is 
principally operated. Has 
your territory changed? Be 
ure to check with us. 
W! S 
Wightman & Smi th  
Insurance  Agenc ies  
Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street 
635-6361 
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TERRACE - -  Like stepping 
gingerly through darkness 
toward a lit and inviting door- 
way, teachers across the pro- 
vince are immersing themselves 
in the Year 2000 changes to the 
education system. 
And two representatives of 
committees leading the changes 
say local teachers who took i~3 
seminars here last week are 
reacting with a combination of 
optimism• and anxiety. 
David Denyer - -  a member of 
"1 can see this particular pro- 
ject running into danger at cer- 
tain points in the future," 
Denyer said, "and that's unfor. 
tunate." 
He said .the student-centred 
vision of the Year 2000 system 
- -  expected to result in smaller 
class sizes and higher costs - -  
could conflict with the political 
and monetary side of the educa- 
• tion system. "There's always 
the danger that the one Side will 
undermine the other, and I see 
the committee designing the in- that threat here." 
termediate program, which will 
replace grades 4 to 10 - -  said 
teachers here want to know the 
practical part of how the new 
system will work, rather than 
the philosophy of the new 
system, 
"They want to know how to 
do it," Denyer said. "But we 
don'tknow how to do it yet, or 
at least net exactly." 
"Th is  i sn ' t  a top-down 
system, set out in stone by the 
ministry. Teachers are going to 
have a lot of latitude. And 
that's a large part of why the 
nuts and bolts of how the 
system will work isn't clear 
yet," he said. "This is an evolu- 
tionary process. We probably 
won't see the entire embodi- 
ment of the program until the 
end of the decade."' 
Speaking to district teachers 
during a question-and-answer 
session, Denyer 'echoed widely 
held concerns that the province 
might not keep up its long-term 
financial commitment to the 
project. 
cl==s. 
"It 's certainly going to be a 
challenge for the public at large 
because they usually view 
school as a competitive institu- 
tion. 1"his, runs counter to that 
traditional outlook." 
He said theYear 2000 pro- 
gram reflects not only its 
creators'/ vision'of what the 
education system should be like, 
but also the more cooperative 
direetion they feel society itself 
shouldbe moving in. 
"We're not just tinkering 
"It's certainly going to be a challenge for the 
public at large because theyusually view school as 
a competitive institution. This runs counter to that 
traditional outlook." 
The traditional system of let- 
ter graded report cards, while 
not totally banned, will be 
heavily discouraged through to 
grade I0. 
"No letter grades at a l l . -  
that's ideally what we'd like to 
see," Denyer said. "They don't 
say very much and we'd rather 
see ongoing assessment on a 
continous basis." 
Denyer expects opposition 
from parents used to traditional 
methods of evaluation and 
assessment. With regular testing 
and letter grades discouraged, 
in favour of more individualiz- 
ed methods, some parents are 
expected to object to not being 
able to compare their child's 
progress against he rest of the 
with the education system," 
Denyer said. "We're talking 
about how the world should be 
and affecting the way people 
think and act." 
" It 's a new conception of the 
kind of world we should 
perhaps be looking towards 
creat ing,  rather than  
perpetuating the aggressive, cut- 
throat, competitive world we 
• live in now," he said. 
The system is also supposed 
to give kids more Iatitudeto pur- 
sue what they're interested in. 
""The hope is that by having a 
"say in what they do they'll 
becomemore actively involved 
in the process," Denyer said. 
"We hope that might capture 
their interest o the extent hat 
Recycling 
committee 
disbands 
TERRACE - -  With still no 
sign of a city-sponsored recycl- 
ing program being put in place, 
the local r~yc.!ing committee is
disbanding,:~,Says one orbits 
members. ~ : 
"There's not much we can 
really do until the city's waste 
plan is implimented," Sylvia 
Schell explained last week. "It 's 
in the municipality's hands and 
it will move as fast as it wants," 
she explained. 
Menawhile, engineering 
director Stew Christensen said 
the city is working on a waste 
management plan, including 
recycling, and it would likely be 
finalized by mid-October. 
"We've been researching what 
othei" communities have done, 
and we're going to go from 
there." he said. 
With transportation of 
material collected here to a 
recycling plant continuing to be 
a major stumbling block, 
Christensen pointed out "We 
have to keep in mind how much 
fossil fuels are exPended to 
transport he s tu f f "  whether 
it's worth it or not in other 
words." 
Schell expressed isappoint- 
ment Terrace still lacked a 
recycling program while other 
northern cities have got projects 
underway. 
Correction 
TERRACE- -  In a story ap- 
pearing in last week's edition 
about loads of clay being 
dumped on a Merkley Rd. pro- 
perty, the owner's name was 
given as Stan Winther. It should 
have read Stan Ginther. 
Make a Fash ion  Statement  Wi th  
Your  Windows!  
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
Ask for details about 
our ether specials. 
I Valances are 
FREE 
with every verticle blind order. 
Blind Duster 
FREE 
with every order over $200. 
Includes installation . 
For a FREE consultation call 
OW COVERINGS 635-4444 
~KI...~/.t~....'~l~ V/.,~"~N~'~E~: .:. ," t ,~.+ 
~ These bookings can be made at any tr lv l l  agent In ihl city ."~" 
ENJOY CHRISTMAS PORTUGUESIE STYLE! 
Enjoy the mild and sunny temperate climate of the Algrave in 
Southern Portugal. Departures tart November 6, 1990 until 
the 1992 winter seasonl Start your holiday In southern Por- 
tugal where winter is more like eprlngl 
Then It's off to Vllamoura  short distance away for a golfing 
extravaganza with 3 golf courses to choose froml 
Last stop Is a great shopping spree and the latest west end 
shows to hit Londonl 
Tour cOsts Include: Alrfare from Vancouver, accommoda- 
tions in London, accommodations, in Portugal, some con- 
tlnental breakfasts, services of a local represenlative In Por- 
tugal and transfers in London and Faro. 
FROM $1969.00 CANADIAN PER PERSON 
Come and see what Portugal has to offer for yourChrlstmse 
vacatlonl ..... " " ' 
If you want to really esc~q~e the ~ad lan  Winter, why not 
extend your stay In Portugal where these reb~nabla pdoes 
offers such excellent value. 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT  
J ' 636-6181 
, ~ $keena Mal 
. =. •+ , .• .  
L! 
you wouldn't have to chase~ 
them as much." 
The idea is to convince them 
to work, he added, using their 
interests as the carrot that 
would he exchanged for the old 
stick of testing. 
Kids couldn't fail a year 
under the new system, Denyer 
said. "That whole concept is 
out the window," he said. 
"They won't be cut off from 
progressing with their peers.,' 
Holding students back a year 
strikes a blow to their self- 
esteem that simply primes them 
to drop out, he said. 
Statistics howing 30 per cent 
of high school students drop out 
and only 10 per cent go on to 
university have been listed as 
p~ime reasons for restructuring 
the graduation program, which 
replaces grades II and 12. 
Graham Hunter, a member 
of the intermediate program 
team, said initial criticism of the 
graduation program by univer- 
sity department heads was hasty 
and reactionary. "That came 
from a series of prejudgments 
and misconceptions based on 
the original document," he  
said. 
Some department heads were 
critical of the graduation pro- 
gram, because it shifts the em- 
phasis from university entrance 
towards career preparation. 
) ' •  , 
NEXT RACES ARE 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
I I  II II t 
Sunday, September 9 
Open Day Races and Demolition 
II 
SEE YOU AT THE RACES 
PUBLIC 
HEARING 
THE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
YA O0/; 
A WAGON ' 
SALE AT " 
THORNHILL 
MOTORS / 
The Royal Commission is now conducting an inde- 
pendent, detailed study of the provision Of health care 
in this province. As part of the process,• a seres of 
public hearings is bemg held to give the Commission 
an opportunity to hear the ideas and suggestions m 
individuals, groups, and institutions. For this area; 
the meeting ts scheduled for: - . 
Inn Of The West- 
Wednesday September 5, 1990 
1:30-5:00pm and 
, 7:30-10:00pm 
You are encouraged to come to the hearing. If you wish 
to make a submtssion, either written 0r. oral; please 
- contact the Commission immediatelyto notify us of 
your intention, 
The Commission will make recommendations designed 
to ensure continued access for all citizens to responmve 
andcost-efficient health care into the ~ext century. 
IT'S YOUR HEALTH WE'RETALKING 
ABOUT. WE NEED YOUR INPUT 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON HEALTH 
Mr. Justice RD. Seaton, Chairman 
9th Floor, 1285 West Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4B1 
Telephone: 660-0165 Fax: 660-1098 
t J  
Skeena Valley 
Fall Fair 
;epte-ml)er'i & 2 
DON'T MISS ITl l  • 
Stk 9081.1Z --,,,=v ~i 
1 '~ i988  SUBARU GL 
4 Wheel Odve 
Auto transmission, AM/FM cassette, 
tilt steedng, roof rack, 28,000 kms 
=13.995 °° 
Stk 356-2S. 
1982 CHEVROLET CAVALIER 
Auto transmission, 
roD,=, =4 295 °' clean s/w | . 
Stk 877-1S 
1982 CHEVROLET MALIBIJ 
Custom, auto, roof rack, 
new radials, 1 owner, ,owm,oao, $4,995 
Stk 9079-1H 
1986 CHEVROLET CAVAUER 
Auto transmlslon, 
roof rack, =7,995 P/B, PIS O | 
Stk 233.2H 
1986 CHEVROLET CAVALIER 
Extra clean, 
10W mileage, $6,295oo 
auto[natic transmlssl~ 
1983 PONIIAC 8UNBIRD 8/W 
Auto'transmisslon, 
,oo, rac,, *2 9H 
AM/FM cassette I 
" '1 i~ 
I I i I III " I I 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
l Howthat the warm weather ,8 hem. 8took up will1 .me of our cold refreshing beverages. Plus a gre|t 8,le©lion of quagty sportS.ar: ',: 4;, ;::::i 
~ =  : Mondayto Fr iday Saturday': . '~: • : . :  : Sunday ---Open   .o,daV  ~ , .o©:=~nn :ST lOa,mito 1!~0;m: ~ • ga2m; :111.pim,':; ~?:~, i/!:l,a;m.i::to ::j ]:p,m. (except ChrlstmM) = ~r ~ ~--U O ~ v U~ 
I I /  I I  
I I I • 
:+ . 
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• lease Drive Safely! 
On Tuesday, Sept, ,m )er 4, all schools in the area will re-open for the 
coming year. That means that the road sides, sidewalks and 
+ ~crosswalks will once again be busy with our children going to and 
+from classes. The Terrace Standard, the ~Keel I Marketpl~ ce, and all 
+~+::the communit minded eo le and businesses listed bel :ould just iiii + Y P P ow ~i 
~like to remind you to PLEASE observe all speed zone limits especP-" 
ly those in SCHC :~L.,ZONES and PLAYGROUNDS and watch out  
• ..... " p  
i 
. ,~. 
PROFESSIONAL ESTHETIC SERVICES 
.. Toning * Tanning * Halrstyllng 
If you slow down, they can grow up. 
Keep our KIDS SAFE 
4652 Lazelle, Terrace 635-4997 
Supporting 
Our Community 
Canada Safeway reminds you to please 
drive safely sad watch for  school 
children. And kids be sure your bicycles 
are well maintained end road w0rthyl 
Canada Safeway sad our. employees 
are proud to be "Good nelghbours" in our 
community. 
%. ,,+~o¢' 
LOOK TO US FOR 
+SERVICE 
Qi  Slow down and 
\ \ !  
please drive carefully 
Skesaa Mill  038-8238 
:~AINBOW --I1 +~E DES .B+Z TRU~ S 1 ~ " S A T E L L I T E  
<~ M B R O I D E R Y  _+oc_  ° " ,i/.! \ .... SYSTEMS 
AND SHIRT SHOP Bytown Freightliner M.B. Trucks j +! ! +peo=z,,m n 
A Division of Bytown Diesel Sales Lid, ' ,~. Commerclalnstalatlons 
. .  U* I I  " " 5408 Hwy. 15 West • No. 4-6002 Pohle Ave. Skeena Mall Phone: I I P.O. Box 1032 
T- - .  . . .+ , , ,  I I Bu"'<'°+'"+"38 ' Toll Free 1-800-663-7766 V8G 4V1 
~g Budg m 
CAR & TRUCK RENTAL 
*:Featuring fine cars & Trucks by General Motors. 
5004 Hwy 16 West, Terrace - 638-0288 
Kltimat - 632-4888 
TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS: 
1-800-268-8900 
• Automotive Fuel 
Conversions & Service 
l Sa 
J+' 
m +,I 
: MVlII :•Terrace 
:+. LARRY. Sm then 
far than gasoline or propane 
low exhaust emmissions ~ ~ .... 
635.6617 PHiLUP-KItlmai ,, 632-7308':~)!: 
~47"9172 MI(E. Prlnce RUlmrt 624 .6400 
i+l!+++++;+++i+i+  +, ~ +L: 
If you don't leave the driving L" + ' ' + .. . . . . .  
+ +~ ~:+~,> ii;: ~ • to, us, be extra careful 
I 
+, .  , ,+  +:  
i, m GOODTIME. 
.j GREAT.. TASTE 
i MCDona ld ' s  o f  Ter race  
4740 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8830 
. . . .  -: I l l ' l l ' l l l l rq~' l  I I i l l  . . ,~NC~BI~ " 
TRA NSPOR TA T ION 
"~S YS TEMS L TD~--. 
DAILYII~FREIGHT SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• TOAEL P OINTS WEST OF PRINCE GEORGE 
m;i+,+i,.7 .7 ,  ' ! i :~p  + I +Z + ,, . . . . . .  ,+,~ 32 FAX: (604) 03 
. . . . .  MEMBEROF , 
BLAKEBURN ST., TERRACE, B.C, VaG 331 . 
• 638 0261 Terrace 
Please, drive carefullyf .+  '~ 
• The Thornhdl 
Neighbourhood Pub~ 
2347 Thomhill St. 6384404+ 
~ Drive Carefully 
' for our Childrens sake 
~ I ~  Skeena Cellulose 
TERRACE GPERATION8 ~ ," ' 
Box 3000 i i !2 
Terrace, B;C. m'" '~ '~ . . . .  
e5oo ' +  Skeena ass +++++  
-CELLULOSE INC. + '  
- I II , .  
- + , + 
! 
i 
] 
t ,  x 
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Steam 
TERRACE --  The provincial 
government b expected to an- 
nounce this Friday which com- 
pany has been awarded apermit 
to explore the geothermal power 
potential at Lokelse. However, 
an engineer familiar with the 
area doubts any exploration will 
turn up the super-heated water 
required to run a geothermal 
power plant. 
In early June the government 
announced it would Issue ex- 
ploration permits for two 
McCullough said there 
was very little chance of 
Ending geothermal 
fluids within a few 
kilometres of the the 
surface. That, in turn, 
meant geothermal 
power generation would 
not be viable. 
parcels of land - -  one of 
2,558ha at the north end of 
Lakelse Lake and one of 
3,168ha t the south end of the 
lake. 
Geothermal power is 
generated by tapping asubterra. 
nean reservoir of super-heated 
fluids which, on reaching the 
surface, turn to steam. That 
steam drives a turbine to pro- 
dace electricity. 
Terry McCullough, an energy 
resources engineer with B.C. 
Hydro, Said a 1981 survey of 
Tuber 
drowns 
TERRACE -- A trip down 
Williams Creek ended in 
tragedy Aug. 19 with the 
drowning of a Terrace man. 
Randy Stefanik and three 
others had ridden a large inner 
tube down the creek but it over- 
turned upon encountering 
rough water where the creek 
enters Lakelse Lake. 
"The problem was that they 
, couldn't get back on the tube," 
explained Terrace coroner 3ira 
Lynch. He said three of them 
managed to reach the shore but 
Stefanick, who apparently was 
not that strong a swimmer, was 
swept under, 
One of the three swam back 
out to attempt a rescue but it 
was too late, he added. 
"Those tubes are dangerous, 
particularly the larger ones" 
Lynch emphasized. Two years 
ago two people were killed tub- 
ing on the Kaium river. 
those areas had convinced him 
there was no potential for 
power generation there. 
The process, he explained, re- 
quired water temperatures of at 
least. 150 degrees Celsius "and 
preferably well above 200 
degrees." Those temperatures 
were only, likely, where there was 
a magma (molten material) 
chamber elatively close to the 
surface, he added. 
His 1981 survey had shown 
no evidence of such near- 
surface volcanic activity in the 
immediate Lakeise Lake area. 
Therefore he concluded the hot 
water found there was probably 
produced.by mountain run-off 
following a fault or crack in the 
earth's crust. Eventually the 
heat generated eep within the 
earth heated the water and it 
then returned to the surface by, 
following another fault line. 
If that were the case, Mc- 
Cullough said there was very lit- 
tle chance of finding geothermal 
fluids within a few kilometres of 
the the surface. That, in turn, 
meant geothermal power 
generation would not be viable. 
While conceding that was on- 
ly his opinion, he pointed out, 
" I  see no evidence to the con- 
t ra ry . "  However, "That  
doesn't say there isn't (enough) 
heat there for greenhouse 
agriculture or resorts, there ob- 
viously is." 
McCullough said the first 
step in any exploration would 
be to analyze samples of water 
and soil in the area. If the 
results indicated unexpected 
concentrations of trace elements 
. , .  
I 
": " . !  
-i 
t !  
:'- : , , ' .  - . . .  . ' ¢051~ 
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES ' ~ '~. :  . 
" DISPOSITION 
such as mercury and radium, 
the next step would be to dla. 
mond drill to depths of at least 
1,000 ft. 
Core samples would be ex- 
amined for signs of mineral 
alterations and temperature 
WANTED 
IDENTITY UNKNOWN 
WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN 
( 
The United Northern Citizens' have tried tocontact his per- 
son since Aug. 1, 1990. Our calls remain unanswered to 
date. We wish to speak to him concerning a small issue of . 
Blockades and Land Claims. If sighted please contact U.N.C. 
at 849-5842 or P.O. Box 460, 
Kitwanga, B.C. V0J  2A0 
NOT CONSIDERED DANGEROUS 
PRAWN 
COCKTAIL 
Tiger prawns erved to 
you on a chilled bed of 
lettuce with seafood 
cocktail sauce. 
,/ 
NEW YORK CUT 
PEPPER STEAK 
Our chef's own special 
recipe. Served with 
vegetable and choice of 
potato r rice. 
HAVANAISE 
SALAD 
Lettuce. shrimp. 
asparagus heads, 
mayonannaise thinned 
with cucumber puree. 
CHILDREN'S  
. MENU 
Broiled chlchen breast 
with potato, dce and 
vegetable, 
I All dishes are prepared fresh while 
: ' you welt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its beet In our 
. ,:: elegant newdlnlng room. 
: Reservations Recommended 
: " ~Summer Hours 
Sunday- Thursday 5 pm - 10 pm 
Friday & Saturday, 15 pm - 11 pm 
MouNT L ¥TO  
f ~  HOT SPRINGS ~ 
RESORT L TD,I ~ 
798-2214- : 
I 
readings token down the drill 
hole to establish whether there 
had been recent geothermal ac- 
tivity. 
I 
TOURISM IS AN OPPORTUNITY! AN OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE NEW 
BUSINESS.TO EMPLOY PEOPLE OF ALL AGES AND SKILLS.AND 
MOST IMPORTA.NT,.AN OPPORTUNITY TO WELCOME NEW FRIENDS 
TO OUR CITYI THERE ARE OPPORTUNITIES GALORE IN TERRACEI' 
LESLIE CAMPBELL WAS BORN IN TERRACE, AND AFTER TAKING 
COURSES AT NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, SHE STARTED 
WORKING THERE TWO YEARS AGOI LESLIE ENJOYS LADIES 
FASTBALL, AND LIVING IN TERRACE GIVES HERTHE CHANCE TO 
TRAVEL OUR BEAUTIFUL REGION. COME ON TERRACE.SHOW YOUR 
• PR IDE I I  
WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE CIIY OF TERRACE 
Cash Back on every new vehicle instock 
from $500°° up to $100000 
or 1 2 ,9  0~ financing for 48 months 
Don't Miss Out on These Summer Buys! 
1990 Chevrolet,Sprint 
• 64 miles per gal. 
• Fuel injected 
evrolet Cavalier 
• Automatic t ransmiss ion 
• Air condit ioning 
• AM/FM s tereo  
99 
=8,695 
FACTORY BUY-BACKS 
,Special Purchase, 
1990 Lumina ,4 Dr, 
• Air condlUoning • V6 nut 
• Tllt/oruise ' • Two y ~___ onl ~ --- 
• AM/FM cassette :, 
$ 00  . 14 995 
" ' 1990 Lum,na Euro 
~ ' - 7 / ~ ~ ~ , ~  4 door & 2door :  , ' : 
~ ' _ _, ,,~,,~ a Powedooks and '  : : :  
~ ~ ~ ) . . ' ! ~ 1 ~  ~ ' windows , ,  i :  
~ , : - . : ~  ' • Air ,  tilt, cruise, V6, auto 
. SlR  a_ oo 
McEwan  II_q  63s.4 41: 
T@rr~co ."The .Bright Soot',, Hwv, lS  West, T=rr,~_= 
!% 
m ~m m 
WHAT'S  
up 
AUGUST 8, - -  SEPTEMBER 
9, 1990 - -  Kitimat artists 
features the most recent work 
by local artists. Landscal~s, 
portraits, wildlife, Native 
design, abstract and social 
commentary a re  among the 
subject rendered in water col. 
ours, oils, Ink, photagraphy 
and clay. Museum hours: Tues- 
day - -  Saturday 10 p.m. - 5 
p.m., Sunday --  Noon - 5 
p..m., closed Monday 
SEPTEMBER 4, 1990 - -  The 
next General meeting of the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Royal 
Canadian Legion Br. 13, will 
start at 8 p.m. Zone Com- 
mander I~vgren will be mak- 
ing her official visit to our L.A. 
Come out to the meeting and 
meet her. ,, 
~ d'-k "k d" 
SEPTEMBER 26, 1990 - -  The 
35th annual general meeting of 
• the Kitimat General Hospital 
Society will be held on Wednes- 
day at 8 p.m. in the Hospital 
Cffeteria.To be eligible to vote 
at the Annual general meeting 
all renewals of memberships 
must be completed by 1600 
hours on the date of the 
meeting. New members must 
pay their membership 30 days 
in advance of the meeting date 
in order to vote at the meeting. 
The membership fee may be 
paid at the Hospital Reception 
desk, or by mail. Secretary, 
Kitimat General Hospital 
Society 
** .k  d¢ ~- 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public for tours, 
Wednesday to Sunday from 
10:30 a.m. to  5:30 p.m., 
through to the end of  
September. For more informa. 
tlon regarding, school tours, 
weddings, family portraits or 
large group tours, telephone 
Heritage Park at 6354546 or 
635-2508 
NOW OPENED - -  CrystaPs 
Place, Youth Centre. 
Operating, Monday, Wednes- 
day, Friday. 3:0Op.m. to 11:00 
p.m. 4804 Olson St. 
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe train- 
ing program for anyone who 
~'ould like to play. come out: 
Wed. evening or Sundayafter. 
noon; It  IS ,fun and good par- 
ticipatiom For: more informa- 
tion call 635.2856 .. 
~" ,k ,t, ,~ t, 
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more informat ion.  
Newcomers welcome. 
dr.k ~ .t. ~. 
THE KINETI'E CLUB 'OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635.9253.. 
'k,k ~ 0r t. 
KERMODE'S Alcohol & Drug 
program will be closing the 
following groups for the sum- 
mer: Women's group, men's 
group, grieving group, teen 
group, teen review (teen page) 
Wed. nile videos & group. All 
will commence again on Sept. 
12/90. Counselling is still 
available. Benita Chapdelaine 
A&D counsellor 
t ' * ***  
CO-DEPENDANTS 
ANONYMOUS, .is a 12 step 
fellowship specifically designed 
for those who wish to improve 
their relationships with others. 
If you have problems forming 
or maintaining intimate rela. 
tionships, these meetings may 
help. Videos and educational 
material are part of the format. 
Meetings are 8 p .m; -9  
p.m0Tuesdays at the Skecna 
Health Unit Education room. I 
For more information phone J Northwest Drug and Alcohol at 638-8117. Newcomers very 
welcome. 
.... The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
publ ic service to its 
readers and those com. 
munity organizations In
the area. 
Items for this Section 
arc  fo r  non.prof i t  
organizations and for 
those events in which 
|here is no cost to gain 
jdmisdon. 
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Animals need new, bigger shelter 
EXPANSION CALL. More people in the community has inevitably led to a similar rise 
in the number of pets. And that, says animal control officer Frank Bowsher, is 
creating overcrowding problems at the animal shelter. He wants to see a new, larger 
facility constructed. Above, a feline guest shows some reluctance to enter one of the 
small cages the animals are held in. The cat's disposition is not helped by having to 
share the same room as impounded dogs, Bowsher adds. 
Terrace needs a new animal shelter 
because the current one is too small and 
costs too much to run, says its director. 
"The city is expanding rapidly, and 
we have a lot more animals coming in," 
says Frank Bowsher. As a result, the 
shelter is facing over~:rowding and the 
animals are suffering. 
Overcrowding also makes it harder to 
clean the building and that, combined 
with the lack of a quarantine room 
creates a situation in which the inmates 
are more susceptible to disease. "We 
haven't had any diseases pread in here 
yet,', he agrees, "but because the place 
is very difficult to clean, the risk is in- 
creased, 
Another problem is that cats and dogs 
are housed in the same room "which can 
make the most loveable cat go crazy", 
Bowshot says. "I've come home more 
than once covered in scratches." 
A larger facility would also allow the 
Shelter to take care of wild animals that 
a re  increasingly being brought in rather 
than having to sending them down 
south to be cared for -- earlier this sum- 
mer a baby bear was found and had to 
be sent to a Vancouver game farm. 
"More and more people are bringing 
wild animals like hawks, eagles and 
squirrels in, and they should be let out 
into their natural environment here in 
the north where they will survive 
better,',' he emphasized. 
The shelter is also receiving reater 
numbers of large animals -- horses, 
cows and sheep --  and there is little 
room for them. "There is no city bylaw 
for fencing out of town," Bowsher says. 
"Animals often break down old fences, 
especially cows who'll just walk 
Loss ends well for Wyn 
field at Northwest Community I~hA ' I~AI I  - - '  ~ A% qr  
t~ouege. . ==,w= w , ~ . . ~  I ~ '  
.:. L~gl.w~:g~inK,~#elli.:untli:th-~!/ ~ ' ~ . , :  J , /~  , 
animals took it into their heads ~ ' / : i . . I  ~" 
to takeoff. They didn't return, .vv , , ,~  , , , ,~  . 
TO nidl~e"m/ttters 'a. tittle ~more . ,,:., :../,;, ~.: .'.:. ..... - 
complicated, one' of them was designing ads for its clients, ac- 
Lupin, Mary Alice's show dog. ting as creative director and in- 
house desi~;ner and producing 
illustrations for articles to be 
published. 
Recent commissions have in- 
cluded a store display for Quest 
Vitamins, football clip art for 
Realty World and a promo- 
tional posters for Mega Movies 
and Coca-Cola. 
Penny's hobby is fencing - -  
• she is a member of the Fleche 
Force Fencing club of the 
downtown Vancouver 
Y.M.C.A. Although her blade 
has been the foil for most of her 
four years in the sport, she ocJ 
cassionally uses both sabre and 
epee,  
Her :ambition is to establish• 
her own art studio and gallery 
where she carl display her work. 
Plus, of course, a small gym for 
fencing workouts. Good luck, 
Penny. 
Back from a seven week vaca- 
tion in Europe is Lissi Sorensen. 
The grand tour included Paris 
where she visited the Pompidou 
Centre - -  Andy Warhol had a 
show there. She also walked la 
Place de Concorde, took a boat 
trip on the Seine River and 
boarded the Metro for Sevres 
where she visited its procelaln 
factory founded in 1752. 
Then it was a train to Den- 
mark where she visited her 
cousins in Copenhagen, saw the 
famous Little Mermaid and 
dropped in on Legoland --  
that's right, the place Lego 
blocks were invented. 
After that she went took the 
ferry to Norway to visit her aunt 
and uncle. 
Not surprisingly, Lissi says 
she had a great ime. 
A few members of the local 
Skeena Squares club have 
returned from what they 
describe as a fantastic square 
dance jamboree held last month 
in Vancouver. The three day 
event attracted 6,500 dancers in- 
cluding some from Japan, 
Australia, New Zealand and 
England. 
The Terrace contingent was 
cont'd B2 
Naturally enough, Wyn went 
looking for the wayward 
canines and in the course of his 
search came across an old fence 
post hole. There, securely wedg- 
ed, was Lupin. 
So tight was the fit that Lupin 
was not only unable to move, 
she couldn't even barkl And it 
took the able assistance of two 
firemen to extract her from the 
abyss. 
Fortunate ly ,  Lupin was 
rescued with no harm done -- 
fortunately for Wyn, that is[l 
~, ,k .k .k .k 
One of the many Class of '65 
Skeena High students back for 
the Riverboat Days reunion was 
Penny Anne Kent. She is the 
daughter of Stefka and Ran- 
dolph Haigh, Terrace residents 
since 1953. 
Penny is a freelance commer- 
cial artist working out of North 
Burnaby. Apart from her 
freelance work for Lower 
Mainland clients, she also has a 
contract with a Coquitlam com- 
pany which involves her in 
Program expansion hinges 
on more time and people 
we're going to have to do some 
rebuilding," Smith said. That, 
in turn, would require more 
time being spent on training "so 
I'm trying to get at least four 
hours a week," he added. 
Underlining the importance 
of success for the team, he 
pointed out tournament rules 
specified the first team knocked 
out in the competition had to sit 
out two years before it could re- 
enter. 
Although a request for more 
gym time had therefore been 
submitted to the school board, 
he conceded the response would 
School district assistance and 
community volunteers will be 
needed if Kermode Friendship 
Centre plans to offer more 
sports activities are to succeed, 
says its program director. 
Francis Smith said the centre 
wants to give more kids, par- 
ticularly the younger ones, a 
chance to get involved this fall- 
! winter season. 
However, to do that more 
gym time is needed. Last year, 
he said, the intermediate boys 
and senior ladies basketball 
teams could only get two hours 
a week each and the under.12 
through one." ,." 
Finally, a private office is needed 
because "some people are very upset 
when they come in, and they deserve 
prlvacy." 
While agreeing the" building has serv- 
ed the city •well until now, he says a more 
aware public has greater expectations of 
the shelter. The high cost Of heating and 
maintenance means "it's more expensive 
to run this shelter than to build a new 
one,', he added. 
Bowsher says a proposal for a new 
shelter has been submitted to council 
and he is currently drafting plans for the 
building. Also being considered is a new 
site. Pointing out the present facility's 
location across the street from residen- 
tial properties may not be the best, 
Bowsher adds with a grin, " I f  we're go- 
ins to enforce the noise bylaw we should 
probably respect i  ourselves." 
• k .k ,k .k .k 
The Terrace Animal Shelter gets its 
money from the city and through private 
donations. 
"The public is great with donating 
time and money," Bowsher says. 
"We've got the support from the public 
now that we've never had before. People 
call us up now and tell us what's happen- 
ing." 
Operated by Bowsher and one staff 
member, the shelter is also home to a lot 
' of volunteers. People come down to 
walk the dogs, and students with an in- 
terest in veterinarian work volunteer 
their time to help out. 
'"I often have people call me up and 
ask if they can spend the day with a dog. 
The animals get very good qare here," 
he adds. 
....... Christmas is coming 
witil September still a couple of days away; it may seem a 
little early to be thinking about snow and Christmas. But 
that's not so if you want to take the prize in the Child 
Development Centre's photo contest. 
Program director Margot Hayes explained each year the 
centre produces and markets aChristmas card with the pro- 
ceeds going towards meeting the operational costs of the 
facility. 
She said last year's card featured a hand-drawn print but it 
was decided to use a photograph t is time. So local shutter- 
bugs are being invited to go through their albums, pick out 
their best winter or Christmas hot and enter it in the centre's 
contest (the photos can be either black and white or colour). 
But they'll have to hurry -- the deadline for entries is next 
Friday, Sept. 7. Entry forms can be picked up at the Child 
Development Centre on South Eby St. or Sight and Sound in 
the Skeena Mall. 
Two winners will be selected to appear on the card and each 
will receive tickets to the centre's annual dance scheduled for 
October. That's an $80 value, Hayes added. For more infor- 
mation, phone the centre at 635-9388. 
Join the clubs 
Clubs wanting to boost their membership or individuals 
looking for more information about local organizations take 
note - -  Clubs Day is almost upon us. 
Sponsored by the city's recreation department, the event 
takes place Friday, Sept. 7,6-9 p.m. and Saturday, Sept. 8, 
9.30 a.m.-5 p.m. 
So far, nine clubs have signed up to participate -- they in- 
clude the Boy Scouts, Special Olympics, Skeena Squares, Ter- 
race Concert society and a number of sports groups --  with 
still more enquiries being fielded by the recreation depart- 
ment. 
Pointing out the event offered an ideal opportunity for 
clubs to carry out registration for their fail/winter programs, 
a spokesman said there is still lots of space available and time 
to register, There is a charge of $20 and recreation will pro- 
vide the table. 
Clubs wanting to sign up or requiring more information 
can phone the department a 638-1174. 
Tree plan on track 
The Terrace Beautification Society is preparing a plan for 
tree planting along the section of CN tracks passing through 
town. 
"We've talked to CN and now they want to see what we 
propose," said society spokesman George Clark. He explain- 
ed the idea is the trees would muffle the sound of passing 
trains'as well as providing a scenic corridor. "CN wants to 
know where we want o plant in case they have some plans for 
that land," he added. 
No problems are anticipated inobtaining the trees and it is 
now a matter of deciding what species would be best. Clark 
pointed out the idea has been used by several towns in western 
Canada, 
Down to earth TV To meet our produc. [ ':andunder.5 groups only one 
'l ion deadlines, we ask I hour.* Francis Smith 
that all items be submit. While the centre would like to portent for the ~ intermediate 
• ted by noon on the offer children's floor hockey, •boys basketball team -- it is 
FRIDAY.,precedlng:,~the " indoor soccer and v611eyball, ~:S~n~redbyi the c ntre. Last 
• following week's. Issue. Smith pointed out thafw6uidbe year, the te~ made the semi- 
We also ask that Items be  'difficult if the centre oi~ceagain~ .finals of  the all.native tourna- 
typewritten or be printed! [ is restricted to just one ;hour's ~:ment~ but had since lost three of 
~n l iy .  . .  >~ i : ' :  ~ [ • '.,w~i~,r/i~,::'.: :i. ,i(~:~i~ ! :::,~i~.iii':  .!'~ ~:its~k~ pla~ers:, 
~':~:'~; " : "  : '"  ~" ~"~ ""~J'~ " .... : " ld~i~M time ~U'  also: in -  *~. ,~e L-~=~ ,= - -  - - - 
I " '~ ~ "F'II ' . . . . .  " ' " :4 "" ~ ' " " "  r '  " I  .--':~:~ ~': ' ' '~ I" ~'"~Ve ' a"  80  ~ oasis ou[ 
- : : : '  . . . .  
depend to a large extent on how 
many of last year's other user 
groups reapplled. 
If the centre gets that extra 
time, Smith said the next task 
would be to find volunteers to 
act as coaches and referee~. He 
asked anyone interested inhelp- 
ing out (o phone him at the ten-  
With interest in environmental issues running high, the 
CBC last weekend aired the first in a 12 part series on the sub- 
ject. 
Called Down to Earth, the series looks at both problems 
and possible solutions in what producer herb Baring describes 
as a"positive, news-you-can-use" v in. 
The program airs Sundays on CFTK (check listings for 
time) until mid-September when it will move to a regular 4.30 
p;m;:.SatUrday spotj. : . . . . .  : ~ 
' I I  "~ '  [ I  " I ' *  I l r l  
: - , / : . .  
- , • . , 
,! 
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!More 
moen 
made up of Carol and Jim Glen, 
Maxine Smallwood, Bob Good- 
vin, Bill and Sybil Benga, Gor- 
don and Bertha Watmough and 
Art and Diane Weismuller. 
BV~eryone apparentlY had a 
great time. . 
' Sun-burned noses did nothing 
to take away from the fun of the 
Anweiler's recent family gather- 
ing. Ernie and Evelyn moved 
here in 1953 and  found 
Terrace's. small farms, fruit 
trees and nearby .warm water 
lake-hotsprings very appealing. 
They built a small house on 
Keefer St. and, when the family 
greW, built another marger 
home on the lot next door. 
The Anweilers became 
members of the Co-op and were 
given membership number 456. 
, Holder of number 123 was Dave 
Tumulson and Ernie says 
whenever the pair found 
themselves in the store at the 
same time, they would line up 
so they hit the cash register in 
o rder -  123-456. They still 
haven't found the person with 
number 789. 
Ten years ago Ernie and 
Evelyn retired to what had until 
then been their summer home at 
Lakelse Lake where they say the 
living is good - -  especially when 
all the family comes to visit, 
A'*  A ' **  
Lo~,ina Tyler and Denis 
Gibney from her son Randell's 
wedding in Calgary. Also there 
for the occasion was other son 
Brad and his wife Gabrielle 
from Australia. 
Randell and wife Rohanne 
have moved to London, Ont. 
where he will be managing a 
furniture store. 
After the wedding, Lovina 
and Denis drove Brad and Gar- 
bie back to Terrace via the 
~,~,v,,L~ u~ r,-~l~u. Bright sunshine helped make last month's get together all the more enjoyable 
for the Anweiler family. Seen above are (front row, left to right) Valerie Thacker, Evelyn Anweller 
holding Cheryl Philpott, Janet Philpot holding son Mathew, Ernie Anweiler holding daughter Katie, 
William Thacker and (back row, left to right) Tania, Audrey and Gailyn Strauss, Shauna, Timothy, 
Douglas and Susan Anweiler, and Julie and George Thacker. 
Kootneys. During the couple's 
three week visit, Garbie took in 
her grad class' 10 year reunion. 
Brad is in his second year of 
computer sciences at Brisbane 
University while, Grabie is a 
legal steno with a law firm 
there. 
* 'k  "k "k ,k 
Summer seems to be time for 
travelling and that's just what 
Fran and Otto Lindstrom were 
doing. After four nights in Van. 
couver, Otto headed for 
Calgary to visit his sister, Marie 
Belland, while Fran went o visit 
relatives in Ontario. 
After Otto joined her there, it 
was off to Europe for a 24 day 
tour which took them through 
England, Holland, Germany, 
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, 
France and Belgium. 
Fran says they saw many in-. 
teresting things diaring their' 
tour, including the world-. 
passion play Oberammergan. 
Overall though, Fran says she: 
liked Switzerland best. 
***** ~ICBC Special congratulations to 
Leland MacDonald and Alana 
on the arrival of another baby 
boy. And that's number two for 
Murdo and Sylvia as well, 
whose son Joe is coming home 
for a few days. 
Join by Sept. 22 at these convenient imes and locations: 
" " .Inn 0fthe West ,, 
• 4620 Lakelse Avel .! 
L • Tue. 5:00 & 6:45 pm , ..... ,• .- 
, For information on the meeting nearest you, please 
Call 1-800-663-3354 
N~V FAST@ FLEXIBLE PROGRAM 
Visa and MasterCard accepted at locations for prep~ymenL c Weight Walchem international inc. ~ 
(1990) owner o! the Weight Watchers trademark, Weigh! Watchers of British Columbia Ltd. 
registered user. All rights reserved. 
-_ENA VALLEY 
BKEENA VALLEY  FA IRS  ASSOCIATION 
BOX ottO5 TEr~r I ,~CE F3 C VF~G ,=B~ 
E 
o 
FAIR 
P EVEN 
Saturday, September I & Sunday, September 2, 1990 
THORNHILL PUB 
"Something for everyone" 
Daily Lunch Specials... 
Call Ahead I • ~ ~ -.:... 
. . . .  i . ~ '. t~ For Faster 
l~ ; :~~"  service 
b~"~~~""  638-8404 
I ~  2347 Thornhill St. 
SPEE-DEE PRINTERS 
& STATIONERS 
4554 Lazelle 
Terrace 
635-7181 
Friday, August 31, 1990 
6 p.m.-lO p.m. --,..Kinsmen Beer Garden | 
ADMISSION TICKETS l 
Adults ..................................................................... $3.50 dally, weekend ticket $5.00 
Srs. & 12 & Under ..................................................... $2.00 dally, week'end ticket $3.50 
5 & Under ............................................................. :.... ....... - .............................. Free 
Saturday, September 1, 1990 
8:30 s.m. --,,-Terrace Fall Horse Show~,,Totem Saddle Club Concession Open 
10 a.m.-$ p.m. --~,4-H Coffee and Muffin Stand Open 
10:30 a.m. --~,4-H Sheep Judging Competitlon,-4-H Sheep Showmanship ~,4-H Sheep Achieve: 
-ment , - 
Noon-8 p.m. --,,-Centennial Uor 
Noon-7 p.m. --,,,Terrace Eleme, 
1 p.m.-8 p.m. - -  ~, Exlllbil Hall 0pe 
1 p.m.-10 p.m. --,,,Kinsmen Be~ 
1 p.m --,,,Open Sheep Classes 
2 p.m. - -  ,,, ~l)fflclal 0penlnll of Fair 
3 p.m. --~,,4-H Beef Showmansl 
4-H),,,Open Dairy CI~ 
4 p.m. --~,,4-H Swine 
6 p.m. --,,, Heavy Horse Pull 
8 p.m. --,.'Exhibits Closed for tt 
10 p.m, --,..Beer Garden Close~ 
Sunday, Septemb 
8 e.m.-11 e.m. --,,,Downtown U. 
9 e,m, --,,,Terrace FalIHorse St 
9 a.m. --,,-Totem Saddle Club C 
10 s.m, --,,,Loggers Spertl~, Exhlb 
~#4-H Coffee and Muff 
.11 s,m, --,,,Totem ,Saddle Club I 
Noon - -  ~,Arm Wrestling Competl 
be over 19 years of al 
1 p,m, - -~Pet Show (Adjacent to Thomhlll Community Hell) 
1 p,m,-lO p,m, --,,,Kinsmen Beer Garden 
1:30 p.m.--~,-4.H Au©tbn ~,,Loggers Sports "Lunohbreak" till 2:30 p.m. 
3 p,m. --~- Heavy Horse Pull 
4 p.m. --~,,Exhlbit Hallc!osed til 4:30 p.m. to prepare exhibits for pick ul: 
4:30 p.m. - - , -  Exhlblte may be picked up,,Presentation of Trophies 
5 p.m. --  ~.AacHe, 0f D onai~l Heml(Auctloneer- Leo DeJong) 
Monday, September 3, 1990 
g a,m, --,,,'r-erirece Fail Horse Show . 
Ongoing events Saturday &Sunday ii,,/ 
Shrine,s Clowns, MualOby Local Musicians, Equipment 8how~:-'F!nnln~ i 
;" ;: . . . . .  ' ..... ~ Coast~T 
Supporting . 
Our Community 
~'L~I!;~'I~: i ,, ~//Irlr pe.O 
*LOOK TO US FOR 
SERVICE 
~Pac i f / c  k i J,,/I ~ NorthenJll 
(;asLtd. V 
"The intelligent 
choice" 
2900 Kerr. Terrace. B.C. 
635-7291 
:; ) " 
m 
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store 
"Your Cash Saver Store" 
4617 Grelg Avenue 
635-6347 
  , COAST a 
~;:TRACTOR ~ART$ SERVICE 
EQUIPMENT 
4650 Keith 
Terrace,* E :::,,~,, ~, :, i l  L: 
; L~I~;:~:~*':~  i:~: ~i 
Renowned pediatrician 
leaves the miles behind 
Local pediatrician Dr. Kwad- 
wo Asante is leaving town this 
week to practice in Maple 
Ridge. After more than 20 years 
in the community, Asante says 
he'll miss Terrace, but needs a they came here and saw the out- A first-time study he did on 
change. 
door recreation possibilities and children with chronic handicaps 
And Terrace is going to miss the hospital they Would want to found that one third were the 
him, especially since no replace- stay more." result of the mother drinking 
ment has yet been found, 
However, Asante says he will 
return here periodically to con- 
duct clinics as needed. 
Part of the reason Asante is 
leaving is because with a prac- 
tice in both Terrace and Kitimat 
and a monthly visit to Hazelton 
he spends too much of his time 
dr iv ing -  up to 16 hours a 
week. 
" I  enjoy my work here, but 
Terrace just isn't big enough to 
support a pediatrician who 
doesn't want to travel," he 
says. "It 's the same for any 
other specialist here in the in Kitimat, is well-known in the 
north." medical community for his 
Althoush it won't be easy to work with fetal alcohol syn- 
find another pediatrician to drome--  the effects of drinking 
work up here, he suggests " I f  on the fetus. 
during pregnancy. 
"It 's a more prevalent pro- 
blem herein the north than in 
the bigger cities," he said. 
"Maybe people here are more 
likely to talk to their doctor, or 
maybe they drink more." 
But he says drinking during 
pregnancy is declining because 
of better education, and sup- 
port from the native com- 
munities, school boards and 
hospitals. He hopes to do more 
research on the subject and will 
be working with a group of 
B.C. doctors in Vancouver on 
the problem. 
"It 's not that specialist make 
all that much more money in the 
city," he says. "But there's less 
"effort for the same 'amount. As 
the only pediatrician in Maple 
Ridge, Asante doesn't an- 
ticipate having problems getting 
patients, and is looking forward 
to being closer to facilities in the 
city. 
"I'll get more instant help, 
easier access to supportive ser- 
vices," he explains, 
Asante, who was instrumen- 
tal in getting the child develop- 
ment centers opened in Terrace 
Dramatic summer is over 
Contributed : :~ i  :,o~: fuel a:n~v~l~rg.Student who Is less The Terrace Little Theatre summer drama pro- v j 
gram just completed its twelfth successful year, Spirits tend to run high once the children have 
giving children from ages 6 through 14 a chance established a relationship with the Instructors. 
to try their hand at theatre arts. Hero worship is usually evident, as is a relaxed 
The program, supervised by the Little Theatre and noisy atmosphere. With the hot weather, 
executive, is run with help from Challenge 90 watergun fights became a i'egular occurrence. No 
funds and employs four high school students with doubt the biggest fear of the Instructors is that the 
experience in theatre arts. The four Instructors children wm never  go home again! 
share their knowledge with the children, and at The program encourages the children to find 
the end of a three week session, parents and fatal. 
ly are treated to a final performance. 
The purpose of the program is not to produce 
budding actors - -  although that is certainly a 
distinct possibility - -  but rather to introduce 
children to the world of theatre in a relaxed and 
fun-oriented atmosphere. This can be a real 
challenge for the instructors. The Interests and 
abilities of the participants vary to the point 
where a common denominator must be found. 
And it can be tough for a child with real talent to: 
their own material to perform, and fairy tales are 
a great favouHte along with alrbands and current 
heros like Ghostbusters and Archles. The big 
event of the program is often costuming, thanks 
to the theatre's well-stocked costume room. 
So if you see a smallish hippy in an oversized 
wig, a camel with four pairs of legs, or three 
Ionglegged boys in Marie Antoinette gowns 
clowning around at Kalum and Soucie, well, 
don't say you weren't warned - -  it's only the 
drama kids getting into character! 
Thanksi!; 
Dear sir: 
On behalf or" Terrace"s 
provinc ia l  government  
nurses, I would like to thank 
you for your coverage of Our 
recent strike. We hope that 
as a result of the strike and 
the media attention it receiv- 
ed, people will have a better 
understanding of the roles of 
mblic health, home care and 
mental health nurses. 
I would also like to thank 
everyone who supported us 
in our efforts to achieve a 
fair settlement. 
Yours sincerely, 
Carol Harrison, 
Community Health Nurse. 
Dear sir; 
Thank you to the 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
class of 1980 for your par- 
ticipation in the reunion held 
Aug. 3-5. It was great o see 
you there and we hope you 
enjoyed yourselves. Hope to 
see you in the year 2,000. 
Yours 
Megan Smaha, 
Class Reunion Committee. 
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BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
LOBSTER SUPPERS 
This weekend for the Labour Day Holiday we will again feature Fresh 
Atlantic Lobster Suppers in our Kerrnodel Dining Room. Join us Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday evening between 5 p;m. and 10 p.m. and 
enjoy a 11/2 lb. fresh Lobster dinner with a Caesar Salad for $29.95. A 
Labour Day Holiday treat from the New Terrace Inn. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET 
This holiday weekend should include, for your family, a Sunday 
II Brunch feast. 
I l". The New Terrace Inn features Terrace's only Sunday Brunch n.m,t 
I I oezween 10 a.m. and'2 p.m. Included are h'ot breakfast and ~'uncll 
I I  =terns, a baron of beef, pancakes, salads, veggies, rolls, juices, 
zz desserts and coffee. 
All you can eat for $10.95 adults, $7.95 seniors and $5.95 for 
the kids. 
FREE AQUATIC CENTRE PARTY 
The New Terrace Inn has rented the Terrace Aquatic Centre for 
Sunday evening September 2 from 9 p.m. until 11 p.m. 
We invite you to join us free. Dine with us on Sunday, Sept. 2. 
Have breakfast, lunch or dinner and you'll receive a free 
invitation. This Includes the Sunday Buffet Brunch. 
, Our private pool party includes use of the large and small pool, the 
steam and dry sauna, the whirlpool and weight room. 
Come in and enjoy a meal this Sunday and then join the party. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or 
IToll Free 1-800-663-8156/ 
Fax (604) 635-2788 
Contributed 
July was a very fun and pro- 
ductive month for our club, full 
of exchanges and barbecues. 
The month started with the 
4-H junior regional exchange. 
:Three of the juniors from our 
club and one from the Boots 'N' 
Saddles traveled together with 
their chaperone by  train to 
Vanderhoof. 
The four juniors - -  Brandy 
'Rafuse, Kirsten Muller, Ian 
Hays and Kristy Strachan - -  ar- 
rived in Vanderhoof on Satur- 
day, : Ju ly 7, returning the 
following Wednesday with their 
exchange partners. During the 
t ime the Vanderhoof juniors 
were here, the club went to the 
waterslides and had a barbecue 
at Lakdse Lake. 
Our monthly meeting was 
he ld  July 10 at the Child 
:Development Centre. 
: BRiDAL'  
i PARTY 
TERRACE INN 
i i  Saturday, 
september 15 
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
i i  
aY jov,=~n only 
i I RIon| KARENFARRELL 
638-0707 
!i i ¸ ¸I ~ 'r: 
Busy;month 
for 4-Hers 
On July 11 club senior 
members Trevor Muller and 
Quinton Rafuse left for a five 
week stay in Japan. The two 
boys are staying with their ex- 
change partners Masaaki and 
Shugo who spent a month here 
last year. Trevor and Quinton 
got back last week. 
~" -k ,k- .k- .k 
In the last week of July our 
club leader received the final 
results of the B.C. 4-H provin- 
cial lottery.. The $5,000 first 
prize winner was Esther French 
of Savana, B.C., the $2,500 se- 
cond prize went to Delores 
Petersen and other winners were 
Dennis Flynn (Kitimat), Valerie 
Maher (Port Alberni), Gary 
Haut (Victoria) and Sherry 
Sweet (Savana). 
Two of our seniors, Trevor 
Muller and Quinton Rafuse 
received $25 each for being the 
province's third and fourth 
highest icket sellers. Our club . 
was also the sixth best ticket 
selling club in B.C. 
• - ~" -k "k "k 
Right now we are all prepar- 
ing ourselves and our animals 
for the upcoming Fall Fair. 
FEATURING 
* Squash and raquetbail memberships 
. . . . . . . . .  * Weights and exercise equipment 
. . . . .  * Wailyball leagues 
* Games lounge 
• Showers, sauna, services 
* Refreshments 
* Friendly staff 
* Sat. a.m. Jr. Squash league 
L DROP IN VISITS WELCOME. 
HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 
12:00-10:00 p.m. 
Saturday 
12:00-7:00 p.m. 
Sunday 
2-9:00 p.m. 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
LOCATED ON NWCC TERRACE CAMPUS 
5331 McConnell 
To book courts and info. call 635-4009 
McEwan's Weekly Special 
1988 Chev. 
3/4 Ton 
4x4 Pickup 
" 350 EFI, V8 
"Automatic O/D trans. 
• Power locks & windows 
• Tilt steering 
• AM/FM cassette 
• Air conditioning 
• Balance of factory warranty 
Only.., 
'14,995°° 
85 Celebrity 87 Ceravelle I 84 Toyota 4x4 , 
• 4 Dr. Sedan • New Tires • 4 Door Sedan • AM/FM Stereo I • 4x4 Pickup • AM/FM Cassette : 
Summer sun left your hair dull, dry and brittle? For • Air Conditioning • AM/FM Cassette • Air Conditioning * New Tires 
990 67500 =6, quick repair to those overexposed locks, we recom- $ 6, 9 9 0 o o mend Revitalizing Conditioner or Prosil" Protein 0 0 $ 9 II 
Conditioner. 87  Tempo 87 Accord 81 Phoenix 
Limited time only, save on Revitalizing Conditioner • 4 Dr. Sedan • Air Conditioning • 4 Door Sedan • AM/FM Cassette • Automatic • Tilt Steeflng 
and Prosil. Our expert stylists can recommend the •'Automatic • Automatic * Air Conditioning * AM/FM Stereo 
product that best suits your hair's need  =71985 °° =12,980 °° $2,59000 for a free consultationl 
~ A , E  87 Cavalier 89 Pontiac 6000 89 Mustang 
• Satlon Wagon • Tilt Steering • V6 MPF • Tilt/Cruise • Tilt Steering • Power Mirrors 
• Automatic • AM/FM Cassette • Automatic • Air CondlU~lng & Morel * 5 Speed 
=6,990°° s13,975oo =10,590 °° 
J Ask One of our sales Consultants About Our 30 Day Exchange POlicy 
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...... ee lhead  .... "ght  g f sh i15!!  
:: - " " ;~  / " ' \ ' . ,  pu!satei.rh~fin~c~ly. With , The  rest o : f : ihe f~ i~ i~ i l .  
SO~n ~n ~ ~ ~  ~'~,aJ ~b" like,movements hewas up and constructedani~P~'u~t~]n:i . .  
• " ' ' "  : . ' i J"  i." "[ In  e had set the hook Ron could feel the shallows using boul ers 
• Ancllor  J:t  J '  the latent; power, and knew at from the bea~.Ronlplaced tbe f"i ~ I ~  ~ ~l l l~" l  ~"  once he had.:a steelhead, fish inside it; Sthe:,l~'~s!watch: 
by  ~c~hl:trr~wn - l ;~ / :=~l  /7  Without wasting any motion, he ed, the f ish Continued to~ 
~ ~ ~ . ~  wrestled the fish to the beach, flounder clumsily~:ALthat time 
. . . .  the radio transmitters wereover 
A few years back, the Fish their mission. 
As the crew gatherdt, the fish 
made desperate bursts for 
plastic spaghetti-shaped tags freedom' HOok and knots held, 
ware, I recommend something 
black or white ~ or any colour and Wildlife branch dispatched 
, of the spectrum --  but caution a SWAT squad from its 
him to be sure it moves when Smithers detachment to the 
dragged through water and can rocky reaches of the lower 
be cast on rod and reel. For the Skeena River. Led by nonny 
flyfisher, my prescription is a "Tbe Human Net" Tetreau, the 
pattern with a hook at its core. elite corps set out to implant 
• Strange :counsel dispensed sausage-shaped radio transmit- 
with tongue firmly in cheek, ters in squaretalls. With radios 
you might hink. Advice intend- on board, the fish would, it was 
ed to steer aspiring steelheaders hoped, leave a trail of in- 
off  a trail that has been receiv- valuable'scientific data in their 
• wakes as they moved upstream. 
Like bloodhounds, the boys 
followed the faint scent closely 
kept secret o the now-famous, 
then hard to reach and almost 
unknown, shore of Esker Bar. 
The team did well, bringing 
to shore during the duration of $200 a piece; the only way to 
Anyone who has played radio 
tag with steclhead will attest o 
the durability and lresilience of 
the fish. Once a candidate for 
radio implantation is hooked, it 
is quickly fought o shore where 
it is held while a sampling of 
scales is .ripped from its hide. 
After the scales have been bagg- 
.ed for later examination, a
radio transmitter the size of a over the long summer days, 
hotdog is unceremoniously in- waited each with an eye on the 
serted into the mouth of the fish rod and an eye on the scenery. 
punched into its back on either 
side Of the dorsal with a needle-' 
nosed tagging gun . . . . . . . . . . . .  
It was late in the afternoon of 
the last days of the expedition. 
The balt-encrusted rods were 
strung out along the bar. All 
was still for a change. The 
squad - -  Schultz, Wadley, 
Whelpley --  faces baked brown 
A dry wind was blowing 
upstream as it always does on 
the lower Skeena during the dog 
days of summer. 
Ronny was watching pink 
salmon thrash abou, t in the 
though, and the animal was tail- 
ed and Subjected to the rigours 
of radio implantation. 
With the transmitter fi mly in 
place, non gave the Spaghetti 
tags a pull to make Sure they 
were also secure. Gently he 
drew the steelhead back and 
forth in the shallows, expecting 
it to quiver momentarily and 
rocket into the depths as all the 
others :had done. 
This fish Was different: it roll- 
ed on its side awkwardly, 
righte d itself, then rolled again. 
non checked for the telltale 
stream of blood gushing from 
the gills or the mouth - -  the sign 
of a mortally hooked fish --  but 
ing an increasing amount of 
traffic lately. Not so - -  read on, 
for I'm about o reveal the most 
closely guarded of steelheading 
secrets: a steelhead will bite 
anything from the smallest 
floating fly to a two-way wrist 
and vigourously rammed own 
its throat into its stomach. 
But this is not the end Of the 
ordeal. To alert prospective 
captors, and to set it off from 
tagged fish not bearing radios, 
there was none. 
radio, provided you show it to 
hundreds of gleaming steelhead the poor steelhead then has two shallows when his rod began to 
 qPORTS NE 
retrieve itwas to kill the fish. 
After a quick conference they 
dispatched the steelheadquickly 
and nonny :performed:the 
autopsy, wielding his ,!hunting 
knife with surgical prectsmn.:/ 
Out of :the steelh~d,Si~"gUt 
came the transmitter, along 
.with a duck feather, a wood 
chip, and a curious ilver-and. 
purple object w.ith/~!Bourbon 
Lumonde" written on 0fie side 
and Japanese characters down 
the other. 
nonny looked closely at the 
mysterious thing, It wasa b0n: 
ben, a liquor-filled candy Which 
had ruptured with the insertion 
of the transmitter. 
"The fishwasn't dying," ex- 
claimed Ron. " I t  was drunkl"  
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
1 Underdogs fall in shootout Quite the 
ringer 
GREAT PITCHIN' was 
what Terrace's Joe Wideman 
showed off at the Canadian 
Horseshoe Pitching Cham- 
pionships in Portage La 
Prairie, Manitoba earlier this 
month. 
Wideman took first place 
in his category and threw so 
well his competitors com- 
plained he should have been 
in a higher category. 
Ordinarily a player with a 
shooting percentage of 40 to 
50 per cent, Wideman picked 
the Aug 9-12 national cham- 
pionships to start throwing 
ringers as much as 86 per 
cent of the time. "I was real- 
ly hot there," he reflected. 
He followed up that per- 
formance with a second- 
place finish at a large tourna- 
ment in Craven, Saskat- 
chewan. 
This weekend he's at the 
B.C. Championships in 
Quesnel, and wants to go to 
next year's World Cham- 
pionships in Tennessee• 
Seniors 
ready 
IF IT'S TRUE the early bird 
catches the medal, then Ter- 
race athletes attending the 
third annual Seniors Games 
in Courtney should come 
home weighed own by their 
haul. 
This coming Monday, the 
group will board a bus at 4 
a.m. to catch their Prince 
Rupert ferry to Vancouver 
Island. 
He said 65 local athletes 
had i'egistered for the games 
-- that's up:15 per cent on 
last year --  and would be 
competing incarpet and lawn 
bowling, slow pitch softball, 
darts, tennis, golf, swimm- 
ing, bridge and cribbage• 
Loggers 
on the way 
DON'T.WORRY - -  the 
scene at the Thornhill com- 
munity grounds this weekend 
isn't a live version of the 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. 
The burly lumberjacks 
toting axes and power saws 
are here for 1990's Logger 
Sports 
Events this year include: 
the standing block chop, 
underhand chop, Canadian 
Championship ole falling, 
chokerman's race, obstacle 
pole bucking, single and dou- 
ble hand bucking, ladies' nail 
driving, ladies cross-cuL log 
burling and atug o' war, 1 
There's till time to enter, 
by contacting. Sharalyn 
Pa!agian at Central Gifts. : 
2 
- ~ /~i ~ '~ ~,1 
!; f 
HIGH INTENSITY was the name of the game in Friday's Terrace Men's Soccer League playoff final. 
Terrace Inn - the regular season cellar-dwellers and underdogs through the playoffs --  played five 
straight nights last week to earn a spot in the final and push Skeena Hotel to the wall. 
Kantakis sp -i  ts 
Century race 
I TERRACE-- After 100 miles of hard riding 
from Prince Rupert to Terrace, only a second 
' separated the leaders at the finish fine. And when 
the dust had settled a Terrace cycler had edged 
through again to finish first in  the Aug. 19 
Skeena River Challenge 'Century Race'. 
Terrace rider Chiron Kantakis charged past 
Kitimat's Jussi Jaakkola in the final sprint to 
cruise to a first-place finish. One second ahead of 
the Kitimat rider, Kantakis clocked in at a time 
of 4:22:29. 
It wasn't as close as last year's, near photo 
finish, when Terrace's Mike Christensen skated 
through the lead pack to take first, but it was 
close enough for Kantakis. 
"This year's race was definitely faster, '~ he 
said, "particularly inthe middle because we were 
tP  ' chasing two guys who broke away,• 
Unlike last year's race, which was somewhat 
shorter, this year's Century included adetour to 
Ridley Island to make it a full 100 miles. Around" 
• 35 racers were entered, along with unother 25 or 
so recreational fide.rs +.~ 
. i Several breakaways took place early in'the • Kantakts alidParr. 
race, but only a pair of masters ri
takis worried. Carl Klein, a 50-ye~ 
rider, broke away with Hazelton's 
from the lead pack at the beginn 
want these guys to walk away ~,  
catch, them." 
He did, but not until past Sharr 
By that point the lead pack was 
riders, and they were down to jus 
final sprint through town. 
Kitimat's Jussi Jankkola star~ 
push, and Kantakis aid he follow, 
initiated the sprint. I just went, 
bikelengths ahead .of him and c 
line." 
Jaakkola took ~Secdnd place, 
behind Kantakls, Terrace's Colin ! 
overall at 4:22:35 andCarl Klein, tl 
over the line, was fourth anoth¢ 
back. ~ 
Another longi road:!race 
150-kilometre marathon'at Kltwan~ 
northwest Hders busy on Aug. 12. 
The're, Mike Christensen was fi 
Final frenzy: double 
OT, penalty kicks 
TERRACE-- They were classic underdogs and drove their op- 
ponents to the wall. But in the end the Terrace Inn men's soccer 
team was gunned own by Skeena Hotel in the barrage of penalty 
kicks that decided the playoff inal. 
Last in regular season play, " 
the Inn crew had to play every 
night last week to fight their Skeena Hotel 2 
way into the Friday night Fmal. ;. .... ~;,Ter.raee Inn ,1 
, And they did it She hard way, ~ , :(Sho~t~fil,d~e~isl0n.:after dbubl  OT) 
coming through the back door, 
twice beating Western Seaboard 
• - -  the regular season champions 
- - to  set up the season-ending 
duelwith second-place Skeena 
Hotel• 
It was the culmination of a 
season of tight competitive ac- 
lion in the Terrace Men's Soccer 
League, following rule changes 
to prohibit select teams. And 
the league's playoff final was 
nothing short of a cliff-hanger. 
Cautious, defensive play 
marked the early part of the 
game until a defensive lapse in 
the Terrace Inn zone allowed 
Skeena Hotel gunner Richard 
Hugon to blast a shot past the 
Inn's goalie. 
But Terrace Inn evened the 
game at a goal apiece around 
the 35-minute mark on a solo 
strike by Ernie Perrin. 
The rest :of regulation time 
was. marked .by stunning saves 
by. both Skeena Hotel goalie 
Fraser Dodd and Terrace Inn's 
keeper Jim Mantel• 
Dodd came up with a brilliant 
one,arm, punch save, -and 
Mantel.Withstood a steady bar- 
rage of fire late in the second 
half. Luck also seemed to be on 
Mantel's side, such as when he 
was fooled on a penalty shot 
that Skeena Hotel's Mike 
Denomme nded up firing wide. 
Both sides' offensive units 
pressed hard in the second half, 
coming close to thwarting the 
opposing oalies on several oc- 
casions. But the 1-1 tie was 
preserved and the game headed 
for what would be two 
10-minute overtime periods. 
The Terrace Inn squad - -  
bruised and wearied by five con- 
secutive games, and a shortage 
of spares -- were valiantly 
determined to go all the way, 
and hung on through double- 
overtime to force a shootout. 
Both sides made their first 
shots, but then Skeena Hotel 
pulled ahead with three con- 
secutive hits to Terrace Inn's 
two misses, sealing the under- 
dogs' fate. 
Richard Hugon was named 
the league's top scorer, and 
Western Seaboard's Scott 
Lopston was picked as top 
goalie of the playoffs. 
. r .  
L,,,t.~ ru, ,~l :  L/aVe uater (left) hammers a backhand return at Dighton Haynes during a break-point. 
rally in a Saturday afternoon doubles match. Cater and Chuck Cey had combined at the local club's 
closed tournament o take first in men's doubles. 
SCOREBOAR D 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Final Standings: 
Team GP W L T PTS 
Western Seaboard 20 12 7 1 25 
SkeenaHotel 20 10 8 2 22 
Terrace Kickers 20 9 11 1 19 
North Coast Road Mat. 20 8 10 2 18 
Terrace Inn 20 6 10 4 16 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Piayoffs: 
Terrace Inn 6, North Coast Road Maintenance 5 
Skeena Hotel 4, Terrace Kickers 1 
Terrace Inn 3, Western Seaboard 2 
(after double OT, shootout) 
Skeena Hotel 3, Terrace Inn 2 
(Skeena Hotel qualifies for final) 
North Coast Road Maintenance 8, Terrace Kickers 2 
Western Seaboard 4, North Coast Road Maintenance 2 
Terrace Inn 1, Western Seaboard 0 
(Terrace Inn qualifies for final) 
Skeena Hotel 2, Terrace Inn 1 
(after double OT, shootout) 
Drop off your league's Scoreboard scores and standings at 
the Terrace Standard office on Lazelle Ave, or phone them in 
to 638-7283. 
Terrace Speedway 
Winners: August 19 
Sportsman 
Trophy Dash -- No. 6. Albert Weber 
Heat -- No. 6, Albert Weber 
Main -- No. 5, Joe Borovic 
Hobby *A' 
No~'081, Brunt McCarron 
Heat -- No. 036. Don Pearson 
Main -- No. 669, Ron Harris 
Hobby 'B' 
Trophy Dash -- No. 927, Dan 
Thickett 
Heat -- No. 081, Kerry Ross 
Main -- No. 081,"Kerry Ross 
Street 'A' 
• Trophy Dash -- No. 556. Dave Bruce 
Heat -- No. 556, Dave Bruce 
Main -- No. 556, Dave Bruce 
- . + Strut 'B' 
Trophy Dash -- No. 717. Dennis 
Darby 
Heat -- No. 888, Clayton Kerr 
Main -- No. 717, Dennis Darby 
'C' Hobby 
Heat ,  No. 927, Wanda Friesen 
Main -- No. 036, Jean Pearson 
'C' Slceet 
Heat -- No. 556, Leslie Quast 
~ Main -- No. 556, Leslie Quast 
Winners: Aug. 4 and S 
Sportsman 
Ernie Perkins, No. 5 (3 race wins), 
Albert Weber (2), Ed Johnson 
Hobby 'A' 
Brent McCarron. No. 081 (5).. Ron 
Harris No. 669 
Hobby 'B' " 
Kerry Ross No. 081 (2), Blain Kluss 
No. 856 (2), Dan Thickelt No. 927 (2) 
Street 'A'  
Clayton Kerr No. 888 (4), Leon 
Lefebre No. 007, Dave Reinhardt No. 
556 
Street 'B' 
Dave Reinhardt No. 556 (2), Fred 
Cline No. 007, Steve Burkett No. 222, 
Dave Bruce No. 556, Henry Haydon 
No. 888 
'C' Hobby 
Wanda Frlesen No. 927 (2), Dawn 
Tomas No. 669, Jean Pearson No, 036 
'C' Street 
Jayliene Cline No. 007 (2), Leslie 
Quast No. 556 (2) 
Memodal Race Winners 
Sportsman -- No. 6, Albert Weber 
Hobby -- No. 081, Brunt McCarron 
Street -- No. 888. Clayton Kerr 
FREE • BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to give a general 
knowledge of the Bible. Subjeots Include: Old Testament, New Testament 
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zourney 
TERRACE-- Consistency was 
the path to victory for local 
tennis player Fran Mann, Who 
swept the women's events at' 
the Terrace Tennis Club's re- 
cent closed tournament. 
She took first place in 
women's ingles 'A'  flight ac- 
tion by defeating Ema 
Motschllnig 6-2, 6-4. And 
Mann also led doubles partners 
to victory in both mixed and • 
ladles doubles events. 
She combined with Nancy : 
Condon to take first in the 
women's doubles round rob- 
ing, and Joined husband Swam • 
Mann for a victory over Con. 
don and Guy Klland in 'A '  
flight mixed doubles. 
'B' flight women's ingles 
went to Hester Fiewin, who 
prevailed over Karen Ap- 
pleton. Flewin and Dee ,leMon 
took second in women's 
doubles, and tMrd went to 
Ada Sarsiat and Erna 
Motschllnig. 
Diane Cey and Doug Jenion ' 
were first in 'B' mixed 
doubles, ahead of Appleton 
and Kelly Gingles, 
Men's singles aw Richard 
Kdegl come back from one set 
down to defeat Dean Boucher 
1.6, 6-4, 7-6 in 'A'  flight. In 
'B',  Guy KHand took first, 
over Dave Cater. 
In men's doubles, Cater and 
Chuck Cey finished first in 
round robin action, trailed by 
Kflegl and Swam Mann in se- 
cond, and Boucher and Doug 
• Jeninn in third. 
BETTE MI  D L E R  
'1'humbs up[ A movie with a lot of style, warmth and heart," 
• IL~II~L ~[I/,[gII 
TIM I~'1 I~llkMl~ 
NO. 140  - -  4741 Lakelse  Ave. .  Terrace, B.C. 635-6121" 
NO. 2" 2823 Clark St.. Vhornhifl. B.C. 635-4841 
529 Mountain View S¢1., Kilimal. B.C. 632-4825 
NO. 309- 2[,d Ave., West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 624-222! 
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Delta Hotels and Resorts. 
Canadian Airlines you 
down to a musical extravaganza.We'll be
giving away tickets to a Les Mis¢rables 
performance in Vancouver on September 
21,1990. The package includes airline 
seats from here toVancouver as well. The winners also receive 
hotel accommodation from ~ [Rim.Hinds 
Our world revolves a~mnd you. 
I &Resor ts  
L~sM~s~rablc$c~nt~stru~s~C~tcst~s~p~t~al~r~sidcn~s~y~ars~r~der~N~urchas~ncc~ssary~ wlnncrsmustcotrectyans,,wrask I.IcstingqucsUon,Onepflzebzvailzbletobeglven 
awa~ at the end o[ a four week ix'rk~l. Augt st fi th ru August ]1.1990. Full tunics ,  rules ~'vai~b e t trough Canadian AIrlincP,. " 
~'#~adD ~ iSU rl.'~hlc rt~J tt'd~.'ltta rl~ *11 CttlzJdi.lll Airltlll'~ Ioterltalkm, fl Lid. 
., . . ,  
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Bright Living room 
Well designed kitchen 
ES A 
m 
Feature Home by 
MEMBER• 
i: i 
• LEPAGE "~ 
Asso=at ro-o , hetw  
INOI~IHOIH l fL  ¥ OWH|D AN D OPE IA I ID  
TERRACE REALTY LTD.. 
Home of lasting 
A quality home with 
many fine features located 
in a sub-division of well 
maintained properties. 
Spacious rooms, ideal for 
the growing family, 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
Jacuzzi tub in the ensuite, 
large'~pantry closet in the 
well designed kitchen, patio 
doors to a concrete•surfaced 
sundeck, and a walnut 
feature wall in the dining 
and living room. 
The home is energy effi- 
cient with natural gas and 
electric heat, 2"x6" fram-. 
ing, twin seal windows, and 
a wood burning insert in the 
living room fireplace. 
The attractive nzry has a 
large closet, parquet floor, 
and room for a desk, there 
is a bay window in the living 
room, and extra roomthat 
can be used for a family 
room or bedroom, plus an 
unfinished basement area. 
The lot is nicely, land- 
scaped, curbed triple paved 
driveway, and a double in- 
sulated and wired gal'age. 
To view this finehome, 
contact Rusty or Bert- 
Ljungh, Terrace REalty 
Ltd. 638-0371 or 635-5754 
MEMBER 
mm, 
LEPAGE'~_~ 
Associate Broker Network 
A HOME TO APPRECIATE ~ ! w ~ t ~  
Qualify built, modem 4 level spli 
over 1700 sq. ft. plus basement, 4 
bedrms., brick fireplace, patio doors 
off dining to rear deck, Jacuzzi tub 
in master ensuite, 2"x6" framing, 
spacious kitchen with pantry, dou. 
ble garage and triple paved 
driveway, first time offered. Askin . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  ~* ....... 
$129,500. Exclusvie. 
SECLUDED HAVEN 
Charming well kept 1136 sq. ft. 
bungalow on 20.64 acres with 
creek. 2 bedrooms - could be 3. 
Wired, double garage. 2-3 acres of 
lawn. Home & garage on concrete 
ringwall. Pdced for quick safe al 
$49,500. MLS 
STARTER -- $49,900 
Older, 3 bedroom home with recem 
upgrading has n.gas heat, 
woedstove, spacious fivingroom 
and tidy backyard with sundeck and 
storage. A clean and cow home. 
ATTENTION HORSE LOVERSI 
Ideal set up for a hobby farm with 
2.7 acres mostly cleared and fenc. 
ed, modem 3 bedroom two storey 
home. 2"x6" framing, twin sealwin. 
rows, patio doors to cedar decks 
water system and septic recently 
renewed. 30x30 ft. shop ideal for 
hay storage. Price $105,00g. Ex- 
clusive. 
3717 KRUMI~ ROAD,, 
Home needs upgrading and some 
repairs. Nice large property with 
solid built home. Electric heat, 5 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, full base- 
ment with suite. Asking $79,500. 
MLS 
Ralph Gndg~ski 
638-4950 
MLS 
I/ 
Rusty Ljungh 
635-5754 
LAKELSE LAKE CLOSE BY 
Two lots with three pertly finished 
dwellings and one garage." No 
challenge to the right party hut for 
the handyman an easy task. Vendor 
may carry some financing to qualify. 
ing person. Close to water. 
PLENTY OF ROOMI 
With over 1600 sq, ft. on the main 
tiger, there's space to spare in this 
well kept 3 bedroom home. The 
basement features a 2 bedroom 
suite with separate meter & en. 
trance. Nat. gas heat, up -- elect. 
heat down. 83.5xl 2g lot in a relax. 
ed area of town. Reduced to 
$82,590. MLS 
!ii! i .........   '%iil 
Sylvia Griffin Bert Ljungh 
.638.0484 638-5784 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle 'Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 638-1172 
3 bedroom, executive style rancher 
with top-of.the.line features will 
delight the most discerning pur- 
chaser. Vaulted ceilings, built-in ap. 
pliances, hardwood flooring and 
many skylights make this a dream 
home to acquire: $149,500. MLS • 
4700 BLOCK McConnell 
2-storey, quality home only 7 years 
old. 2"x6" construction, 4 Ixlrs. 
upstairs and 1 downstairs, oak kit- 
cben, 2Vz baths, fireplace, specious 
rec. room. 3044 sq. ft. on both 
levels. Double garage, paved 
driveway and attractive fandscap. 
in{]. Altogether a lovely home in a 
first class neightiourhoed. Asking 
$139,900 MLS 
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOME 
Spacious and comfortable 1400 sq. 
It. home in ideal family location. 5 
bedrooms, 2V= baths, family room 
off kitchen plus rec room in furl 
finished basement. Recently 
redecorated and carpeted so just 
plus a well kept, older, 3 bedroom 
home. Numerous outbuildings in. 
eluding a new 114'x24' greenhouse 
and a 40'x100' barn with concrete 
floor. Over 19 acres mainly cleared 
and in hay fields makes this one of 
the largest farms with.in city limits. 
Vendor may take a home as pert 
Asking only $56,000I 2 bedroom 
pert.basement home with oat, gas 
heat. Situated in 4700,block 
Straume Ave. Some very nice 
renovations done such as new win- 
dows, bathroom and some flooring. 
Call today for .a viewing. MLS 
Joe Berbasa Carol McCowan Christel GndUnski 
635.5604 798-2265 63B.6397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
~t 
TRY YOUR OFFER 
On this terrific family home o, Scott 
Ave. 4 bedrooms, rec. room, 2 
fireplaces, large sundeck, n.g., over 
1200 sq. ft. Call Gordie Sheridan for 
quick appointment. Owners 
motivated. Asking $99,900. MLS. 
COUNTRY COTTAGE 
1280 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home 
behind Skeena High School field. 
52x219 lot. TOP quality bathroom, 
very private and quiet area. Loaded 
with character. Phone Gordle 
Sheridan for quick showing. Asking 
$67,000. MLS i 
QUALITY SPLIT LEVEL. 
Very attractive split level in choice 
location. 3 bedrooms and an en- 
suite, fireplace, finished basement, 
carport, bay window. Mint condi- 
tion. Reduced to $115,000. MLS. 
All appointments through Gordle 
4 bedroom home on a quiet street 
featuring four bedrooms, two baths, 
natural gas heat. Carport and fenced 
yard. Priced to sell at $75,900, Call 
Dick Evans. MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
STARTER HOME DON'T wArrl 
HORSESHOE in quiet location. 2 bedroom, non. 3 bedroom home in Caledonia Sub. 
SPACE AND PRIVACY 
Custom built tVz storey 9 year old 
home on just under 10 acres of 
level land. This home offers 5 
bedrooms and over 3,000 sq. ft. of 
• luxury.living. To view contact Dick 
Evans. Asking $169,900. MLS 
bsmt home, new vinyl siding and 
new shingles on roof. Large shop, 
well maintained yard. Asking 
$65,000. MLS. Call Mike. 
STARTER HOME 
Nicely renovated 24x56 mobile 
home with concrete basement. 
Located on large lot in a quiet sub- 
division. New roof and skiing In 
1986. N.G. beat. AskJno $59,500, 
MLS Call Mike. , 
PRICE REDUCED 
Smaller style 3 bedroom home on a 
private lot. Asking $31,900. Call 
Dick Evans. MLS 
SKEE.A am W 
Approx. 20 acres of trend land, ap. 
prox. 20 kin.west of Terrace. Has a 
creek running through part of the 
property. Hasp otentiai for lodge 
site. For more/lnformatioo, call 
' B J= . Mike. Asking $33,000. MLS 
II PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD, 
John Currie "Dick Evan9 Dave Reynolds 
635-9596 638.7008 636-3138 .... 
division. Top c ond, j~UoD,~ome with 
many exc .e~m[qtJp~.~llN.G" heat, 
fireplace,. ~e '5" i ]ng  area, car. 
port, patio, fe~nd yard. Asking 
$109,000. CAll John Evans. EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
PRICE REDUCEDI 
Vendor wants quick safe on this 
large home near town. Potential 
. basement suite for revenue duplex. 
3 full baths, fireplace, central 
vacuum, plus m~'el Call John Evans- 
at 638-6882. $84,900, MLS 
BEST IS BEST! 
This large family home in Thor- 
nhe~ghts III has ton much to mention 
in this small space, so call John 
Evans at 638.8882 if these appeal 
to you....Over 2°000 sq. ft., 
skylights, ensuite, main floor faro. 
room, garage. $121,500. MLS 
CUSTOM BUILT 
9 
John Evans 
630.8082 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
Well maintained home close to 
schools & downtown. 3 hrms on the 
main floor. Free standing fireplace 
in livingroom. Faro. rm, rsc room & 
Ixlrm in the finished bamt. Asking 
$64,900. EXCLUSIVE. Call Dave. 
EXECUTIVE HOME 
has panoramic mountain view. 
Many special features for a quality 
lifestyle. Drive by 5222 Mt. Vista 
for a preview of things to come 
when you view th)s lovely home 
with Joy. $126,500. MLS 
LOOKING FOR A 
STARTER HOME? 
Then take a look at this 3 Ixlrm 
doublewide with n.g. heat. Recent 
renovations. Nice lot. Separate 
garage. Asking $44,500. EX. 
CLUSIVE Call Dave. NOW. 
FISHERMEN'S PARADISE 
Located in the heart of the Nass 
Valley. 1,100 sq. ft, basement 
home on 10 acres, Excellent fishing 
& hunting area, Approx. '4 mi, from 
New Alyansh, For more Info, call 
Dave. Asking $57,000.MLS 
CONVENIENCE 
This neat & tidy bungalow has been 
well cared for. It's cottage like ap. 
pearance is Immed!ately appealing. 
m A lovely fenced yard has fruit trees. ' 
An'.addltional option is the 1 brm 
suite down. Call Joy. $67,5g0. EXC 
YOUR 10 ACRES OF HEAVEN 
0nly 2 miles from town near Skeena 
River. 1his secluded hobby farm has 
wired barn, fenced pestums & cur- 
rais. A newer 2 storeyhome has 
many quality features, A very 
special home at $169,000, Call 
.,oy. I 
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
need quick possession, this is the 
one for you. 3 bdrm home in a good 
friendly neighbourhoed. The yard Is 
landscaped and fenced ready for 
children & pets. Asking $77,000. 
Call Erika for full details. MLS 
DRIVE 
4 level split. Newly constructed 
home. Enjoy the Skeona Valley view 
from the ground level patio. Soak In~ 
the jacuzzl tub, Call Erika +to view 
this home with special features, 
MLS 
Move right into this top-quatity 
home. 3 Irg bedrooms and Irg 
bathroom. Cozy kitchen (s attrac. 
tively ,done ' with oak cabinets, 
Develop : the: seml.fl/dshed ~ lower 
'level. Attractively groomed yard 
Call. Erika, MLS ~- 
4650 LAKELSE  .VE, 635-61;12 I' 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan ,' Edka Pelletler 
|a~707o naN?I1 ,  . ilsll.471s 
;:~;i ~ ",;;.~ 
Mike Richardson 
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House  Plans Ava i lab le  Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C.  
635-6273 
I "  " II . . . .  
I DA  I I / IO' I" J I IA 
_~_~.~_ m_jmr~ m ~ u 
mim-m mmm mmmmm~ ~ ~m m~mm'~ ~INCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA TION 
-~S YSTEMS L TD.--~ 
* HI BOY [ 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK , . 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DAILYFREIGHT TO :KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
o SCHEDULED SERVICE ON'  ~ 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
i .DALLY SCHEDULED'GENERA~L :~ 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM ! 
!~i VANCOUVER ' :  ' 
~. * DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO 
STEWART : • :: 
, Udt~ Van Un~= 
• ! '4 " ¢ 
• TERRACE 
544 635-2728 
li: ~12"7~ 3~ St reet  ' o r  635-7102 
Ki t lmet  3111 B lackburn  : 
. i~! ~ ' i  I '  il 
DESIGN NO. A-150 
Price Schedule 'C' 
A porch ,  shat ters  and symraet ry  
at  the f ront ,  and ch imaey oa 
the s ide of  this two-s torey  
house qu ick ly  estab l ish  i ts  
f r iend ly  aud re laxod  air .  On 
e i ther  s ide o f  .the prr)1ected 
ent ry  are  two  rooms for get  = 
togethers ,  the~ fami ly  ~ room 
wi th  f i rep lace  and l i v ingroom 
wi th  : i t s  a rchway ent rance .  
A k i tchen  big enough for  a 
fami ly :s . i ze  break fas t  table 
opens to  the  ( :ovored porci~ 
and rea~r ' pat io .  
-~ ~ ~ I ~ S l ~ a r ~  I ~ ' : = ~ ~ - ~ " ~ : :  
I ~ ~ l  ~ ~ ' = ~ ' "  . . . . .  ' 
• :~:~:~:~:>':,~,:;~,iu',",:~ ,~  I ~ 1  GREAT PRICE 
" " :;~;~::~::~) ............ ' ~:~' I ~ ~  I for this 3 bedroom, partial basement 
IMPRESSIVE STYLE 
Mtn view brightens this congenial 2
storey. 2 fireplaces, vaulted ceil- 
ings, eat-in kitchen, 4 BR/4 pce., 2 
poe. ens, 3 pce baths, walk-out 
basement, large trees, sauna. 
*$99,500" (900157) Verne 
Ferguson 635-3389 
• 'A ROOMY 118 ACRES ...... 
01d Rome home with pleasing flair. 
Great family area, wondbumlng 
stove, quiet street, tree-lined street, 
deck• Very secluded acreage wllh 
double wide Safeway Manor. 
*$74,000* (900159) call Joyce 
Findlay MLS 635-2697. 
NEAT EXTRAS 
Hospitable horseshoe bungalow 
features fireplace coziness, Quiet• 
street, kitchen appliances included, 
2 BR. large livingroom with vaulted 
ceilings, bright dining area. 
*$69,500* (900161) call Joyce 
Findlay EXCLUSIVE 635•2697. 
HOBBY, FARM LIVJNG_. 
Secluded Lavergne 'Road split level 
country with riverside site. On 
12.47 acres. Countn] kitchen, 3 
BP,/I•4 pce 1-2 pce baths, woodbur. 
ning stove, greenhouse, garden, 
~hake roof; *$129,500" (900158) 
on Heooen 638.1915. MLS 
STEP-SAVER HOME J 
Attractive Keith Estates residence l 
handyman's prize. Ouiet street, J 
great family area, gas heat, 3 an. I 
PLUS *near schools-bus. Priced so J 
rightl Priced at $49,900. (900162)J 
call Joyce Findlay MLS 635•2697 I
home• Situated on 2 acres of pro- 
perry. Partially landscaped and corn• 
pletely private. Package includes 
30x40 2 storey shop or barn with 
14 It. doors. Choice parcel for the 
owner/operator as a hobby farm. 
Minutes from town. Priced to sell at 
$67,500. MLS. Ja¢kie Collier 
DOUBLE WIDE 
mobile home set up in one of Ter• PARK-AREA KNOCK-0UT 
race's finest trailer parks• 0uiet & Enjoy Ihe charm of this bright Keith i 
immaculately maintained location. Estates bungalow. Ouiet street, gas J 
Mobile is nicely shaded and keeps "heat, carpeting, eat-in kitchen, 21 
cool in summer. All appliances are BR/1.3 pce• baths, fruit trees city J 
utiitles See toda~ Priced included, move right in. Well kept 8 " y. at. 
$ 8,000. (900123) Gordon[ and in excellent condition. Hamilton, 635.9537 J 
$22,900. MLS Jackle Collier. 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
33xl 00' lot. Prime downtown Ioca. 
tion• $32;500. MLS. Call J0yce" 
Findlay 635-2697 
BUILDERS •-~ 
Check out this prime property, in 
Horseshoe• Super potential for 5 
lots. Open to offers• Call Joyce for 
details. MLS. (69050) 
. 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
HII 
Brenda Er ickson 
630-1721 
TRI-PLEX PLUS HOME 1 
The best of both worlds. Live in this 
i luxurious home in beautifully land. scaped surroundings and collect in• come from the 3 attached 2 bdr. suites. Call Veme today for more in. formation. Exclusive (900152) 
RIVERFRONT PARADISE 
Roamin' room on 75 acres lends 
charm to this Nass log home. Wood. 
burning stove. Beautiful acreage 
along Nass Road-Borders Tseax 
River-Timber, immediate posses. 
si0n. $110,000• (900147) call 
Verne Fergus0n 635-3389. Lakelse 
Realty 638.0268 
Run Redden Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
638-1915 635.2677 635.9537 635-2697 
~ ~  ~ ' = ~ ~  ~•~, ~w~;~EXCEPTIONAL; : =;~ :~:~VIEW 
JUST LISTER: we are pleased to offer for sale this 
This lovely 1672 sq. ft. 3 bedroom large 1640 sq. ft. full basement 
home is located on a cul-de-sac in home that has' one of Torrace's 
the horseshoe area. It has a large finest views. Features include tie. 
double garage with auto door ingroomwithfireplece, built.lri teak 
opener, ensuite, furl basement, buffet, rec room, 11/= baths, covered 
close to schools and is 5 minutes patio and large lot. Call now for your 
from downtown shopping. Don't appointment toview. MLS 
hesitate on this one give Ted a call now 035•5619. st4s,ooo, MLS - i l l~W'. .=a~C~ 
JUST LISTED 
14'X70' Bendix mobile home with 
12'x20' addition on 80'xl 20' lot in 
Copperslde Estates. N.G, heat. 
Fddgo, ,.go range, washer & dffer 
included. Asking $39,500. Ex. 
elusive. 
C0MFORTABLE LIVING 
GREAT FAMILY H0ME 
In quiet location. Call Gordie Olson 
for appointment toview, $82,900, 
MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
~~i~J |~t '~| :~ t "~ ~: i QUIET LOCATION j nemz=eee~.~,~,~,.~,~,~miz 
~ 1  Attractive family home situated on j HOBBY FARM 
GOOD STARTER J lar9e private lot in quiet area of 
-880 sq. lt• .n.g, heat [ town. Provides 4 bedrooms, -1% storey -1250x690sq. ft. 
-1 bath .6"J'x120' lot [separate dining area, woodstove, -5 bedrooms .n,g. heat 
Recently renovated J carport, large covered deck •4.85 acres .shop & barn 
Asking $57,500. MLS ] overlooking private back yard. All Asking $t19,900. MLS 
furnishings & appliances negotiable. 
I Asking $79,500. MLS• Call Laurie. - t~.,~=~,~_.~: i 
IN THE HORSESHOE 
Just listed is this 1152 sq. ft. split. 
level home. Three bedrooms. 
Fireplace in livingroom. Woodstove 
in family room. Natural gas heat. 
Workshop. 70x122 lot. Make your 
appointment toview this home pdc. 
ed at $69,900 MLS 
GOOD FAMILY HOME 
IN LOW 70'S 
Located in quiet area of town close 
to schools, parks and hospital, this 
PRIME BUILDING LOTS 1 4 bedroom, fully finished basement 
home provides all the needs without 
All these lots have all services the high cost. Some features in. 
available: Am°be aaQ'onnox I "LV'lnn230Cmor72xlcuer°°m2ubahr°°s cellent condition comes with a This site has basement and sub- 2503 Kalum - 78x256, bdOht & recently finished basement. 
'23'x20' shop, 11'x11' glass, f our already constructed on In Thomhlll 3688 Hawthorne Situated on attractively landscaped 
greenhouse and several out i 70x124 property. Plans,forSelect 75x1181 Lot 4 Mountainvtew" ~ large corner lot with lots of room to 
buildings, Situated On ,27 acres i Home executive included or plan .31 acre. For more Information, call spread out, Greenhouse & storage 
nicely landscaped and fenced. Call i your own residence. Call for more Shaunee: MLS : i shed. Listed at $73,900. MLS. Call 
Shaunce today. $32,000, MLS i details. Asking $47 500. MLS Laurie, 
• . ,. • 
Jim Duffy 
636-6688 
StarL Parker' Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson 
636-4031 . 636-5. 382 638-1945 
EYE APPEALING 
-1188 sq• ft, -4 bedrooms 
• 2 baths -fireplace 
• and much, much more 
Asking $85~900. MLS , 
SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE 
If you want to be out of town and 
have an idea toward Investment 
check this out. 5 plus acres, 
highway exposure mostly cleared 
with a large home and a guest 
house, This property could have 
potential as a RV park. Call Gordle 
Olson for more Information. Asking 
$89,900. MLS . . . . . . .  • 
• • • • I"¢ 
Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink 
D35-6739 636-6382. 
Ted Garner 
636-S619 
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NOTICE 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISERS 
Due to the Increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990. 
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
First insertion (20 words or leas) $3 .95  plus 
10¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional Insertions ~ $2 .70  plus 
8¢ for additional words 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL --. 4 weeks for $7 .95  
(not exceeding 20  words - non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classi f ied and Classi f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a etat  ho l iday  fa l ls  on  a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
S p.m. for  a l l  d i sp lay  end  c lass i f ied  ads.  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $3.95 plus 10¢ for additional word~. "(Addl- 
llonal Insertions) $2.70 plus 0¢ for additional words. "87.95 for 4 weeks 
(not oxceodJn 0 20 words, non-commorcJaJ) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of,Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
Recreational 22. Careers 33, Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
ii | • 
Twill 
The Terrace Sta~ reue~,es the rlOht In classify ~s 
under aRxngriata headings and ts set lares therefore and to 
determine page Incatien. 
The Terrace St , l~  reserves the right to revlon, edit, 
c~as~ty or rej~t any advorCsmeflt and Io retain any answers 
directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to repay the 
customer the sum paid for the edvertLsmant and box tanffi. 
Box replies on "HOd" Insbuctlons not picknd up within 10 
days of expiry of an zdvert~ment will be deeb*oynd u~le~s 
n~Uling Insb'ucUms ate received. Those answering Box 
Numbers ate requested not to send odoinaJs of documents In 
avoid loss. 
All claims of ene~s In advertisements must he received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first pub~Uo~, 
n Is agreed by tl~ adverUser equesUng space that the 
liability Of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to 
publish an edve~sement or In the event of an offer a~oe~tng 
in the edvertL'~HlaPnt as pubCshed shah be Lknnnd to the 
. amount paJd by Ibe advertlonr for ofdy one klcatrect ins~on 
for the portinn of the edverUslng space occuplnd by the n~at. 
rect or amlned Itont only, end that there shall be no UablUty In"  
any event Oranter than the amount paid for such advorHslng , 
II t 
1. Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT -- TERRACE,'18 pads. Cen- 
tral location. Owner will consider home in 
trade as part payment, Call 1-656.9564 6c20 
4 BEDROOM house with basement, large shop, 
fruit trees, swimming pool, greenhouse, on 'h 
acre (fenced) In town, Phone 635-7505, 
$85,000 6pl 4 
BEAT THE GET. Take over payments 
$2751month. 2 acre lots (Jackpine Flats) Ven. 
dor finance at 12,875%. Phone 1-278.8957 
(Econo Mortgage Co.) 6pl 4 
OEEDED BABINE LAKESHORE. 2 bedroom, 
split level home, Plus 2 room cabin, Out 
buildings, dock, garden, Contact J, Houpfer 
Box 275, Bums Lake B,C, 4p32 
LAKE.FRONT property on Mezledan Lake, in- 
cludes 1.furnished 2 storey cabin, cook stove, 
propane lights. 1-guest cabin and 
sauna/woddshed, landscaped and 300' of 
sandy beach, 847.3463 or 847.2743 4p18 
THINK SNOW 
With ski  sea'son on Hudson 
Bay Mountain just  around the 
corner,  i t ' s  t ime to purchase 
a deeded lot to bui ld your 
own ski cabin. Great view lot 
with room to bui ld,  Beat the 
GST! 
847-9128 
RevenUe Property 
For Sale 
A combination of :1, 2 & 3 
bedroom housing and trailer 
)ads in Thornhill on 2 acres 
Asking $210,000 
Phono63~4453 : 
1. Real Estate 
2 BUILDING LOTS, 718 acres each. Across 
from elementary and senior sceondary school 
In Kitwanga Valley. Phone 849.5732 6pl 8 
FOR SALE. 1 acre, comer lot in New Remo, 
Terrace. $50,000. Call Lynnetts in Surrey, 
B,C. 1-581-2386 6pl 5 
FOR SALE: Executive view home: offering the 
discriminating purcbaser a prestigious loca- 
tion heastino a fantastic panoramic view of 
the city and surrounding mountains. For infor- 
mation on this unique property enquire at 
4619 Hillcrest Ave. Terrace. 6pl 5 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT for sale In 0end Ioca- 
tton, on Greig Avenue. All services available. 
$32,500 o.b.e. Call 635.2148 6pl 5 
MOVING - One of the best houses on the 
bench, on 70x140 10t. Fumltura and ap- 
pllances negotiable. Asking $135,000. Call 
635.7972 6p16 
FOR SALE 2 storey home on 240 fenced 
acres. 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, full base- 
ment, Wired garage, barn and other buildings. 
Drilled well 20 gal/min. 696.3296 4p16 
FOR SALE. One building lot on Label/e Ave. 
close to schools In Horseshoe area. We will 
build to suit, Phone 635.7411 6p17 
1. Real Estate 
TWO BEDROOM HOME on Thomhill Street 
within one block of golf course. Large land. 
scaped lot approx, 0.42 acres. Phone 
635.6797 6p17 
3 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with large addition 
located on Its own fenced landscaped lot, 
Features include: den, playroom, expando liv. 
Ing room, 2 woodstoves, central atr. 
conditioning, wood shed, green house, sun 
deck, garden and garden shed. Nicely 
decorated with flower gardens and fruit trees. 
C,M,H,C. approved, Vendor willing to take 
vehicle as down payment. Asking $37,900, 
Phone 638.8621 or 635.9221 3p17 
FOR SALE OR TRADE, 3 bedroom, 2 storey 
house on 30 acres, minutes from Fort St, 
James, Flowing creek, larg e fenced playyard, 
horse barn, corrals, garden area, workshop. 
1100 sq. ft. Appliances included. Wood or 
electric heat. On bus route. Assumable tour. 
tgage, Call Cyndy 996.8204 4pl 7 
4 BEOROOM, older home on 3 lots. Located In 
Houston. Odve by 3377 13th St, if Interested, 
phone 847.4084 after 6 p,m. Only $28,000, 
4p18 
LOOKING FOR A GREAT BUY? Under appraised 
value, 4 bedroom house on 21 spectacular 
acres 7 miles east ef Houston. Year round 
creek. 2 outbuildings, fully fenced, Mostly 
cleared. Combination wocd/¢oal/oil heat. Will 
accept rental/perchase. For viewing phone 
847-4448 alter 5 p,m. %34 
BEAUTIFUL HOME ON 5.17 acres with wrap. 
around sundeck near Houston, Wood & oil 
heat (RSP) stove. Privacy plus. Three 
bedroom; two full baths; two living rooms. 
Must be seen. $62,900, Call 845-7729 %16 
HOUSTON AREA: 4 bedroom home on 5.6 
acres; steel siding; fully finished; basement 
with family room; shower oom; wood and uil 
heat; landscaped; large fully insulated shop; 
drilled well; big garden. Call 845.7165 4p18 
IDEAL RETIREMENT AREA. Split.level family 
home, 2 ml, west of Grand Forks, B,C. On a 
200'xBO' lot (,37 acres) fully developed. 
30'x20' shop wilh 220 v power. Large family, 
living, kitchen,dining areas. 3 plus 1 
bedrooms, 2%, baths and cold room In full 
basement. Aluminum siding finish. Brick front. 
For information phone: 442-3980 4p18 
LAND AND BUILDING In Thomhill (Skeena 
Valley Meals). Very good location for 
tradesman etc, 5 acres approx. 3000 sq. it, of 
cement block building, 220 3 face power. 
778.7668 (bus) or 778-7871 (ha). Ask for" 
Bruno or Mike, 10pf 8 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE• Close to 
schools, hospitals, downtown. Paved 
ddveway, carport. Asking $57,000, Call 
635,4372 for more information 3p19 
33 ACRES, Vz north lot 1712 off the Nass 
River, Asking $31,000. Call (313) 725.6363 
(Michigan, U,S,A.) 4p19 
STEWART RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Four lots on 
corner of Eighth and,, Victoria, Three lots at 
30'x100', One lot at 40'x100' close.to down 
town, Asking $11,000 for all four. Call Ted for 
more Information. MLS lp19 
SKI CABIN for sale, 625 sq, ft. Hudson Bey 
Mountain, Smithers. Easy access. Phone 
847-9127 after 5 p.m, 4p19 
FOR SALE or rent In Thomhill, Bdght, cozy, 2 
bedroom bungalow, Freshly painted, new Uno, 
woodstove, large suodeck. =/4 acre yard with 
fruit trees, barn, "and 2 utility sheds. Ouietly 
locate~ at 3613 Flrecreek Ave. Call for ap. 
polntment to view. Asking $52,000 or 
$550/mth to rent. Call 632.2603 lp19 
LAKELSE LAKE waterfront. Large cabin South 
end, west of dyer. $34,000. Call 635.2383 
3p19 
14x70 MOBILE HOME with large 14' wide ad- 
dition. Set up on % acre next to golf course. 
Comes with 5 appliances $52,000. 635.5065 
4p 19 
3 BEORCOM HOUSE, full basement 2320 
Hemlock $84,900 635-3922. Lot 22 
Hawthorn Avenue Thornhieght phase III. 
$16,900 635-3922 6p19 
2. MoMb Homes 
12x60 PARAMOUNT AMBASSADOR. 
Snowroof. Two finished additions, Covered 
wood storage, Approved wood stove, 
Dishwasher and drapes, Reduced to $16,000, 
636.2302 : 6p18 
1974 12x60 MOBILE HOME. Large addition, 
wood stove, 4 appliances must be moved 
632.6050 6p18 
WOODGRBEN " 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, DishwaBhem, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensuitee . . . . .  
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonalds 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. , 
* * * * * * * * * ' k  " 
Resident  Manager  and Secur i ty  Ent rance  " ~: 
Undercover  Par ldng : " 
Pr ice Range S31,000 to  $47e800 
PHONE:  63S-931  " 
- - I  mVVVl lk l ]  bVqz]  i lV l l l l , ;g  
NEW 12OO sq. ft. Log home on. % acre In, Spring Creek' 
Heights Subdivision (N.W.C.C.). 3 bedroom full basement, 
double carport, gas and water. ' 
Come end see our high standard of worsh ip ,  
OPEN HOUSE ON AuGUflTi,~$0,~ISO07 p, mi-!Op,m . . . .  , 
For moreinformatloni~e~5!Z400 .,.::  i~-,~ :'~ 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEI~OOM TOWNHOUSES foalu~r~l 
1150-13OO sq. fl; plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carp~ and satellite T,V, 
Houston, Phone 045-3161. 31 tht 
FURNISHED ROOM Inclndlng T.V., laundry and 
kitchen faclllUes. Avail. Immediately. Ideal for 
a woddng single Wson. Non smoker. Vlewtho 
635.6154 " 6p15 
OFFICE OR STOOE space for rent. lease or 
lease purchase. Air conditJoc, orotmd floor 
1968 sq. ft. located at 4639 Lazege Ave. 
635.2643 or 1.656-O365 6p15 
FOR RENT Supt. 1/90. One bedroom Basement 
apt. Across from [:ak~ta. Fun~r~ $435. 
mth. Includes ulJliSes and ca~e. M ja~ 
shared laundry room. One ~ 
preferred. Quiet neiGh~heed. 635-9484 
3pllr 
CLINTON MANOR. We are takJn 0 aPP~a~ons 
for a bacbelor suite, Rent $3t0. Ref. requ~ 
No pets. Ph. 635-3475 6(}1B 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE and two bedroom 
basement suite far rent. in town. No pets, 
635-4357 or 635-5198. 2p18 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent, One for a double 
wide mobile. Call 1.656.9564 ,6(:19 
RETAIL SPACE for rent. Aoprux 1500 sq. ft. 
Call Sharatyn 635-3334 or Bruce at 
638.0241 31)19 
ROOMMATE needed for 2 bedroom house. 
Working person. Call 635.9578 3p19 
AVAILABLE SEPT. I - June 30 yearly. 2 
bedroom basement suite completely furnished 
(qulet nelghbourhocd). $385 month includes 
use of laundry facilities, Call 638.8250 
-•, 31)19 
1 BEDROOM for rent for a oentleman, Has kit- 
chen facilities. Call 635-5893 6p19 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for lease In Terrace. Close 
to schools and shopping, Large lot, office, all 
appliances Included. Available September 1, 
$750. per rag. Call 635-6611 lpl 9 
ONE BEDROOM lumlsbed apartment for quiet 
single. $295. monthly, $147. damage 
deposit, No pets. References required. Phone 
635-6950 after 0 p.m. 6p19 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COigW.R OF KALUM & SCOTT 
gLOBE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Frfdge, stove heat and hot water 
included. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space, References re- 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
i 
I SHARP DEALS ON 
TOYOTA,  
1990 CAMRY 
5 to choose from 
DISCOUNTS 
.p to '1 ,O00 °° 
FREE T-Shirts on test drives 
Sos 8alesman for details. 
4. Wanted 1o Rent 
WANTED: Bachelor Suite or room and board 
for Safeway employee (male). Please call 
Safeway 635-7206 2pt 8 
WANTED TO RENT. Three bedroom house. 
Horseshoe area, References available. 
Responsible, clean, professional 638.8893 
6p18 
WANTED TO RENT. 2 Ixlrm house or apt, Good 
references, 635-9761 2p18 
WAh~l:u TO RENT by saleway employee, 2 or 
3 bedroom house or townhouse. A.S,A,P, 
Phone altar 4:30 p,m. 635-9119 3p19 
WANTED TO RENT house or trailer near Tar. 
race for. career woman & mature, neutered 
cat. For October 1, Call Perla 798.2244 leave 
message. 6p19 
5. Sale Misc. 
J,D. 350 LOADER, New engine, now traoks, 
etc. $1400,00 0,C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft, house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cord, 
$1500, 14 ft. Tri.hull speed boat. 50 horse 
i monk, hailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000, New Kubeda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
' i  G ranlsle. Ph, 697-2474. 19tin 
• 1 DIAMOND CLUSTER RING. In excellent cord, 
Call to view at 635.6549, Ask for Kim, 6p14 
~ ' ~ ~  (~mercial freezer with 3 
.=..ar un,,. ,8,ooo l TOYOTA I ~,~%2F',~ tL ,~ P,m, 61)17 
,4, ,=  used $1, I 1990 4 RUNNER 1., LkM~t I~k ~ $1,~ Linear loaf. 635.7235 
MI~ I~.~1 ~.~. 6pl 7 
AOUi~ ~ ~ with extra songs and 
u~Ve¢ l ,~  ~.  $t2Q, Phone 798.2551 
af~ $ l~m~ tin17 
I~  SAL~ ~ ~ ~ bikes, $10 & $60, 
Sta'1~ IL~ $.10 )pier girls. Used hallway 
~ 2 5r~,, ~ stem tread files, tubeless 
2~.14X wt~ raze. $20 each. Phone 
635-3475 21)18 
AS IS WHERE IS. Kiln, moulds, brackets, 
newer usad). Turntables, and ceramic 
teals. ~ due to move and lack of space, 
Ca~ 63~.59~0 2pl 8 
KITCHEN EOLRPMENT FOR SALE. 1-Moffat 
model 60XL74 gas range, grill, 4 burners, 2 
ovens, l-sandwk:h prep table- model TWT9. 
1-9' staJntess steel countsr with triple sinks 
and faucets. 1-fddged~re model 5CS.11A Ice 
makor. 1-8' glass cake display case. 6.round 
tables and bases. 4.square tables and bases. 
4-rectanOular tables and bases. 2-hl.cbalrs, 
Miscellancous boxes of cutlery, pots and 
pans, trays, dishes and glasses, synthetic 
flowers, signs and black boards. All items are 
to be sold as a block, by sealed bid, To ar- 
range to view call 638-0999, all items are 
sold on a "as is, where is" no warranlees are 
given or implied. Highest or any bid not 
necessarily accepted. 2pl 8 
TANDY COMPUTER, high resolution CJA 
monitor, 640 K-Ram, 20 meg % 60 K floppy, 
10 MH2 CPU Roland' PR 1012 printer. 
635-6197 $1,400 o.b.o. 3pl 8 
1 STEEL 0FRCE DESK, 36"x72" with 
typewdter wing and office chair. Best offer. 1 
new,laundry tub $35. 1 Roxton coffee table 
E,C. Best offer 635-5310 3pl 8 
ANTIQUE PINE washsland with marble top 
$275. Antique Oak dining room sideboard 
$300, Call 635.7579 3p18 
AMIGA COMPUTER with colour monitor, Fujit- 
su pdnter, Genlock, lots of software, books, 
etc, $1,500. Phone 638.1441 3p18 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL TOYS. Our new 
catalogue Is in] Book your workshops now for 
tallt Call Liz Haws at 638.0827 6p19 
FISHER ST0VE (medium size) $50. Hol water 
tank (electric) $50. Also 1985 Buick Skylark, 
auto, p/s, p/b, air cond, $4,900, Call 
635.6972 or 4827 Scott Avenue, Terrace. 
4p19 
MOVING OUT SALE. 3 piece sofa set $600, 2 
co]our T.V.'s 1-26".$300, 1-25".$125. Dirt 
Bike $275, Mates bed $110. 2 desks (like 
new) with bookshelves asking $400 for both, 
Coffee table $25. Brown valve1 ourtalns, all 
sizes, entire house $1000. Stereo stand with 
glass doors $50. Call 638.1346 1 p19 
SINGER FREE ARM sewing machine w/case 
$175, Froutier airtJght woedstove $100. 5 pc. 
brass fireplace tool set $50, Call 635.2925 
3p19 
TAPPEN GURNEY. 200 Volt electdc kitchen 
range, white, very 0oo(I condition, Phone 
635-4707 7-9 a,m. or 6-7 p,m. 31)19 
FOR SALE A.T.V. or Snowmobile trailer - fits 
two back end drops for easy Ioading..,$1,600. 
Call 638-8444 after 6:00 .~,m, 3p19 
4 P255160 HR 15 TOY0 Street Slicks on 5 
bolt Ford gold modulars. Asking $500 o.b.o. 
Call 638-8408. (Kelly) 3pl 9 
FOR SALE BEDROOM SUITE, 2 living room 
rocking chairs, 2 boys tenspeed bikes, 1 glds 
bike and 2 snow tires (175.80 R13). Call 
635-2153 31)19 
1987 T.BIR0, upright piano, video camera 
with VCR, 19'aluminum Jet boat, 635.7411 
6pl 9 
6 to choose from 
DISCOUNTS 
.p to S1,500 So 
FREE T-Shirts on ta t  drives 
Bee la lmnmn for details. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
LOOKING FOR silver or gray mounted wolf, 
Must be in good condition 635.4438 6p17 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUSARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int, wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrusL DIeanl 
75,000 kms, $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
Inos. ftn 
1973 0LOS classlc SS. Swivel bucket seats 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine. Next to new 
tires all around. Good for parts, $350. o.b.o 
call 638-0605 or 635.5128 after 5. fin 
1988 FORD MUSTANG. 5 speed, 5 litre 
engine, fully loaded with only 57,000 orloInal 
km. Asking $16,800. Phone 635-4966 6p15 
1988 CHEV CAVALIER - Auto, am fm 
cassette, 54,OO0 Km. Assumable GMAC 
lease. $9,750 Phone 638-2046 6p15 
1978 GRAND SATARAI station wagon, fully 
loaded $800. o,b.o. 638.2046 6p15 
1985 BUICK LESABRE. Collectors Edition. Air 
cond., powered sunrool. Loaded. Asking 
$8,200.638.0427 61)15 
1987 NISSAN Kingcati 4x4 SE, V6 5 spd. 
Power options pb, pw, IXll, pm, cruise, tilt, 
sunroof, jumpseat, bush bar hitch, om/fm 
cassette. New tires, shocks, brakes, $14,000 
1.845-7672 4p16 
1981 CUTLASS L.S. Black with red intedor, 
No rust, P/s, p/b, Cruise control. Nisei $3,800 
o,b.o. 635-6197 6p16 
1987 SPORTS RALLY, 2 door, 5 speed, 
Chevette. Low mileage, only 43000 Km. Ex. 
cellent cond, Am/Fm stereo cassette. $4,500 
o,b.o. Call 635-5406 after 6 p,m, 6p17 
FOR SALE. 1981 Honda Accord, New Brakes, 
New muffler. $3000. o,b.o Phone 635-2546 
days or 635.7602 evenings. 3p17 
MUST SELL 88 Pontiac Grand Prix SE. P/s,,, 
P/b, air conditioning, low miles, auto, cruise, 
P/windows and doors. Call 638.2012 61)17. 
M~ST' SELE'88 Chev, Cavalier 5 speed.-PIs;~ 
gun~/lO'~mlles, excellent cord. Ask ::~: 
Ing $10,000 o.b,o 638-2012 6pl 7 
'87 RREBIRO 5 spd, VB, E.C; Burgundy wl 
racing trim. T.rouf. Loads of extras. No winter 
use. Asking $13,800, 635.9484 6p17 
1981 DODGE OMNI, Auto. Spacious hat. 
chback, sunroof, No rust $1,350 o,b.o, 
635-6464 6ol 7 
1988 GRAND VOYAGER, VB, auto, 7 
passenger, cruise, trailer hitch, many extras. 
E.C. $17,000. Will take bade to $5,000 
635.3073 6pl 7 
1983 SU8ARU 2 door hatchback. 100,000 
original kilometers, Excellent running condi- 
tion. Asking $3,500phone 638-1812 6p17 
1987 Z-24 CREV CAVALIER 5 spd. V.6, Blue. 
55000 km. Ex, CoRd. $10,900 o.b.o, Phone 
638.0771 6pl 7 
~J~ I 
I 
Hairstylino Shop For Sale 
Downtown Location, Established for 20 Years 
6 Stations . 
Owner willing to stay on and work 
Phone 635,5544 after 6.p.m.: 
| McDona lc rs  i I!o 
CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
ROBBIE KHAZERACK 
- Ouader Cheese or BIg Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
In a clear record of 
delivery and a~Job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappyMea l .  
' congratulaUons 
1972 PONTIAC Ventura, t976 Toyota, 1975 
Datsun pickup, 1980 Oatsun car, Also 
household shelves and bed, Call 635.4898 
6pl 5 
DOUBLE BED with mattress/box spring $100, 
Chandelier $50, Dining room set with 6 
choirs, $900, twin laundry tubs $25, call 
635-2351 
.. 6p15 
NEWS W0RLO FANS, If you would like to 
receive CBC News World on cable, phone 
624-5784 
6p16 
,~'LASKAN MALAMUTE-'-pupp]ES, CKC 
Registration, shots. Excellent with children 
and great work dog, Powerful 85.110 Iha. 
Black wolf and wolf gray. Phone Sun,.Frf 
849.5811 6p16 
COMMERCIAL DISPLAY Ceo~"~-rrs-ars and Freezers 
f~ salei Upright and chest types Veeetable 
Cllsper Prised to sell View =, t,.; . . ,  ~: . 
Resort. 798.2267 • ", , ,,=,m ca/nay 
4pl 7 
10" CRAFTSMAN "' " 
~895.6419. RADIAL arm saw. $300 STANDAR],')! I:: 
-" ............. ;,, ,,d : :"-"i 
B47 Terr ., s.c., : !:: i 46 7 ZoReA . rraca, e C  ' . 16 ii!i 8, 
' : ','-- . . . .  6p17 . . . . . .  
• " * " '~,' .~ ' - . '~ ' . '~ ' , ' "  ~',~- ~.# . . . . . . . .  ,;.~ ~,~,,~,.~. ....................... ., ........ :.......... __ ~'~' " "~. '~: . .~;T~:  ,IT "-" . . . . .  "~.~.~.~:~=~'~q~'~:"~,#~,.~lZ~,,~...~-- _.. ~ ~. ~.~_~ ,~ ,~ .~ ~,~ ~ . . . . .  I 
No Reasonable Of fer  
Refused 
On All Used Cars  
& Trucks 
GM . . . .  
88 CHEV CAVALIER CPE. Z24 
5 spd. Blue ................... $13,995 
88 $15 4x4 
Canopy 5 spd ................ $12,995 
86 PONT.: SUNBIRO SW -- 
Auto Red ...~; . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6,996 
,% . ~, 
85 CHEVDIESEL PU 
Auto Beige 4x4 ............ $7,995 
CELE0mTY 
Stereo Auto White .......... $7,995 
84 CHEV:CAVALIER SW 
Auto Blue ::.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  94,495 
81 CORVETTE 
T-Bar.:Auto;New Paint .,$13,995 
80 SUBURBAN 
Air Cond. Ciuise, Auto ..... $4,995 
89 CAVALIER 4 dr 
Auto 8000 km ................. $9,995 
86 BUICK ELECTRA 4 dr 
Loaded ...... I . . . .  " ' " ' " ' " " ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' "  
FORD 
90 FORD F250 OUST. 4x4 
5 spd. White ................. $18,995 
90 F150 4x4 XLT 
Loaded Auto ................. $20,996 
89 FORD , ~  t~ 
Ai! 5 spd I~DJl~t,..tff..~....$10,995 
88 FORD F250 CUST. 4x4 
5 spd. Blue ................... $14,995 
4 dr. Cass.~'~Z~l~.lRt~'..,...$5,995 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
Cass. Red ....................... $5,595 
84 MERC TOPAZ 
Air Cond. Cruise .............. $5,995 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
Cass. Red ........................... 4,495 
84 MERC TOPAZ 
Air cond. Cruise ................ $5,595 
77 FORD GRANADA 
' CHRYSLER I 
NEW PLYMOUTH,HORIZON I 
+89 CHR YS, , J~Yi I [ f l~Ty 
4 dr. LE (~)1~. . . . . . . "  . , .$21,995 
89 DODGE SHADOW 
4 dr. Auto Air. Silver ...... $11,995 
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 
Auto. Black ................... $21,995 
89 DODGE 2~,0~) 
Auto. W hl~[~.~,...t~/......$"l 6,99 5 
89 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
A/C Auto. Red, XL ......... S17,995 
J 89 PLYMOUET ~I~ANCE 4 dr. A /C~)~l l~ ,~.d  ..$11,995 
88 PLYM~U~J~#O~r~GER 
7 Passl 5$~JkM~ .. S14,9951 
87 DODGE DAKOTA LE PU 
Auto Canopy. Blue ..... : ..... $8,995 
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr. H/B ......................... $5,495 
77 DODGE W200 4x4 
Club Cab ......................... $3,995 
TOYOTA 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x2 
5 spd: White ................... $6,995 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x4 
5 spd. Silver ................. $13,995 
87 TOYOTA PU DIESEL 4x4 
Canopy, Charco... ........ ;.$14,500 
86 TOYOTA TERCEL 
4 dr. H/B 5 spd. Blue ........ $6,996 
84 TOYOTA 4x4 PU 
Canopy 5 spd. Yellow ....,.$7,995 
MISC 
89 MAZDA B2600 4x4 PU 
Canopy 5 spd. Black ...... 914,995 
: 89 VOLKS JET~A 4 dr. I 
Air. 5 spd, Black Now....S14,996 I 
86 N SSAN 200 SX 
Loaded 5 spd. Grey........,$9,995 
80 MAZDA - . ,  : 
2 dr. GLC ~L~, ,~ J  } r 
5 spd. YelIIM.~,..,,,,,.,;,..S1,595 
,@ 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
'1~[(~ Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B,C. ,. 
6.35.7187 : . . , D,I,Eti5958 
.... , :... 
CALL.;.+:~ ...............  ,.. ......... ,  
638.SAVE ~'  L 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 DODGE CHRYSLEH LANCER (LeBaron 
G.T,S.) 5 DR,, auto trans, Low mileage. Like 
new condition. $6,995. 635.7842 6p17 
CTION AD 
~BUY v"SELL v" RENT ~"TRADE 
14, Boats & Madne 
30' AFT CARVER ~AT. Fully loaded with 
ele0tronlc 0ear. Twin Cummins engine. 49T M 
1-695.6698 4o16 
18. Business Services 
1984 CHRYSLER LASlER, 5 speed, tilt, power FDR SALE: 14' aluminum beat. 9.9 hp 
lock, am/fm cassette. New front tires E.O. Johnson like new condition with brand new 
82,000 km. $6000. 638-1772 evenlngs. -trailer,. $3,500. Phone 638.1266 call 
anytime. 3p18 3p18 
1961 GMC Short box Stepslde 4x4, 350.auto. 
Loaded, New tires & canopy. $6 000 o.b,o, 
Phone 638.2047 evenlngs, 3p18 
1984 CORVETTE, 107,000 kin., 1969 G.l.O, 
original drlvellne, 1970 GrandPdx original, FOR SALE 199018' AIIcraft with trailer, 115 
Sochs-Dolmas Chalnsaws, 14it: Sangster 35 merc with jet, row hours, excellent buyfl 
Merc. Call 632.6344 6p18 638.8444 alter 6:00 p.m. 3pl 9 
1982 CHEV CAVALIER Station Wagon. 14' ALUMINUM SPORTS-PAL canoe, Includes 
$3,200 or will trade forP.U, of equal value, paddles, life Jackets & cartop mounts. $450. 
635.3555 after 5 p.m. 6p18 638-8621 or 635.9221 3p19 
'89 MAZDA MX.6 GT, intercooled turbo. Too 
many options to list, New over $25,000. Must 
sell $16,950 call 624-2425 6p18 
1979 DATSUN 4x4, $1,000 o.b.e. Call 
635-4272 after 5 p.m. only 3p18 
1981 HONDA HATCHBACK. Motor and trans. 
good. Body wrecked. $300 takes It Call 
635.4272 alter 5 only. 3p18 
1970 CLASSIC RED MUSTANG Convedable 
302. Auto. Mint. Restored and beautiful.' 
$12,900 o.b.o. Scdous enquiries only. Calf 
collect (Pdnce George) 967-4329 6p18 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. $7,500 For more infer. 
mation call 635.3565 6p19 
19' DEEP-V Flbreglasa boat. Walk-thru wind- 
shield, C.B., depth sounder, 150 H,P. Marc., 
V-6, power tilt, extras. Roadrunner trailer 
690-7436 Fort Fraser, 4p18 
34' BRUCE ROBERTS STEEL SLOOP. Foam in. 
sulated, SS Rigging, alum. mast. Wagner 
hydraulics, destroyer wheel. Real teak in- 
terior. Volvo diesel Dickinson Pacific 35 Ib 
CQR Sea kindly and dry. Good sailer, 3 sails. 
Equiped for cruising. June 1990 Survey. 
798-2267 4pl 7 
15. Machinery 
1987 KENWORTH W900 Cummins 444. 8 spd 
trans, S.S. H,D clw 1987 Peerless jeep. 1985 
L.D,E. pole trailer, E,C. $90,000 635-4737 
6pl 7 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1977 
Brodex Td-axle log trailer. Both one owner. 
Good condition must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 699.6460 15pl 7 1988 HONDA CIVIC 3 dr. hatchback. Special 
Edition. 40,000 km, excellent condifion. Ask. 
ing $11,000. Call Sheunce or Laurie days 
635-6361, Eves 635.5382 lp19 
1988 CHEVROLET CAVALIER Z24, red, mint 
cond., p/w, p/I, sunroof, air, digital instrumen. 
tatioo, amlfm stereo, bra, 4 new summer and 
winter tires, new brakes, rust protection, 
luster glaze, fabdc care, 5.speed, $13,500. 
o.b.e., ept]onal Pioneer stereo system. 
847-3289 4pl 9 
1986 HONDA ACCORD EXI. Gold. Fully load. 
ed. $12,700. o.b.o. Leave message at 
635-2245 Ask for Mark. 2p19 
1985 SU8URU STATION WAGON. One owner, 
gend condition. Asking $6,500. Phone Leonce 
at 638-1012 3pl 9 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1987 F250 4x4. Fuel injected, 6 cylinder. 
Running boards. 2 tone paint. G.C. still under 
extended warranty. $12,600 635-4350 even. 
lugs. 6pl 4 
1987 DODGE DAKOTA, Excellent cood. V6, 
long box, 67,000 km, 2x4, canopy included, 
am/fro cassette. Leave message 847-9167. 
Must sell 6pl 4 
1986 CHEVY DEISEL PIU. $12,500 
635-7235 alter 6:00 p.m. 6p17 
1981 GMC V= ton P/U, 4x4, std, canopy. 
$4,500 o.h.o. 635-6464 6pl 7 
1984 DODGE POWER RAM. 4x4 diesel, oood 
condition. $3,500 call 635-7794 6p17 
1979 DODGE RAM CHARGER. 4x4, new tires 
and brakes. $2,900 firm 635-3947 2pl 6 
1980 GMC 1 TON Crew Cab. 2 wheel driver, 
350 engine, A.T. Asking $5,000. 1976 Cita. 
tlon 18W Travel Trailer. Self Contained, 
tandem axles. Asking $4,500. Will sell as 
package for $8,550. 632-3742. 3pl 8 
FOR SALE BY SEALED BID. 1988 Dodge' 
Dakota 4x4. V/6, Auto, lots of options. For ap. 
pointment to view call 638.0999. Highest or 
any bid not necessarily accepted. 2pl 8 
FOR SALE 8Y BID: 1968 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
Low mileage, needs some body work. For ap- 
pointment to view, call 638-0999. Highest or 
any bid not necessarily accepted. 2pl 9 
1979 FORD 4x4 F-150 Supercab, air cond, 
am/fm cassette, well maintained, fitted for 
camper & towing (overload springs and 2 way 
battery). New Michelin tires. One owner. 
$5,500, o.b.e. 635-7633 or 632-2898 lp19 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1985 BIG FOOT Spirit Wing, 17 foot, 1895 
Ibs, sleeps 5, carpeted, hut and cold 
bathroom/shower. Four burner stove/oven, 
3.way fridge. Immaculate condition $10,000 
firm. 567.3959 anytime. 4pl 6 
MOTORHOME 1980 Class C - 23 ft., kit com. 
pantun. Fully loaded, including air on roof, 
dash. 440 Dodge motor 32,000 miles 
$18,900 635-6790 6pl 6 
PRICE REDUCED, 1981 24' Travelaire 
motorhome. New 350 motor, Chev body, awn- 
ing, full bath. E.C, $22,500 638-1236 after 
S:00 p.m. 6pl 7 
1987 HONDA GOLDWING 1 ,()OOcc Motorcycle 
c/w Vettederring, Ksauser bags and trunk, 
Kenwond stereo. New Bike cover and trailer 
hitch $3,000 699.6460 15pl 7 
1973 CHAMPION MOTOR HOME. 25 foot class 
A 1Vz ton chassis. 4000 watt power plant 
sleeps 7, $15,000 Phone 699.6.460 15pl 7 
1984 24' CITATION 5th Wheel. Fridge, stove, 
oven, double sink, queen size bed, shower & 
tub, toilet. E.C. $18,500 evenings, el; 
weekends 638.1280 6pl 7 
FOR RENT, RECREATIONAL VEHICLE, 11 foot 
camper and 4x4 regular cab pickup for rent, 
Rate of $500 per week with 500 kilometers 
per week free. I deal for sportsman use] Call 
Steve at 635.5338 3pl 7 
5th WHEEL 1990 25Vz' Prowler Linx. Oueen. 
size B.R,, stove, oven, fddgelfreezer, beth. 
Must sell for health reasons. 635.7442 6p18 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 75 Triple E Dodge 
Motor Home, sleeps 6, 3-way fridge, furnace; 
stove, call 632.6043 6p18 
12. Motorcycles 
1979 MF80 BACKHOE. Excellent condition. 
$25,000 Call 635.9727 6p17 
10 HP BOLEN GARDEN tractor, Snow blower 
& rotodiller. $1,500 ph. 635-3258. 12p18 
PILING BLADE for International T.D.-20C. 
Good condition. Asking $4,000. o.b,o. Also 
skldder im, 18.4x34, $200. Call 567-3814. 
4pl 9 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Will deliver $3,25 per bale. 
Call 846.5584 6p16 
JOHN DEERE 6601 combine. Pull types, good 
condition. Call 567-4896 4pl 6 
OUALITY HAY; thousands of bales; green & 
dry crop fertilized. No reasonable offer refus- 
ed. Phone: 845-7867 4pl 7 
HAY FOR SALE: $50/ton. Round or square 
bales. Call 567-4620 or 567.4362 4p18 
HAY FOR SALE: Good quality. No rain 
635.3380 6p18 
17. Garage Sales 
L,~RGE PAINTING OF KALUM LAKE donated in 
error to B.C. Senior Games Society Garage 
Sale June 2, 1990. Buyer please telephone 
635.5885 or Happy Gang Centre 635-9090 
~_19. LOSt.& +- - - -  " - .Found,+_,, ...... , 
LOST set of keys at Lakelse Lake picnic area. 
Friday August 10, 1990. Reward offered. 
635-9551 after 5 p.m. 2p18 
1987 350 A.T,V. Yamaha Warder. Loading 
ramp, racks Included. Electdc start and 
LOST behind Kalum Shell Station an~ Kalum 
Gardens, 1 black change purse containing I.D. 
Call 635.4219 if found, early in morning or 
late in evening. 2p19 
LOST BLACK neutered mate cat, red collar & 
leash. Lost in area of Sandman Inn. Missed. 
Childs pet. Reward offered 635-3456 2p19 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appllancd Repair 
• Electrical Wldng 
IVAN & MITOH 
6[~ -80ALL- - - ' -1  -72 91 
I 
20. Pets & Livestock 
2 PINTO MARES for sale 633.2668. Or leave 
message at 635.4175 6pl 5 
- BEAUTIFUL KFi-I'ENS, ready to go. Small itter, 
don't delay. 1-692-3722. Call anytime. Let It 
ring. " 4p17 
2 - 2 YR OLD quarter horses. Beautiful 
heads, necks, bodies and legs. Lovelydlsposl- 
lions. Will take trades, boats, trailers, W.h.y. 
1-692-3722 4pl 7 
BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN CAHRACOR retreivers, 
CKC registered, ew.claws removed. All shots 
and tatooed. $300. Ready mid August. Phone 
747.2638 after 5 p.m. QuesneL 4p35 
LOST MALE ORANGE CAT near Parkslde 
School. Answers to Spike. Reword offered 
638.8893 3pl 7 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now. Phone 694-3456 before 
8 a.m, 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Suffolk P, am for sale. Phone 
694-3456. Best before 8 a.m. 4p33 
REGISTERED PURE BRED Calm Terrier pups. 
Good home and travelling companions. 
Marguedte.Peny 847-3052 or 636.8556 
4p18 
ALL  BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 1 O Years Experience 
JANE .TUBNER 638"8018 
Mornlnoim' Evenlnge . 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human dghts code In BdOsh 
Columbia lorbids puel]catlo'n Of any advertise- 
meat in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancesby, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 29, 990 - Page D9 
23. Work Wanted 
TIRED OF HIGH ACCOUNTING COSTS? Ex- 
perienced and qualified for your bookkeeplno 
needs, Reasonable rates, Call Uane at 
635-4344 or 635.9592 6p19 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER available for 
work, 635-3103. 6pl 4 
JOURNEYMAN carpenter will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patios, etc. Call 
after 6 p,m. 635-6277 6p15 
WILL BABYSIT In my home Men..Sat. 
Located in horseshoe area, Call Michelfe at 
638-1627 61)15 
BOOKKEEPER looking for work, Over 25 yrs 
expedence with 2 yrs. computer, Leave 
message at 635-9423 6pl 5 
WILL BABYSIT in my home, children 16 mon- 
ths to 3 years. Must he fulltime (mon.-fd.) 
Black from Uplands school. References. 
635-2118 3pl 9 
24. NoNces 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to gen~al 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
deellng with human life issues such as abor- 
tion an(] eUtllanasm. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5ffnc 
AUTOMOllVE 
Active Auto Brokero, dlsp~al 
agent for Active Bailiff Servlnes, 
Repossessions, estate, iogets, 
care, trucks, motorhomea, boats. 
Call Mr. Price (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Decks. Decks. Decks. Wemher- 
dokCanada's leading supplier el 
waterproof sheet vlnyte for sun- J 
decks, balconies, roofdecka nd I 
po~ surrounds. Has a licensed I 
dealership available in this area J 
Investment can ha as low an I 
$6,000 and Includes opening in- l 
venlory, tools and training In sales i 
and InstallatlorB ee well as office I 
systems. Thsae succass~uldesd. 
erahlps can mn as either lug or 
part-time operations. Contact Mr, 
Chalsson (604)860-1200 colleot, 
STORE MANAGER. Exciting 
store In northem Yukon town re- 
quires young aggmaslve grocery 
opars!or. Pull gromry operation 
oxpenon©e r quired, in purchas- 
Ing, rotalling, Invantory control, 
management. Accounting and 
some computer experience an 
osaet, Sul~ddized hauMng avail- 
able, wage package and banetit a i 
nng~. I~d~. Muctbe proparedto l 
worn hard and Interested In a I 
challenge, Repiyto= IS212-79A I 
Ave,, Edmonton, AB, TSR 31-14, 
Include resume Wlth reforanses, i 
New business opportunity. Top J 
.,~.Um. FulVp~41mo. No sarong. I 
Nolnveslmenl, Mesaappnel. Be [ 
flrstl (306)343-6515. Impact 
Assodatee, 2121 Wlgglne Ave., 
Sa~oon,  SK, STJ 1W4. 
Now Dry Cleaner to open Sep- 
tember 17 In Salmon Arm. 
Bafeway, K-Mart, many other 
su=~e~lUl stoma dudng last ten 
years. Odve-in Window. Tndning 
THE ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE. presents 
their 4th annual Fall Fashion Show, fashions 
by Terrace Coop Family Fashions, Glass Slip- 
per Bridle Shoppe and Hair Styles by Rhonda's 
Hair Styling to be held at the Elks Hall. Oct 
17th at 8:00 p.m. For more information phone 
635.3160 4p20 
FREE INFORMATION about the watchtower 
society. Has it been honest with you? For 24 
hour recored message phone 847.4354. New 
topic every week. 4p19 
MR. & MRS. VANDEVELDE celebrate their 
40th wadding anniversary. You are invited to 
an open house reception at the Happy Gang 
Center. Saturday, September 1, 1990 at 3 
p,m, to 5 p.m. lp19 
REGISTRATION for Terrace French Preschool 
will be 9:30 a.m., September 5 at the school. 
Openings for Tuesday/Thursday fternoon or 
Wednesday/Friday morning and afiemoon. For 
more information call Patty 635-9685 or Terry 
638-8425 2pl 9 
28. CaMs of Thanks 
A THANKS TO Mr. and Mrs. Demmitt and the 
two young gentlemen in the motorboat who 
helped us on Sunday, Aug. 12, 1990. When 
the wind storm stranded us at Gruchy's 
Beach, From Eva Berg. lp19 
, II 1~ 
VISA :. 
26. Business 
OpportuniUes 
FOR SALE OR LEASE - Two res~urante In; Fort 
St. James. One with fake view, Ilcanusd din. 
Ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a mdel. 996.7510, tth 
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY In a rapidly grow. 
Ing toadst area. Located on Hwy. 37, 60 
miles south of Dease Lake. We offer a Ibusy 
convenience store, showers, .and taundnj, 
summer cabins, a double bedroom ~dt with 
kitchenette. 20 unit campsite --; some With 
full honk-ups, along with a 4 bedroom home. 
C/w workshop. All of this on 10 viewing acres 
with room for expansion. Contact J, Taylor, 
Willow Ridge Resort, Iskut, B,C. VoJ 1KOT'p13 
BEAUTY SAt:OH FOR SALE. Downtown Ter- 
race, good Iocatlen, set up for three operators, 
asking priceS25,000, 635-7961. 6p14 
TWO WELL ESTABLISHED businesses coder 
one roof. Welding machine repair shop and 
electronic shop for sale. Sedous onquldesm- 
ly 632.5537 8p15 
FOR SALE complete muffler franchise in. 
~ludes pipe.bender, pre-bent and strai0ht pipe, 
fittings. Do(nesUc, import and pedormanne 
mufflers, F~.tory support. Great add-on; or 
stand.alone opportunity 567-2602 4p17' 
TIRED OF A LIMITED INCOME? Now Is the time 
to get into the finest network marketing, Con. 
tact: 624-6491. M. Rysstad. 2085 Seal Cova 
Circle. Pdnce Rupert, B.C. V8J 2G4 41)18 
WEATHERDEK can offer you evertldnD you 
ever looked far in a business venture, we are 
Canada's leading supplier of sheet vinyls used 
In the deck waterproofing indestry. 0ur dealer- 
ships start at $6,000. and include Instaltatl0n 
and sales training, tools and opeelng Inven- 
tories. There businesses can be run as full or 
part time operations. If you are Interested in 
this road to financial independence, contact 
Mr. D, Chaleson at (604) 660.1200 41)19 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Tenace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5p.m. 
WANTEDll 75 overweight people to lose 
10.75 Ibs this summer. Easy, fun, 100% 
natural. Toll free 1-978-3027 8p14 
MODERN Metaphysics -- Readings available 
by appointment, phone Laurel at 635.77'76 
~17 
WARNING - It really worksf Lose weight 
NOW. Fast, simple, 100% guaranteed. 101~/~ 
natural nutdfion. Interested. Just call 
638-8134 6p16 
I~ i l  ~ E , ~  STREET, I 
[~RRACE.  B.C VBG 3E9 ~ I 
t~ J  ( ~ m ~ . 4 ~  ~ . . .  ' I  
Beginning in May  and~tobar ,  1 990 ,  grass  far- J 
tlflzer wil l  be appl ied |o all p laying fields in the Terrace J 
and Thomhi l l  area schools  dur ing the first week  of  each J 
month.  
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Those Ads appear In the more than 100 Ne~1~zpera el the B,C. and Yukon Community NewspapersAssodatbn 
and reach more than 1,500,000 potential readers. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
HELP WANTED BIJISiNE88 PERSONALS 
Wanted 85 peop~el Get more 
energy, feel greet, eat the foods 
that you low and lose weight, 
Diet ~ calltdl-fras 24 houm 1- 
978-3063, 
EDUCATION 
Require Body Shop Advisor to 
.wm..e up Ford warranty ICBC 
=aims, Body ~ work orders, 
doestimatos, orclor parto sndrun 
the floor. Wages nagotlable. 
Send resume to: Teny Cb~en, c/ 
o Steve Marshall Motors Lid., 
1384 Island Highway; Campbell 
River, vgw 2EI. 
Ttrsd el Iooldng for love In MI the 
wrong places7 Let ,ps help you 
find that special s ~ .  For 
more Informa, onwrite to Cupid's 
Corner, Box 1124, Ntona, Mani- 
toba, ROe OBO, 
Required immedistolyl Joumey- 
men techrddan forO,M, dealerin 
Merrttt, B.C. Must have GM. 
reverse $3,800. o.b,o, Phone 638.0771 6pl 7 
1'902 HONDA SILVER WING GL 500, Excellent 
EMPLOYABLE? ALWAYSI 
Canada needs oooks. After 6 
months el Intensive tridnir~, be 
employable In Canada's fastest 
growing ~lustry. Govemmenl 
funding, etudenl Ioana to fteKI 
your future, Job Ouamntes. Di- 
plorna, PIERRE DUBRULLE 
CULINARY SOHOOL, 1522 W, 
8th Ave., Vancouver, V6J 4R8, 
(604)738-3155, TdHree 1-800- 
667-7298. 
dealership expedonse. Wages 
$16.50/hour. Contact 'Bdan 
Defoe Molorcade, Box 1540, 
Merd,, B.C. V0K 2130. Tele- 
phone 378-9255. 
JOCUS- EARN EXTRA $$$. Do 
yeu like toys, Idds & ~$? JOCUS 
coed, Interstate fefflng and saddlebags. Make 
an offer. CaJ1632-3146 3p18 
LEAI~! EARNI nAVEl Income 
Tax Preparation Coumee. Free 
brochures. No~I~.  USR 
Tax Sen'ice, 205-134.5 Pan-,bins 
Highway, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 
2B6,1-800-665-5144. Exck~ 
franchise ten#odes available. 
DIPLOMA CORRESPON' 
DENCE. Free calendar. High 
Seho~ up~am~. ~,  BO~. 
ksep~, ~=our~g, Conw~m, 
Budnesa Administration, 5mMI 
Business Management, Leo i  
Secretary, Taxation, Mad~ting, 
Personnel, Hotel/Restaurant, 
Travel/Tourtem.., NzdlonM Col- 
lege, Vancouver. 688-4913,1oB. 
free t -800-387-1281 (24 hours, 7 
days/week). 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
CABLE YARDERS: One 
Eckolnggor-1 mounted on used 
404 1"]mberJ~ oonlf~,le(o 
cable. Excellent mmliflon. 
$57,000 F.O.B. Ende~y, B.C. 
838-6845 da~, Ba~ B~I, 
FOR 8~.E  MBO 
NumlnunVGisas Oraenheuses 
and Sdedun~ S+n~e and double 
glazed, straight and cuwnd cave 
unite. Phone or write for FREE 
BROCHURE: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders lid., 7425 Hedley Ave., 
B~y,  B.C., V§E 2R1. 433- 
HEALTH 
LIFE EXTENSION EXPANSION 
SYSTEM. Lees IntemaUonal. 
Trsim saeing. Nstund exordesa, 
Air 1001 Humanly Elevations. 
Only lie is predom~ Lee'e, 4711 
~ ,  Vancotwer, B.C. V5R 
(6o4)437-7771. 
HELP WAN1ED 
Tndn to manage nn ApmlmenV 
Condondnlurn complex. The 
(~ l~t -s l~  ~.  Rwn, 112o- 
760 W. Pender, Vancouver, 
B.C., V6C 1H2. 
HOUSEWIVES, Mo~ and In- 
t ~ m o n e ~ i  
sdely to sail toys and oHts tcr Na- 
tional Homo Pmty Plan, No In- 
wstment, ~l~i  or money 
~ .  Call (e19)256-7G05. 
Overseas Podtlous. H u l  
el top paying posittonc, Nlocou-. 
Alfrsclfve benefb. Free 
cletodte: Overseas Eml0leyment 
Sendms, Depl. CA, Box 460. 
Mour~ Royal, Qasbe~, H3P307. 
I F~ ing  clothing company Is 
making Sales ~.  to market 
Korm Cdom and Cumom Semen- 
In0 Iio local mtagom. Forward 
remmm to: Kona Cdom, 499 
Walllane Street, N~,  B.C., 
VgR887. 
provided If needed, d equipment meet manager for northern store 
.L.]uaranlaed. ~avegabte .  NORITAKE SALE! Terdb dim. VANCOUVER ISLAND GRO- Inlhe Yu~ Muethavefulloxpe- 
Phone: ooltect: 1-444-4462 days, 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO. 
spend with unattached Chdsttan 
~.opte, ages 1.e-~., ~ 
mg companmnship or mar- 
dsge. Write ASHGROVE, P.O. 
BOx 205, Chase, B.C., V0E 1 Me. 
I 14.  hats  & Marine I " "  J I mem, f~urse. W~e:Box t484, l 
21 FT. ALUMINUM R verboat. New inboard • V a ~ ,  B.O. V~ 3AO. 1- ] 
I ' engine, new Jet, on trailer. For more Informs- I (604)567-2620.. J ties, CallS35.6443 " 6p18 i ilia,ca ~r  ed In ~r  tooizl 70 HORSE OUTBOARD with controls and new~ • l L ' * , ,~ . r fo r=~$t - ,  lij steeds0,:2 hours on re.build, $1 500, :Call '~  ~ ~;:i " Dave690,7639 , 31)i6 I ' . . . .  :' ............. ............................................. . . . . . . . .  I I I II 
! ,  
countoonconanlpaifemel Beal I CER REQUIRES QUALIRED rlence In retail cuts, Inventory 
1~8882evenlnga. Courtesy theGSTi ~ i  I PEOPLENOWI We have lmme- vaDncareCo.Ud. Imursd. For I~  h i  ~ you I dIMwopenlngsforaBakewMan- costral, purchaMngandmerchan- ~llltheSouthPadfinSp~Bel, ~ 
Norl~pagem,¢dAbxi~dw'l I Igor, Bakery Cted~ Dell Clerk, dld.ng. Aleo have expedense In ZA Travel. VanoouvertAuck. 
"The Nodlaks F.xp~",Torontc I Produce Clerk, Grote W Clerks mmg beef/wholneale cutllng. 
be . immmd In I g  
nard and meeting new goals. 
i enee-tthesapodifonswiliouar. Flepty to: le212-70A Ave,, Ed- 
LI0hting flxttne, Weslam ~ aultee yoo e reply. 8o~esoful moNon, AB, TeR3H4. Foilme- 
ada 's targeMdtqgsy .Wl~ appiicanlswlllharawerdedwlth umewtihreferencne. 
and mtalf. Frae cm~lagus avai* Im axooBent starling wage and a 
..,od,~L~h~C.m, =.p.~.nc~e--~.m B~,XE ~|sm=jJ 
460OEordHsafin~zSl.,Bumaby0 ~ 7,R~r'¢etO:FAx, IL~AnAdvedlorlg'Be~BoY'[ IJB.C.,VS¢2KS, Pham:(604)2~ P~ksge' Reasa fax your resume 
Established emratlngstora for yencouvedSydnoy return from 
•eele in B.C.'e Cantrs] Interior. 
$200,000 per year Bales. $1,149t0 $1,570. TolHree 1- 
$65,000 includes stock 800.972-06928. ' 
LesVegsa, Caigmy, ~ In 
major ~ i  and wcatk~ deeln~ 
H~.s ell over North ~ , '  
• ~L  EXPRE~ ~m~l  ~;. 
sore, rooms'at half pdca. Phone / 
land, return from $899 to $1289. 
EDUCATIONAL TOYS-The toys I Rlvenddo golf. estates - lainvay 
thMsellthemselves. CallShelby, J wront homssnes, $39,500 - 
(604)275-.4350 or Edna, 888"- I $sg,500,15%down,111r2%ln. 
0675. ] temst over e years. CaJI Don 
print manager or pmsepemon [ RELAX, COUNTRY UVING. I, 
with management experience to 1 5, 10, acre lots. Wster, Hydro, 
menage medium size pdnting ] Telephone, dyer view and river 
operation in Pdnce George. Ap- I f r~  30 ndiss west el Kan~oope. 
pticant should have good men- Call oollecl: (604)373-2282. 
agement and organlzottosal 
skills. Posttionforthedghtap~l- Okanngan, lOO seat pub. Long 
cantwiloffargeodwagec~n- embllshed family operation. 
ustlon end excellent beneflts Highway 97. Farm, ranch and 
package. Please send resume logging community. Llvlngquar. 
and hand written cover letter to: ram. NO competlOon. Grassing 
Ann: R,Condon, Norend Graph- ~90,000to~16,000. Potential 
Is;, 1556 6th Ave., Pdme for$360,OOOplus,$31O,OOO8rm. 
George, B.C. V2L5BS. Terme. Call Henry Deonoyer, 
iradeisnd Realty Ud., 3410 
PRESTIGE 12 year old Canadian Coldstroam Ave., Vernon, B.C., 
firm seeks representatives for 545-5325 or 542.8712 eveM1gs. 
display merchandise ptaoemenl 
in yournraa. Earn up to $1,500 + ..SEflVIOE8 
weekly, Immediately, (4t6)756- MAJOR ICBC and Injury dakne. 
2156. (416)756-3174. Joel A. Wermr, tdai lawyer for 22 
RETAIL/WHOLEsALE/MEAT years. Call collect (604)736. 
MANAGER, Fullmealoperaflm 5500. Contingency fees avag- • 
with wholesale volume. Require able. injured In O.C. only. 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND. 
FAIRMONTHOTSPRINGS, B.C. 
Male Adop(se born Apdl 10th, 
1969, Powel River, B.C. Both 
bldh parsnto seek contact. Reply 
C.A.RJL, (604)277-.~55 
REAL ESTATE 
i 
i i' 
, i]!,: 
L~: 
"j 
) 
t~ 
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21, Help Wanted 
ONE QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed. Doris 
Coiffures call 638.1704. : 6pl 4 
SINGLE PARENT requires live-in nanny for 17 
month old LbOy. Apply at Box 60 clo Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, 6.C. 
. . . .  6pl 6 
MATURE WOMEN required as~llve.ln 
+ housekeepprlnanny. Duties are care of two 
boys ages 4 yrs & 2 yrs. Cooking, light house 
keeping. Pdvate 0uarters. Room & board In- 
cludod. References required. Pay negotiable. 
Starting Oct. ;1190 Call 638.6322 Day, 
635.7484 after 6 p.m. Ask for Norm. 3p17 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for full time fully licenc- 
ed journeyman mechanic, for local auto shop. 
Hourly wage plus bonus, plus full benefit 
package. Apply with resume to box No. 6471 
e/o Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle, Terrace 
B.C. V8G 168 6p17 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL Toy Company seeks 
consultants in Kitlmat, Do you like kids and 
toys. Earn $$$. Phone LIz Haws 638.0827 
ep19 
WANTED - -  Christian babysiHer for 8 
hrslweek for 9 month and 3Vz year old In 
Horseshoe area. Phone 638.0827 Sp19 
WANTED FULL TIME sales clerk for Colas 
Book Store. Experience an asset, but will 
train. Bring resume to 4741 Lakelse (Skeena 
Mall) 2p19 
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS applications for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap. 
pllcafion and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lc19 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a good income. 
Interested please phone 635-3484 lc19 
WANTED FULL TIME Qualified E.C.E. super. 
visor for southslde childrens centre, also part. 
time assistant. Starting date Sept. 4, 1990. 
Phone for interview or send resume to Dolores 
Stomess.BIIss, Seuthhank, B.C. VoJ 2P0 
694-3773 by Aug. 27, 1990 lp19 
BRAND NEW Diet Disc Program. Doctor 
created. Control nibbling. Lose 10-29 Ib per 
month safely and naturaly - cellulite, Make $ 
from your weight loss results guaranteed. Toll 
free 1-978.3031 lpl  9 
FULLTIME BABYSITTER NEEDED for 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. in thomheights area. Must have 
own vehicle, Call 638.8133 3pl 9 
Immediate poMtlon available 
for a mature, responsible, well 
groomed person for permanent 
part-time work, Please apply to 
the store with resume, 
4606 Lakel~e Ave.. Terrace 
PANAGOPOULOS 
2 FOR 1 PIZZA 
Is currently looking for 
DRIVERS 
for pizza delivery 
(must have own car) and for 
PIZZA COOKS. 
Experience an asset. 
Apply in person to 
4720-B Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
21, Help Wanted 
FULL'rIME POSITION for a loans officer with 
opportunity for advancement tomanagement. 
We're lOoking for someone who enjoys 
meeting and dealing with people, has O r. 12 
education and looking for a challenging 
career. We will provide a thorough on the job 
training program and a good salap/ and 
benefits packa0e. All applicants considered. 
Apply to Darren M, Smith, Trens Canada 
Credit Corporation Limited, 2-4623 Park Ave, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1V5, 2cl 9 
I Posit ion Now Available 
for e qualified 
HAIR DRESSER 
at the House of Shannon 
Phone 638.1127 ask for Leslie 
i 
22. Careers 
STORE 
DETECTIVE 
Bondable ,  rel iable person to 
a r res t  shop l i f te rs /a t tend  
court.  Training provided.  Pro- 
fess iona l i sm and peop le  
skills a must .  
Forward  resume to BOx 699 
c /o  Terrace Standard,  4647 
Lazel le Ave. ,  Terrace,  B.C. 
V8G 168.  
DENTAL 
ASSISTANT 
wanted (part time or full time). 
Are you an enthusiastic, ex- 
)erlenced ental assistant with a 
caring manner? Are you depen. 
dable and organized? 
If so, please send resume to 
Box 350, c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazefle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 168. 
CAREERS 
CARIBOO PRESS, a rapidly 
expanding,  progress ive  com-  
munity newspaper  company 
with of f ices f rom Vernon to 
Terrace,  is looking to  expand 
their  sa les force.  If you are 
energet ic ,  hard work ing  and 
self  mot ivated  and wou ld  be  
Interested in a career  in 
adver t i s ing  sa les ,  p lease  
send your  resume to Box  
D-6, 4647 Lazel le Ave. ,  Ter-  
race, B.C.,  V8G 168.  
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking ior ways to 
Corn 6 little ex~o c,~? 
We ore now 1ooLin 910 fdJ 
roules t~ur~gF, oul out 
distribution czea 
When you deliver 
TERRACE STANDARD 
OR 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE 
thee is no co~e~ng jug 
wdght del~veryi 
Ifyou are interested inioining 
the delivery team please fill out 
the form below and return it 
to our office. 
I'd l ike to 13o • TERRACE 8TANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Carrier 
ADDRESS:- 
PHOflE: . " - AGE: .~_  
Memo dr~ off o.r stud to: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Terry) 
4647 L~zelJo Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 168 
g l u I N l ~  H I  N i N I  o i m l  i N N  m i i f  HN f I t  i ~  i H i  m WH H N nN I l l  (m.q  I ~ ml  
....... ROUTES 
i We ere looking for carriers for the following areas - 
• Keith, Aga,, Haugland, Molflor. Eby, Kenny. 
241 - 5000-5300 McConnoll, 5100-5200 $oucle, 
+ R0yd, Manhall 
285-  Cmscenlvlew, Toynbeo, Mountalnvlew, Sands. 
A Wednndly Community NemNper Disldbuled 
. + Is.6600 limes and A 8hopper I)lsldbuted In 14,000 Homes 
TI O::N , AD 
P"BUY "SELL  "RENT ,,'TRADE 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY , ;  ::, 
ALL WEST GLASS 
is looking for someone with bookkeeping experience and 
considerable computer knowledge. This person must be 
willing to travel and be able to deal well with people. All 
West Glass is a growing company with good benlfits. The 
position is located in Smlthers, B.C.. 
Please send resume and salary expectations to: 
Box 850, Smlthers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 
PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Required for progressive prevention odented practice. Ex- 
cellent remuneration end benefits with opportunity for per- 
sonal and professional growth and development hrough con- 
tinuing education. 
Apply with resume to: : ~::! 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlatti's Office ~,  ~ :~ .... 
4623 Lakeise Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. ~ • ..... 
635"2552 . . . . .  : 
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND HOUSING 
OFFICE ASSISTANT 2 (Aax,lary Position) 
791.92 Biweekly 
ours of work: 8:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m, 
QUALIFICATIONS: Preferable secondary School graduation or 
equivalent combination of education and experience; a good 
knowledge of the operation of equipment associated with the position, 
and knowledge of general office procedures. A minimum of one year's 
experience related to the function to be performed or an acceptable 
equivalent combination of education and experience. Ability to type at 
a MINIMUM speed of 50 words per minute. 
DUTIES: filing; receptionist duties; data entry; typing letters, memoran. 
da, reports etc. 
Closing Date: Sept, 14, 1990. 
Applications and resume to be mailed .to Ministry of Social Services 
and Housing, 34-3412 Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2 
Attention: Lynne Eastman. 
PARTS PERSON 
The largest import dealer in the Northwest re- 
quires an experienced parts person. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an ex- 
cellent earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact... 
Thornhill Motors Ltd. 
3040 Hwy. 16 E 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 635-7288 
DLR. 7043 ~ i 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. s wholly owned 
subsidiary of Repap Enterprises. Our operations include 
a bleached kraft pulpmlll in Prince Rupert and a state of the art 
sawmill in Terrace. 
We are looking for  s: 
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN 
Our Woodlands Operations are located in Terrace, responsi- 
ble for management of a T.F.L. and a Forest Ucence with a 
combined annual harvest of over 1,000,000 m'. 
We are looking for an Individual to assist the Forestry Super- 
visor In carrying our silviculture responslbllitiss on our 
tenures. 
Candidates should be forestry graduates from a technical 
school or university. Previous forestry experience will be an 
asset. 
The Terrace area has a population of over 20,000 with ex- 
cellent recreational opportunities. 
Interested candidates hould send resumes in confidence by 
September 14, 1990 to: 
Skeena 
A.T .  Ar isen 
Industr ial  Relations Manager 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC, 
Box 3000 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C6 
RECONNECT 
RECONNECT PROJECT 
We are looking for a dynamic, self-directed person to 
manage an innovative youth street worker program in the Ter- 
race area. The person will be part of a provincial network 
working in the community to assist youth that are on the 
streets to Reconnect with their home communities, families 
and social service agencies. 
The person we hire will be able to work flexible hours, have 
effective communication skills, and have the ability and 
': ~ knowleoge to access community youth resources, agencies 
arid organizations. 
The ability to relate to street youth is considered essential 
for this challenging position. 
Requirements: Senior matriculation, preferred social ser- 
vices degree or related poet secondary education and 2 
years related experience." B.C. ddvera license. Submit to 
R.C.M.P. cdmlnal record check. 
Wages: $12:00 per hour based on a 36 hour work week. 
Closing Date: September 14, 1990 at 4:00 p.m. 
For further information, Contact.Yvonne Reid at 635-7087. 
Please submit your resume with references to: Terrace & 
* District Community 8ervlcos Society No. 1 --  3216 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V6G 2X0. 
Autenlotive Journeyman 
SHERMAN GM in Prince Rupert •requires an 
automotive journeyman mechanic. 
Excellent wage and fringe benefits. 
Contact :  : i 
SHERMAN GM 
Monday to Saturday 
624-9171 
I 
Therapeutic Residential 
Care Home 
Serving the Haze~tons and surrounding com- 
munities has immediate openings for: 
• Program coordinator  
• Two (2) sets  of House Parents 
(working 2 weeks  on - -  2 weeks off) 
• One (1) full t ime Child Care Worker 
• One (1) relief Child Care Worker 
The home provides residential therapeutic care services to 
adolescents, male and female. 
Candidates should have a mlnumum of two years experience in 
adolescent residential programs with a University degree preferred. 
Other qualifications would include: supervisory and administrative 
skills, counselling experience (Individual and group counselling), ex- 
perience in handling crisis situations and the ability to work as a team 
member. 
Salary is dependant upon experlece and qualifications. Please sub- 
mit your written application along with references to (all replies in 
confidence): Hezelton Family Life Society 
Box 115, New Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2JO 
Candidates must be willing to submit to a security check. Closing 
date: September 7, 1990. 
Northwest Community College 
TERRACE . 
INVITES APPL ICAT IONS FOR 
COOK I 
Northwest Community College, Terrace campus, is seeking applications for a Cook I In 
the Food Services Division. This is a part.time term appointment commencing as soon as 
possible and terminating December 21, 1990, and Is covered by the terms and condi- 
tions of the Collective Agreement between the College and the B.C.G.E.U. Some shift 
work may be involved. 
Duties Include handling of cash or meal tickets, maintaining cold display unJt, hot and 
cold beverage station, perform various cleaning tasks, keep cafeterfa dining area, condi- 
ment station, salad bar and silverware/trey station in a sanitary condition, 
The successful applicant will possess the following: 
EDUCATION: Education equivalent to completion of Grade 10, knowledge of the routines 
Involved In a fond production/food services operation, or any equivalent combination of 
work, education and experience. 
81gLLS: Ability to follow directions and to learn routine involved. A high degree of per- 
sonal hygiene, cleanliness and integrity, ability to work with others where required, abili- 
ty to deal with the public and the student body. 
EXPERIENCE: Three years as a Cashier In a fond service location. Ability to promote and 
contdbute to the College's Food Service Division. 
Resumes should be submllted In confidence by Tuesday, Sept. 4, 1990 to: 
Manager, Ancillary Services, 
Northwest Community College, 
P.O. Box 726, 
Terrace, B.C. • : 
V8G 4C2 
/ 
i ' \XSAN,OUSESOCi rY 
~(~ BOX $87, 
(~ TERRACE, B,C. 
VSO4B$ 
Is seeking qualified applicants for the position of 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Qualifications: 
- -  Excellent Interpersonal skills 
- -  Ability to establish and monitor budgetary policies 
Good wdtten and verbal communication skills 
- -  Initiative and sound judgement " 
- -  Administrative background, •including computer 
operations 
- -  Knowledge of grant and proposal writing 
"Must  submit to e cflmlnal search 
Duties: 
- -  Provide overall admlnistration/euparvis~lon, of current 
programs Int:ludlng administration office and office 
support staff 
- -  Responsible for coordinating fund raising activities and 
publio relations ' • 
--Uaison between board of directors and various 
government agencies 
- -  Evaluation end upgrading of petioles and procedure 
- -  Handle all correspondence of Society 
Salary negotiable based on experience and qualifications, Ex- 
cellent benefit package, 
'•" ' " ' :i''L ";' :~r/4~Jbimlf'reel, nO8 to: 
~ ' *'Nd, 6.3238 KaJum ~'eet,  " i  . 
Terrace, B,C, V8G 2N4 • : :, ~ . ~ ~- ~ :- 
I 
E 
)N 
~,"BUY ~'SELL ~" RENT v'TRADE 
• Terrace Stan¢lard, Wednesday, August 29, 1990 -Paoe Bl1: ~ 
- -' i 
32. Legal Notices 
( ~  Prove• Um~W of o( 
8r,~Sh C~umb~ , F~ests 
Calling 
For. Tenders 
Ikeled Ten(kin= for the eoa~n~tl~ o~ 
tham the~tmml MgM I~ndml 
(3,100 n~tnm) enm~ or lees of clm~ S 
r~l on the Kwlna0eeee -- Jig hw 
tFr e°~t 8oo1¢o I~ed wlH be m~oh~d by 
Olitrlot lilanegM, KMum Forget 
• etrl~, 300.6230 Kellh Am~ue, Terries, 
, ~ |~0 mid Will be opeoed ~ p~l=dHo at 
thai time. 
AJI e~es  shoed be ~mde to ~e above 
men,Shed address o¢ phone 638-3290. 
Tendenl mu~t be ease su l~ to lhe condl- 
Uon~ of tend~ and Bulm~'ed on b'w forum 
e~l In the enveblm summed, 
No tender =hal be consk~e~d lw~ig my 
~ deuses ~ end the 
t 0¢ ally tender will hot nec~ be 
accepted, 
B~s ehodd be ~e tnet ecc~dk~ to 
the ¢on~J~n~ of tends, fen (10) pecent ol 
the tendered orlce Is req~ked mbld bond 
o¢ bld deposlt. 
I PESTICIDE USE PERMIT 
B.C. Hydro: Terrace Production Office 
5220 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R5 
Phone 638-5640 
B.C. ' Hydro intends to apply herbicides under Pesticide 
Use Permit No. 105-470.90/92 to tall-growing vegetation on 
the transmission line rights-of-way 5L63, 
2L991100110111031105, 1L381/387 and 
60L283129513801390139113921392AI3931394. Roun- 
dup, containing the active ingredient, glyphosate, will be lap- 
plied selectively, by stem Injection, cut-surface foiler and 
wipe-on techniques. These methods are designed to 
minimize the amount of herbicide used, while enhancing 
growth of low-growing vegetation and safeguarding water- 
bodies. 
All appllcation3 will comply with the regulations under the 
Pesticide Control Act as well as the specific Pesticide Use 
Permit conditions, 
Applications may commence between a date 31 days 
following the day advertlslr~g requirements have been met 
and the 31st of December 1992,-and will be carried out 
selectively over 335 heotaras. 
Coples of the permlt and maps may be viewed at the Ter- 
race Production Office and the B.C. Hydro Prince Rupert 
Dlstdct Office. 
If you have any quedee regarding the proposed herbicide 
and application techniques, please contact Terrace Produc- 
tion Office, B.C, Hydro, at the above address or phone 
.... number. .... 
INVITATION 
TO BID 
NOTICE TO 
CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tande~ endorsed "Exterior 
Cleddin9 -- Phase 2, Caledonta Secon- 
defy School" waft be received by Lothar 
Hitler, M~ntanance Superintendent, 
up to 3:00 p,m. local time, Friday, 
September 7, 1990. 
Eeeentll!ly the work consist• of 
recladdlng the existing edmlnletra- 
tlon and industrial workshop wails, in- 
c~rpo~tlno new doors, frames and 
gJazing. All am elNl~lfied end ehown 
on dmwlnoe. 
General Contractors may obtsin a set of 
decumenta from the Architect on 
deposit of $50.00 refunded only upon 
retum of decumante in good conditions 
within ten (10) days of close of tender. 
Documents will be avaltabte for Inspec- 
tion from: 
Architect's Office 
Tonace Plan Room 
Bulldey Valley and Lakes District 
construction Assoc. 
Nocthem B.C. ConstmcOon 
Assoclstlon 
Amalgamated Construction 
/u~ecistton 
Tenders must be accompanied by a 
certified cheque in •e amount of 
$§,000, drawn in fnvoor of School 
Disb~t No. 88 (Terrace), which will be 
forfeited on fallurs of tenderer to enter 
Into contract when requested. This cer. 
tiffed cheque will be reteined by the 
Owners until satisfactory completion of 
the work and will be released In con. 
Junction with holdbeck funds. 
A bld bond nnd eubeequent 50 percent 
Perfonnence Bond may be substituted 
for cerlflfted cheque listed above. 
The rules of the Prince George Bid 
Depository SHALL NOT APPLY. 
Royce Condle Ascoctates Architect: 
4603 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V9 
Tel: 1835.7191 
contact: Dave Oleksewich For: 
Sehool district No. 88 
(Terrace) .... 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G SE9 
Tel: 835-4931 
contact: Lothar Heller 
T _  s |1~ 
~m 
It's All New! 
and read by over 60,000 people 
each week! 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of (he deceased: 
DELFINO: DELFINE, LATE OF 4103 
SPARKS STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
.Crsdlto~ and othershaving itelms 
against the said estate(e), are hereby 
required to send them duly verified to- 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 266-800 
Hornby Street. Vancouver, B.C., VOZ 
2E5, before SEPTEMBER 26, 1990 
after which date the assets of the said 
estste(s) will be distributed, having 
regard only to ctaJme that have been 
received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
,n~ ~ BChydro 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
LOCAL WORK CONTRACT E704-022 
B.C. Hydro Is inviting tenders for pickup 
and delivery of shipments containing 
monies, cheques, mall anger secudttes 
from the B.C. Hydro office at 5220 Kelth 
Avenue to specified tecations in Terrace. 
Companies must he bonded under the 
Private InvestJgaters and Sacodty Agen- 
ctes Act. 
Sealed bids must be received at B,C. 
Hyde, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, no 
later than 11:00 a.m.September:12, 
•1990. 
Tender documents ate available at the 
above office, For further Infon'narian 
please contact Dave Bulger at 638-5629. 
D~tCsh OdumUU ~a~th 
utvlslon OF 
VlT~ SI"AllSTKZ~ 
CERTIRCATE OF CHANGE 
OF NAME 
This is to certify that on 21st day of 
February, 1965, the names described 
herein were changed In accodance of the 
Name Act of Bdtish Calu~nbla as follows: 
Name changed from MEHAR SINGH RAXI 
Name cha~ged lo MEHAR SINGH DASAN. 
Race of Residence: 4639 Weber Avenue, 
Terrace, In the Province of Bdtlsh ~olum. 
ua~ 
Namo of Wife: DEVINDER KAUR RAHI 
Changed to: DEVINDER KAUR BASANTI 
Mtnts~ el ., Proves ~ 
EdUsh C0kmtq Forests 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION8 ? 
• Notice of pre.hawest silviculture prelmriptlone Pursuant o section 3 of the , 
Silvlculture regu[atlerm. 
The following areas have proposed prescrlprions that will apply If ~vml ,  :-~ 
Is obteined from the Minlstry of forests. The proposed l~t lon  will be 
B~u~ to.r v~win.o unti~ .o¢. t .o'.,~r e. ~ 96o et t~ rof~o,.'~ ~ , 0 ~  
B~ow, ounng rsflulsr wor~Jng noun;. . : .  * 
To ensure consideration, any written comments must be made to llhe,'i~ 
District Manager, Ministry of Forests, 200-5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrlce~ :~11 
B.C. V8G 1L1 by the above date. . , :~, 
T.S.L. Location Area Amandmord 
A-31046 Vandyke ~h~1!O ~yon/no} ' ,Yea , ; 
A-36544 Vandyke 60.0 No 
A-31854 Beam Stsiton 14.0 Yes 
A-31220 Beam Station 07,0 Yes 
A-31855 Beam Station 22,O Yes * 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Mlnletry of Trsneportetlon end 
Hlohwaye Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are Invited for the 
following: 
Project No.: 06791 
Lecstlon: Owens Reed, 12 lun. Wect of 8mlther#. 
Description: Construct m prestressed concrete box effinga¢ 
bridge across Toboggan Creek and modify the appreschon to this bridge. 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the CondltJo~ 
of Tender on the forms Ixovided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at The Bulkley Nasa Disffict Of- 
rice, Bag 5000, 3793 Nfmd Avenue, Smith•m, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 
until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on September Oth, 1990, when 
tenders wgl be opened In public. 
A security deposit/surely bid bond WILL be required (in ancor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifics- 
rions and conditions of tender are available FREE OF CHARGE 
from the Ministry of Trsnspertatlon and Highways 
BULKLEY NASS DISTRICT OFFICE 
BAG 5000 
3793 ALFRED AVENUE 
SMITHER$. B.C. 
V0d 2N0 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1 :CO p.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Fddey, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract docamentetton '•hall be 
made by cerllried cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Mintetar of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases ere 
non-refundable. 
For further Information contact Gerrlt Appartoo, Project 
Manager at (604) 847-7403 or fax 847-7219, 
The lowest or nny tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
~"~-""  = ' "  ~ Bdlish Columbia 
. .~ .=. - . .~- .  ~ovi=e of
A~:~~-O Minist. o, T,..sp=.,o. 
~ O V ~  and Highways 
- - - -~=~ ~- -~- - '~  Hononral~e Rite M. Johnston, Minister 
J 
and SUMMER 
THIRST .  
QUENCHER 
CLASSIFIED Special 
Serving: 
*" :i•/'• :' • ,i " . 
• Terrace * Ouesnel ~ i  * HouSton 
• Smithers • 100 Mile House • Fraser Lake 
• Burns Lake • Logan Lake = Vanderhoof 
• Ft. St. James . Hazelton = Ashcroft 
• Cache Creek • Williams Lake "' ~i~i !:! 
. . .  with complete cable &..broadcast~hstmgs,: 
crossword puzzle, sports hlghhghts, soap Updates, 
horoscopes and much, much more! 
Run any classified word  ad 
in the Terrace Standard at a cost  of: 
"3/=6 o 
INSERTIONS 
o , , -  
AND RECEIVE A 'FREE' 7s0 mL OF PEPSI 
While Quantities Lest 
*Maxlmum 20 words 
Addittonalwords 5¢ each 
• Ad will run for 3 consecutive issues • No abbreviations 
Deadline for Wednesday • No Cancellations * Ads must be prepaid 
- -  Noon Saturday • No Refunds • Applies to pdvate party ads only 
_ • • Availatile to all classificatzons * we gladly anceot VISA and Msstercard 
Oniy 60¢ 8,t dealer stands or at 
The Terrace Standard 
For advertisingi rates, call a 
; sa le  =representative at... 
HURRY! 
This Special Won't Last Lon,oz  .:
E STANDA 
 TERRACE  STANDARD  ,o,, =,.,vo  r.o J TerraCe,4647 LazelleB.C. V8GAvenue188 i !!~! I ;  
. . . . .  ' " ' .... ' ' " " "  ' . . . . . . . .  " J . . . .  . ~'" : i  
lm ~ 
r . .  
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
.... ~ 0 0  
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION --  GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
TON METAL BENF.,'NG PRESS 
JIM NEID 
(604) 635-3476 . " 
4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B,C. VSG 3Y8 
I 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
,~,,~Class "A" Electrical Contractor 
; ~ ) Industrial, Commercial, Resldenfiol 
J.S, PALAHICKY 
Phone: 638-8406 - Fox: 636-8407 
4908 Lamloly Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4N5 
Weddings • Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
460~ I.~kel~ Awmu~ 
T _enlce IIIkllllll 
••RECKING 
- ~  635-6837 635-9383 
Pads 24 Hr. Towing 
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 3W6 
Out  o f  Town Ca l l s  1 -800-663-8151 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
I 
I SOFA AND CHAIR 
=54,95 
Check our rates for other furniture and carpets 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
S A L ELS ?; : S E R V I (': [ 
let's talk 
- - - r . .  
• Marine radlo~ 
• • Mountain top repeaters 
, ,~.t~.o • Satellite Sales & Service MUNICAT ION$ 
I ~ I D L A N ~  dealer 
Northland ,.~oo~ o~,,v,.. 
Communications 638-0261 • 
I i l  
I 
I 
I 
numl an a ,  ~,- n - - - ,  
m u m n n n  
i n  u l  I i  
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MAMCURES * MA~E.UP * FACIALS 
• SCULPTURED I~$ • PEDICURES 
• EYELASH & EYEBROW TINTIN~ 
• BODY& FACL*I HAIR REMOVAL ' 
PHONE 635-4997 PLUS 
4652 Lozelle Avenue, TANNING & TONING 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IS~ Total Beauty & Fitness Care 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.~ Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze plaques PA  s m ~":s"ta 24 HOUR 
Answering and pager Service IZA 
Terrace, Kltimat, Smithers & P,~0 ,u,~. 635-2444 Funeral se~ee 
Assoc ia t ion  
D  ANE 
FUNeRaL HOME 
Box 24z, ~ti~rs~B.C. •847-2441 
" . Director~gaz~hxade; .j 
Professional counselli,g~] . /x / :  ~ ,"'' I 
Memorlalmarkers t~ ....... ~ )i ". .  L 
Grave covers .|,~. , ~. '~ ~ 
~, ' .~.,.~ A.oclollon Cremation 
Z 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
;4647 i.~elle Avenue. " "  638=SAVE 
. - _ . . 
I 
I I \ 
~ I -  TWIN RIVER ELECTRIC 
& HEATING LTD. 
3992C OLD LAKELSE LAKE RD., 
I~]I'I~(I::I[.~ TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3Vt 
1604) 635-2881 (604) 635-5054 
. ' ,  FAX (604) 635.3279 
• 24Hour Alarm Monitoring 
• Bonded Fully Llcenced & Uniformed Secudty Personnel 
• Department Store Surveillance 
• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems 
• Closed Circuit T.V. Sys!ems, Residential Intercoms 
Will cut down any treel 
"SAFELY" 
$1,O00,O00 liability for YOUR protection 
635-7400 
River's Edge Contracting 
fl112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
Summit Glass 
& Service L :I, 
R.a.a!p..c,'r#R 
TRA NSPOR TA T ION 
,,, S INCE r~5~ . 
( .~ .~ J~. ~ t (  , - -SYSTEMS L TOm :' 1~~ t~./~ phone 635-6309 ~ . ALL TYPES OF GLASS ~ ~ : Oail fr " " " "- 
~ ; )~ ~ " ~ ~ _  :~ Store Fronts , . ICBC Claims . y eight service ex vancouver 
I reasonable rates-  houriy or contract COMPETITIV~Ee toPRICING I ;E~::: !60:! 63; "2728 ' . _ , . , , . ,~  
/' specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, i 1 0..7.4404 / '  :',: CALL TOLLuervlnOFHREEol"r" .s$c 00"667° ,,= -4 64 ' I • t' I '  " ~ ' " " MEMBEROF'~I I r '~;~i~- i~ I  
[ ' " 6"& 8" bits, snowclearing : i+ :  : 3111B~KEBURNST.: TERRACE, B.C.~VaG3Jf ' i "  
; ,. ,,.This space~. :.availablet°or advertise.. ,,, i:: " Tho~r~)Pu%~:e~va,abs~d~c:~:r~:? ,, i~ 
:: .o...,uslneso servlcec.ntr~, .~. : : . :::y i / 
: Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todaY[ :} :  :: !::: : : : i  :i: :Call:anyone of our Advertisrng consultants todayl: ;} 
: ER]'~CE: STANDARr)  .:: {:.: ~ }} 638" 11 ~S- + +~:~:~I:: + ::" ¢r+~< E ~STA 
